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In Our 97th Year -Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, July 2,,1976 1- —
The Murray Ledger & Times
'-Volurne,91 No. 15/
Co
A FLAG FOR THE FOURTH—The American Flag flying bn the cOurt-hot-r-se lawn this weekend has wait
 significan-
- "Yin th.* it has flown over our nation's Capitol. A. F. "Dick" Sykes (right) provided the flag which is being
 raised by
 CiflawaY-Countijajler,Huel Jones (left) and judge Robert 0. Miller. A special sixteen-page salute to our 'nation's
Bicentennial is included in today's edition of The Murray Ledger; & Tithes. - -
start Prietere.atikaariasior,
15' Per Copy 44tree-Seettons - 30 Ptges
?employment Jqm s
.2 Per Cent In June
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Unem-
ployment jumped to 7.5 per cent of the
work force in June, up two-tenths of a
per cent and the biggest monthly climb
since the depths of last year's
. ,recession, the government said today. ,
The increase could ereate election-
s year difficulties for President Ford. 'le
has said the 'steady drop iothe nation's
jobless rate Until _now has shown that
-his economic policies are workir.,s.
._. The _rise . also could.. bririg .new
pressure for- additional government
action to create jobs.
However, government economists
have said that a rise in the jobless rate
would not be a cause for concern. "I
wouldn't interpret a rise as a. sign of
any sudden change in the econehi"
said Maynard Comiez, a top Commerce
Department economist. .
The Labor Department said the
number of unemployed in June in-
creased by 280,000 to a total of 7,1
million, while the number of employed
declined by .200,000 to a total of 87.5in
There were increases in unem-
ployment in nearly all categories in the
labor force, the department said.
Its statistics showed:
-Adult men, 6 per centlaJune, up
trum5.tpercenttnMay. ----
-Aden women 7.1 per cent, up from:7
8.8 per cent in May.
-Whites, 6.8 per cent, up from 6.6 per
cent.
-Blacks, 13.3 per cent, up from 11.2
per cent.
-Heeds of households, 5.f per cent,
up from 4.8 per cent in May.
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virtually steady it-11.4 per cent, dowt--7
from 18.5 per cent in May. •
In addition, the Labor Department
said the average duration of unem-
ployment increased by two weeks in
June to 16.9 weeks. That was equal to
the high reached last December.
The increase in the over-all jobless
rate was the biggest mahthly jump
since May of last year, when unem-
ployment rose three-tenths of a per cent
to 8.9 per cent and 8.25 million
Amerians in the labor force were out of
_ Work.
That May was the worst unem-
.ployrrient month of the recent
recession.
By May a year later,- the joble• ss rate
had dropped to 7.3 per cent:sirberviglik.
milion. Americans in the labor 'for6e
-*ere jobless.
Although Ford administration
economists had said the jobless rate
could rise in June because of a
statistical quirk, Labor Department
analysts said no quirk was Involved.
They said agency statistics, including
seasonal adjustment factors to com-
pensate for teenage summer em-
ployment, been accurate so far and thUt
June rise in unemployment was
precisely that: a rise in unemployment.
For the first time in several months,
the nation's labor -force stopped
growing in June, remaining at the May
level of about 94.6 million.
The Labor Department also said




Americans To Celebrate Nation's
Birthday In Thousands Of Ways
- By The Assoetated Press
In Philadelphia, they're preparing
for the President and protests.
In George, Wash., they're getting
ready to eat a 60-square-foot chttry pie.
In American Samoa, they're planning
copra-cutting and spear-chucking
contests.
In all 50 states, in American
territories, in big cities and small
towns, America is preparing to
celebrate its 200th birthday in
Cloudy and Mild
1"artly cloudy and mild with a chance
of rain tonight, Saturday and Sunday.
- Highs Saturday in the miditils. Lows
tonight in the low to mid 60a. Winds
light and variable tonight.. Chance of
rain 40 per cent tonight and 40 Per cent
on Saturday.
thousaffes of different ways, all meant
to make July 4, 1976, a..-day to
remember.
If there is one thing that ties the
celebrations together, it will be the
pealing of bells. At 2 p.m. Sunday,
members of the Pennsylvania Society,
Sons of the Revolution, will lay their
hands on the Liberty Bell, which tolled
200 years ago to proclaim in-
dependence.
The bell will not be rung due to its
famous crack, but bells across the
nation will toll to celebrate the moment
when the Declaration of Independence
was signed.
Philadelphia expects to host several-
hundred thousand people on the Fourth,
with the major attractions a five-hour
downtown parade and a Bicentennial
speech by President Ford.
But two other parades are also
planned for •Philadelphia on Sunday,
and city officials say these parades -
Fred Overton, left, taskeiball coach at Murray State UniversityApoke at
the July 1st meeting of the Murray Civitan Club. He said "I'm enthusiastic
about the upcoming basketball season and the quality of players we will
have on our team." A certificate of appreciation was presented to Overton
from Civitan Nick Horton of the program committee. right.
protests by two groups, the July FoUrth
Coalition and Rich Off Our Backs -
have kept a lot of people away from the
city. The city's official parade has
shrunk from 70,000 to 35,000 marchers
as bands canceled out.
"A lot of them cited the threat of
violence," said parade director Bill
Mullen.
President Ford will stop at Valley
Forge, Pa., Sunday before taking part
in the ceremonies at Independence
Hall. He'll then go by helicopter to the
aircraft carrier Forrestal for Operation
Sail, the internationei procession of
sailing ships up New York Harbor.
More than 200 ships, led by 17 square-
rigged sailing ships, will make their
way up the harbor before an estimated
10 to 15 million people.
In Columbia, S.C., -ffoy .Scouts will
lead families anciehurch and- neigh-
borhood groups into the parade at in-
tersections along the route.
4.- •
Irrnii Rickman center, is the newest me n 
of the Murray Gvitan
• Club. She was initiated by Cottle*, Vance; rex Govern-Or-elect prKeertuctor-
Gvitans. looking on at right is Don Alley, president of 
the Murray Gvitans.
At this meeting Alley announced that a check for $150 
would be given to
the'S'Pecial Educallon Summer Scheibt tlass at Rober
tson School to defray
expenses on a trip for the children.
A similar parade of the citizenry is
planned for Rexburg, Idaho, which wai.
devastated last month when the Teton
Dam etilla psed. *
New Orleans' parade will be a Mardi
Gras in July, beginning Saturday and
ending after midnight in the Super-
dome. Los Angeles claims the longest
parade, an eight-hour trek - down
Wilshire Boulevard.
Fireworks will light the skies over
much of the nation Sunday night. New
York City plans the largest display -
17,000 tons of fireworks in 4,000 shells to
be detonated around the Statue of
• Liberty.
Seattle,.._ though, claims the largest
single fireworks shell - 166 pounds, 24
inches in diarner and requiring nine
pounds of black powder to launch.
Boston may have the most unusual
display of all. The USS Constitution -
"Old Ironsides" - will fire its guns
Sunday for the first time in 100 years.
A mobile home owned by Clyde
Evitts, on Highway 2110, was completely
destroyed by a fire last night, according
to reports from the Calloway County
Fire Rescue Unit.
The fire apparently originated in the
front of the trailer, with severe smoke
and water damage to the rear half of
the structure as well. Nine men and,
_three units responded to .the call and'
extinguished the blaze with the booster--
number of soealled discouraged
workers, who totaled about 900.000
during the second quarter of the year. -
Discouraged workers are people who
have given tip looking for jobs and
thereby removed themselves from the
nation's labor force.
The department said employment in
manufactuOrig fell slightly in June, as
it had in May, to.111.11 million, dom. from




A Calloway County man was Injured
in a one-car accident on Highway 641
South last night, according to the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
.Hal Brandon, 28, Route Four, was
admitted to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for observation and
released today, according to hospital
officials.
Deputies said the Brandon car was
going north on Highwity 641, just north
of Hazel, when the vehicle went out of -
control and struck a bridge rail.




Banks,' gm/eminent offices and°
many businesses will not be open for
business on Monday. July 5, in ob-
servance of the Independence Day
holiday.
The Murray Post Office will be
closed all day Monday and no city or.
rural route mail will be delivered.
The holiday dispatch schedule will
be observed and stamps may be
purchased from the machine in the
lobby.
All businesses ire not closing
Monday,. however. So/et-al-stores-in
the community have advertised
special sales to celebrate the
holiday.
The Murray Ledger & Times will
notpublish on July t. 
NEW PRINCIPAt —Dr. and Mrs. Ray Reeves were in Murray Thursday,
meeting with local officials and also lixoking for housing, Dr. Reeves is the
new Murray High School principal. With the Reeves' is new assista
nt
superintendent Si Alexander.
, Stet Photo b David HiIJ
New MHS Principal
'Excited' About Murray
Ne* Murray High Principal Dr. Ray
Reeves was in town Thursday, and says
he-is "very excited" about coming to
Murray.
"We've been trying to „come to
Murray for six years," Dr. Reeves said.
'We're very impressed with the town,
the cohesiveness of the people, and the
style of living that we find here."
Dr. Reeves and his wife were in
Murray Thursday to look for housing_
and prepare to move their family here.
They have two young daughters. -
"Murray is small enough to have I
slow, easy style .-cif living, and 1, big
enough to offer everything needed,"
athletics, and the high school athletic
program. He was a college track star,
and is very interested in all phases of
high school athletics.
"I wouldn't be here today if it wasn't
for sports," he commented. "I went
through school on an athletic
scholarship. and sports has played a big
part_ in my life."
Dr. Reeves comes to Murray frnat,
House Springs, Mo., where he waa high
sehool principal. He succeeds Eli
Alexander, who will assume the duties
gtasaistant superintendent of the
school system.
Reeves, 35, received his A.A. degree
in physical education from Fullerton
Dr. Reeves said. He added that he is Junior College in 1964. He received his
impressed with the facilities at Murray B.S. ip physical education from the
Mgt," 'catitnIE VW" tfigh- sehmt—"fr- thshrey4fty-sirf-khah
 -40-4064....aad4air 
beautiful facility," and continued that master's in school administration from
he is looking forward to working with Chapman College in 1967. He earned his
the faculty and staff at the school. Ph.D. in physical education at the
Reeves is very interested in Universit%of Utah in173.
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars. "
- ABMS - --erk4( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Difficult situations? Analyze,
then attack — with self.
confidence and optimisn. You
.can utilize your connections
profitably in the p.m.
TAURUS
t Apr. 21 to May 21) tiG;1'
Precisioa and perception
needed now. Curb a tendency to
wander from a prescribed




May 22 to June 21) 24191..
Mercury fairly favorable, but
be careful not to overstep
sensible bounds. There's
terriptation now to exaggerate,
underestimate, go to extremes,
generally.
CANCER
t June 22 to July VI)
Some friction evident. Be
your practical self and
problems will not 'magnify:
They can always be simplified if
you put your mind to it.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 11244;
Astute judgment needed; also
self-restraint under pressure.




)Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP kIL
Avoid skepticism, doubt,
pessimism. On the other hand,
don't fall for any suggestions
which common sense tells you
have but dubious value.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 4o Oct_ 23)
A day for listening! Give
careful thought to all that is said
In conservations, 'discussions.
You e011141 learn much to your
advantage.
WottP10
Me*Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
— Some restraint needed. Just
because another's idea sounds
"intriguing" does not mean it is
bed for YOtt Think!
SAGMARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
-Scone unexpected moves will
call for alertness in all areas.
Don't be overly suspicious
where it's not warranted.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. Ye) va
You will be judged more by
actions than by words. But be
sure that BOTH register to your
benefit.






(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
Don't insist on your own way
If others disagree, except where
right must prevail. Enjoy
friends whose interest. revive -
your spirits.
YOU HORN' TODAY are
endowed with a great love of the
theater and, if properly trained
in early years, could excel as an
actor, director or producer of
plays, or as a dramatic critic.
You. also have a talent for
writing and would make an
excellent journalist or novelist.
Other fields suited to your
abilities: finance, insurance,
publishing, chemistry,
engineering or designing. On
the personal side, you are af-
fectionate, generous, sym-
pathetic, a devoted spouse and
parent. Try, however, to curb
tendencies toward jealousy and
hypersensitivity. Birthciate of:
King Louis XI, of France;
Henry Grattan, Irish states-
man; John Mason Brown,
dramatic critic.
Geographically speaking, Eu-
rope, including the British
Isles, is a large western penin-
sula of the continent of Asia.
Adotri if 25 fluid 54.25. under 5 free. ;teensy Seat, 1I.65 extra
for information i rite
kTi (A TFRRITOR) Renton, 42025
5 Miles SW Kentucky Dam, Hyw. 641 (502)527 9948
Miss Susan Moody is Honored
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Perdew, 230 Charlotte Ann Driae,
Paducah, announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Leslie Gayle, to George Madison
Potts III, son of • Mrs. • Marion Workman Lockett of
Philadelphia, Pa., and Gene Po tla of Madisonville. He is the
grandson of Mrs. M. 0. Jordan of Mursay Route One and Mrs.
G M Potts of Kirksey Route One. ---''.
Miss Perdew is a 1973 graduate of Lone Oak High Scheol and . p.m. at the Murray Federal
a 1976 graduate of Murray State University Where she received Savings and Loan Community
a bachelor's degree in accounting. She was a member of-Alpha-- R6-0m.
Gantma Delta sorority, Alpha Tau Omega Little Sisters, and The gracious hostesses for
the Accounting Society. She is now employed by the B. F. the event were Mrs. RexGoodrich Chemical Company, Calvert City. Alexander, Mrs. Ronnie Boyd,
Mr. Potts graduated from liaverford Township High School Mrs. .0•Neal Burgess, Mrs.
in 1972, arid received his bachelor of science degree in ac- Ora Lee Lyons, Mrs. Handel
counting from Wanly State University in 1976. He was a mem- Sykes and Miss Bonnie Lyons.
bar of- Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and the Accounting
Society. He it employed by the Kentucky Department of 
The honoree chote to wear a
yellow knit pantsuit. She wasRevenue in Hopkinsville. . . presented a corsage of whiteA late summer wedding is being planned.
By Mrs. R. D. Key
June 21, 1916
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hugh
Paschall and childrea.
Marilyn, Carolyn, and Steve;
visited relatives in Colorado
last week.
Mrs. R. D. Key and Mrs.
Ovie Wilson spent Tuesday
with Mrs. Ella Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Bertha!
Grooms and daughter of
Michigan Are visiting Mrs.
Holice Grooms and Mr. and
Mrs. Enloe Tarkington this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Martin and Mr. and Mrs.
Lilburn Martin visited Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke visited Mrs. Ella'
Morris Monday. The Van-
dykes and Mrs. mark Pakhall
visited Bro. and Mrs. Terry
Sills in Paducah on Wed-
nesday.
Mrs. Calvin Holley will have
surgery on her eye in a
hospital st Mayfield Tuesday.
Brit. and Mrs. Terry Sills
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs, Glenn Easlick7
of Davenport, Iowa, are
visiting Mr. and Mrialitorrii
Jenkins.
Glynn Orr had surgery at
Henry County Hospital, Paris,
Tenn, last Thursday. Those at
his bedside were Mrs. Orr,
tiro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, R.
D. Key, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van-
dyke, Mr. and Mrs. Hope Key,
and Bro. James Phelps. Other
visitors in to see-him over the
weekend were Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Olive, Hillery John-
son, Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and Mitch, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Orr, Herbert Orr,
Mr-. and Mrs. Barshal Doran,
Howard Morris, Mrs. Jessie
Paschall, Mrs. Manon Key,
Mrs. Maxine Greer, Jessie
Key, Calvin Key, Wilma Gene
Key, Bro. F. C. Prince, Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Denham and
Mrs. Cates, the latter three
from Sedalia.
Mr. and Mrs. Lanoice
Harrington and son, Robert, of
Parsons, Term., visited Mr.
and Mrs. Torty -Sykes over the
weekend.
The Kuykendall family all
met at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Tellus Orr Sunday for
13e 6tAirisAii, SUNDAy 141614T Antst.41
*No fr-̂ Car SIJNOky NieHr To
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The children a1it grand-
children of Arlin Pghall
spent Father's Day in
home Sunday and also his
pastor, :Bro. and Mrs. James
Phelps and family.
R. D. Key was in Paris,
Term., Thursday for a check
up on his eye with Dr. Morgan.
Reports are not good, but is'
improving slowly.
Mr. and Mrs, Mareasitill,
Rudy Key, and Mr. and Mrs:
Ivy Bucy visited Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Sykes over the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Wyatt
and Mrs. Ada Vandyke visited
Mr.,. and Mrs. Douglas. Van-
dyke Sunday afternoon.
Bro. Warren Sykes was in
Monday to see Dr. Newman
with trouble in his back.
Gives Program
For Circle
Thliessie Tacker Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women met Tuesday,
June 8, at 9:30 a.m. at the
church parlor with Mrs. Hugh
Houston as hostess.
The program was presented,





Ten members were present
Cards were circulated to send
to ill mem-bers.
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette led the
opening prayer. Mrs. James
Diuguid and Mrs Ivan
Mayfield gave reports.
Information about Foster
Child was read and discussed.
A book on Wesley was given
to Fil Boston ha appreciation
of his service to the Circle.
SUNDAY SUPPER




1-3rd cup currant jelly
1 tablespoon unsalted
margarine
1 teaspoon grated lemon
rind
1 tablespoon lemon juice
2 teaspoons dry mustard
In a small saucepan over lo•
heat, stirring occasionally, me
together the jelly and margi
tine. Whisk In the remaining lr





Miss Susan Moody, August
7th bride-elect of Rick
Bowerman, was honored with
a delightful household shower
on Tuesday, June 22, at 7:30
earnations by the hostesses. -
Mrs. Reuben Mopdy,, mother
of the bride-elect,, end Mrs.
Katherine Bowerman, mother
of the groorn:elect, were both
presented corsages of red,
white and blue carnations..
Miss Sandra Moody, sister
of the bride-elect; and Miss
Ginger Bowerman, sister of."
the groom-elect, presided at
the guest register. The guest
register table was ,Overlaid
with a white linen -tablecloth
covered with blue net and






Ars. Robert Moody being the
Oak Grove-
WMU, Meets
The WMU of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church held its June
meeting at eight p.m. in the
home of Sherry Paschall with-
six members present.
"Japanese Amerigans', was
the subject of thfriesson. The
Bible study „on "The Incar-
nation Arid Missions" was
taken., from the scripture.
Colossians 1:15-29.
Those taking part in the
program --wtre Youlanda
Grooms, Delpha Taylor.
Pauline Story, Hilda Evitts,
Sherry Past-hall, and Freda
Humphreys.
The call to prayer was read
by Hilda Evitts and prayer for
the missionaries was led by
F.rM Paschalledars.Huniphreys served
winner. The door prize was
won by Mrs. June Whitford.
Both ladies presented their
prizes to the bride-elect.
Mrs. Leonard Clark, sister
of the groom-elect, assisted
Miss Moody in opening her
many lovely gifts. -
Refreshments of cake, nuts,
minits and punch were served
front 'a table overlaid, with a
white linen tablecloth covered
with blue
Refreshments of cake, nuts,
mints and punch were served
from a table overlaid with a
white linen tablecloth covered
-with--blue net, laid centered
with a bouquet of white, pink
and blue summer flowers
flanked by two single can-
delabra.
- Approximately eight per-







Baby Boy Watkins (mother
Elaine), Rt. 1, Box 69, Cottage
Grove, Tn.
DISMISSALS -_-.
Mr. 'Maraha A. Dale, iof
Murray, Miss Hortense
Cunningham, 205 -Siarucee,
'Murray, Fredrick M. Ingram,
206 -Vioadlawn, Murray, Mrs.
Margaret Tharp, 2205 Cold-
water Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Nancy L. Willoughby Rt,
Box 17, Buc
iTn., . Mr. • Doiriald42T,
Lassiter, „ Rt.' Benton,
H. Cooper, RI. 4, Box
200-A, Murray, Mrd. Ernestine
L. Venable, Rt. 1, Box 56,
Murray, Mrs. Charletta Smith
and Baby Boy, 411 W. 9th.,
Benton, Mrs. Cheryl E.
Timmons and Baby Boy, Rt. 9,
Benton, Prentice Colson, Rt. 6,
Murray, Lenis Ward, Rt. 1,
Murray, EIPIS L. Rutledge, 201
Walnut, Murray, Clyde
McMullins, 110 Spruce,
Murray, Minnie E. Rose, Rt.
1, Kirksey, Mrs. Mabel B.
Wilkerson (expired), Fn. 1,
Mayfield.
PAUL NEWMAN
-BUFFALO BILL and the INDIANS.
or SITTING Btu: HISTORY LESSON"
Late Show Tonite & Sat. 11:40 -






MR. AND MRS. LLOYD DAVID 'THOMPSON are now.
residing in Swncer, Ind., following their marriage on Satur-
day, May 22, read in a ceremony at the Main Street United
Methodist Church in Boonville, Ind.
The bride, the former Kirn'Marie Toole, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Toole of Boonville, Ind. The groom it the
son of Mr: and Mrs. Fred Thompson of Henderson and the
grandson of the late James Ballentine and Mr. and Mrs. Noah
Stallions of Aurora.
Miss Anna Thompson, sister of the groom, was the maid of
honor with Mark Kelloms serving as best man and Amy
Stellion.sas the flower girl.
A reception was held following fhe:ceramony at the home of
the bride's parents In 13oonville before the couple left for a






9A.M. — 5 P.M.
- Offering "thçBestin
Name brand Fabrics






' terrifying No. I hest seller
WELCOME TOTE 23RD CENTURY.
Th perfe•cr svotiel of total pleosure
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COLLIE BOYRAMSEY BOY
Christopher Chad- -is theMr. . #nd Mrs. DarrelL
nRamsey of Murray are the ame chosen by Vickie L.
parents of a baby boy, Darrell Collie, P. 0. Box 93, Dexter,
fEugene,--. weighing eight or tier baby boy born on
pounds 310a ounees, born on Tuesday, June 22, at the
Sunday, June 20, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is a student at
Murray State University.
Grandparents artr. far. and'
Mrs. Jerry Putteet and Mr. -
and Mrs. Frank Ramsey, all
of Loveland, Ohio.
WALLACE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wallace,
Route Two, Puryear, Tenn.,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Crystal Ruth, weighing seven
pounds fourteen ounces, born




Alexander and the late J. C.
Alexander of Puryear, Tenn.,
Route Two, and Faye Wallace
of Paris, Tenn.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. William Gargus of




Floyd Howard of Far-
mington Route One has been a
patient at Lourdes Hospital,
PAducah. = - 
Livestock Need Vitamins
Livestock and humansliiVe—
one characteristic in com-
mon, both require a diet that
provides an -adequate supply
of vitamins and minerals.
Lactf of iodine will cause.
goiier, lack of iron will cause
anemia and lack of vitamin.
D will cause rickets in farm
animals- just as in inirnans.
Farmers and,. ra4ichers are
very careful to see that their
animals receive" the vitamins
and minerals -they need,
either naturally through the
food they eat or 1:Py the addi-
tion —o-f --special supplements.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Rondal 0. Collie of
Dexter.
Mrs. Thomas- Named Finalist In
Mrs. Kentucky Beta Sigma Phi
Sylvia Thomas • of Lbe
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi was chosen as
one of the fourteen finalists in
the Mrs. Kentucky Beta
Sigma Phi contest held atothe
sorority's state convention in
Bowling Green in June. She is
Pictured luA.fibe.stavisked




Dinner, hosted by Murray-
Calloway County AssociAtes
for Freed-Hardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn., will be at
North. Elementary - School
-from five to six p.m. Ira North
will be guest speaker at six
p.m. Tickets are $6.00 and
'may be purchased from
--Martha Alls, Mary Frances
Thompson, Karen Bolls, or
Janice Rose. ,
Annual Singing-On-The-
Lake,' will continue at




Lake will have its ,c)oiing
night. at the ,Crilliertsville
airport at eight NIL
, .
SabirdaY, Jul); 3
First Baptist Church will
have a picnic and note burning
ceremony from two to eight
p.m. at Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly. Bring
folding chair, silverware and
food. -Potluck supper will be
served at six-p.m., rain or
shine.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
F. de A. M. will meet at the
Lodge Hall at seven p.m. for






















Beltone Wilt Make hi-The Home
Calls...
Our Hearing Aid Specialists are licensed and
bonded.
Yes, since 1965, we have been making in-the-
house calls.. .Not only to our many fine
customers, but also to the many hard of hearing
in this area. TIM IS A FREE SERVICE to those
who can not or do not want to come to our office.
The BELTONE Hearing Service is proud indeed
of its fine service to the hard of hearing. As an
exaxnale of this.. we at BELTON§_ingist that it
isn't, enough to know all about the ear, about
hearing tests, about individual fitting of in-
strurnents...as vitally important as they are.
BELTONE has a :treed of personal ser-
,L, vice.. .sympathetic, friendly understanding of
I the many problems which perplex folks with
hearing losses. -1
That's why countless thousands trust and depend t_
, on BELTONE of BENTON. -r
We are constantly striving to not only give the
hard of hearing the very best possible hearing
available.. .but also the best possible service.
Call upon us at any time. We shall be happy to
serve your hearing needs. .
We can proudly boast.. we at Beltone in this area •
have more satisfied users than all other hearing _
aid companies CembiDeiL.,Thell-1,4u6( Be A__
Reason...CALI, or COME BY TODAY!
Beltone of Benton
1%5-
1200 Poplar, Benton, Ky. Ph. 527-8463
Saturday, July 3
Era of Iran will be shown at
.Center Furnace, Lahti Bet-




dinner for all former residents
and friends of Land Between
the Lakes will be held at
Model, Tenn.,-Urinn one to 4:30
p.m. For information contact
Marvin Allen, Jr., 1-901-132-
7378.
Mr. and Mrs. Elburn
Thwea8.of Kirksey Route One
will be honbred with a
reception in observance of
their 50th wedding an-
niversary at the Bank--01.----
Marshall County Lounge,---
Benton, from two to four p.m. _
- Alt chilitbet with bells will - 
ring for a period Of two
minutes at,, one p.m.
celebration of the Bicen-
tennial. This is being coor-
dinated by the Murray
Woman's Club.
- Sunday, JulY 4
Bicentennial musical, "I
Love America," will be
presented by the Youth Choir
of the Puryear Baptist Church
at seven p.m.
Annual Boatwright reunion
vdll be at pavilion adjacent to
Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe,
Street between North Itth and
10th Streets in old Murray City
Park with potluck luncheon at
one p.m.
County wide worship ser-
vice, sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association, will
be held at seven p.m. at the
First Baptist Church with Dr.
Van Bogard Dunn as special
speaker.
Family potluck dinner will
be held at five p.m. at the
Murray Country Club with
Messrs and Mesdames Jim Ed
Diuguid, Jack Belote, Matt
Sparkman, and A. C. Sanders
in charge of arrangements.
Monday, July 5
Bicentennial celebration
" will be held at six p.m. at Fern
Terrace Lodge. All interested
persons are invited.
Kathleen Jones Group of
First Baptist Church Women
are scheduledlO meet at 7:15
p.m at the home of Miss
Lorene Swann.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will not meet
today but will meet July 12 at
11:30a.m.
Tuesday, July 6
-- Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet with
Mrs. Clyde Jones at two p.m.
with the program by Selwyn
Schultz.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Corn-
, munity,Center at 9:30 a.m.
"—ME-
from ten a.niToiliree p.m. for
Senior Citizens.
•
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
t Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Attention
Announcing Our New Hours
Cypress Spring Restaurant_
Will Be lipen
Tues. through'Thers. 5:00 p. m. til Qp. rn
Friday through Suintay $AO a. in. hi 9:811 p.
Closed Maeda, ,
4364491
Louie. and Sue Williams
iwyromptu questions for the
finely udging.
In the picture below is Mrs.
Thomas with, left to right,
Mrs. Marsha Horton, Mrs:
cFLiornioedr1,1;:n;naFtteaorLinan'ti_omnMaIrr:Ch, jalleptenuLar
Jameson, conyeption
woman, Ms. aural Beth
Wright, contest chairwoman,
Mrs. Thomas, and Mrs. Kathy
Licthennegger. Mesdames
Horton, - Fain, and
Lichtenegger. .of the local
chap(' attended the col;
- vention and presented Mrs.
Thomas with a corsage_ of
yellow rose buds, traditional
Beta Sigma Phi flower.
Each city in Kentucky was
represented by one candidate
and the contestants were
judged on an essay of "What




appearance, charm, poise at
an interview and impromptu
question.-
Mrs. Thomas has been a..
charter member for ten years,
served as president, vice-
president, extension officer,
chairman of social, service,,
special, committees and was
elected Valentine Queen 1972.
She is now serving as
president of the Murray
Hairdressers, Affilate No. 10
of the National Hairdressers
and Cosmetic Association, and
owns and operates the Charm
Beauty Salon, Dixieland
Lgenter,, Chestnut Street.
Murray.: She and her husband,
-Kenny, and two sons, Steve




Monday, July 5 7 p. m.
-5 Truck loads of good antiques. tots
of walnut and oak. For partial listing








4tPSI.COLA" AND ',PEPSI" MIL NACI,STLRIO iNAOINARAS Of PepsiCo. •,c.
1-calorie Diet Peps
zzzazZim VC/hat a feeling! When pants
,Ahat were a little tight in the hips zip.
When you actually are that dress
size you like to think you are.
When you're down 4 pounds
instead of upS. It.takes some
ihip‘i00006.16:0.AANAJNNANN.N N...
•
doing—eating right, exercise—but you
can do it. Ahd 1-calorie Diet Pepsi-Cola
can help. Only 1 calorie in twelve ounces
... no sugar at all ...and plenty of real
cola taste. So, c'mon! You can do it. And
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familiar with a color set, the
simplest way to tune it is to
turn the color control down
and tune a good black-and-
white picture. Next, adjust
the color control for the
proper color _intensity making
sure it at neither too pastel or
ton garish. Then adjust the
tint control until faces appear
natural. When flesh tones are
correct, other colors are in
balance.
• • •
Wireless remote control is
an increasingly popular con-
venience with both color and
black-and-white sets. General-
ly speaking, the cost of re-
mote control sets increases in
proportion to the number of
functions which can be ac-
complished remotely. The
simplest units switch the set
on and off and change chan-
nels from chairside, while the
most elaborate add such func-
tions as volume, brightness,
color, and tint.
* • •
Installing an outdoor an-
tenna can be hazardous and
should be left to a profes-
sional antenna installer, say
experts tit the Electronic In-
dustrierAssociation. To avqid
the possibility of electric
shock, outdoor Antolini: and
lead-in wi9e,s-fahould be
permanently grounded and a




sausages are among the ear-
liest convenience foods. Pre--
cooked and-bnizeress, franks
range from the large dinner
size to the tiny cocktail tid-
bit. At the top of the sand-
wich. list, they're also
favored for "hurry-up" cas-
seroles and salads.
MURRAY GIRLS SERVING as home missionaries for Southern Baptists this summer
are, left to right, Karen Hussung daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Karl HussOng, in Montana;
Kathy Rogers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. lames Rogers, Spartanburg, South Carolina; and
Susi Robinson, daughter, of Mr. and Mrs. Don Robinson, in Texas. They are all three
students at Murray State University._
THE BICENTENNIAL KITCHEN
Step into the past, three
centuries ago, when Wil-
liamsburg, Virginia, waa
capital of the. colony sind
the center of its hospitality.
A fashionable colonial
housewife paid great at-
tention ro the table she
presented, for she was
judged not only by the qual-
ity but also the variety of
dishes on the table. Dinner
was always a splendid affair„,
served in—am English
French fashion.
• One of the "mustsl' in
Colonial Williamsburg was a
variety ,of desserts to offer
guests—puddings, panties,
jellies, sweetmeats. Cakes
were closely associated with
family and -social life, what-
ever the occasion. Pancakes
for St. Valentine's Day,
Bride's Cake for weddings,




Cake was a favorite all-occa-
sion dessert. This'version is
a simple one layer cake,
flavored NOM -orange peel,
raisins, walnuts and the but
tery taste of Blue Bonnet
Margarine.The-caanmy [mat-
ing, also Williamsburg in-
spired, is made with confec-
tioners' sugar, economical_
Blue Bonnet Margarine,















This Williamsburg-inspired' Orange Cake brings memories
from three centuries past. It is flavored with orange peel,
raisins and nuts and is topped with a sherry-orange fla-
vored frosting.
touch of creamy sherry.
Try a memory frOm 18th
Ceittiry Williamsburg for











1-2/8 cups unsifted flour
1 titaspoonNISaking soda
1/2 teaspoon!ialt








In a large bowl, cream
together Blue Bonnet Mar-
garine and sugar until light
and fluffy. Beat in eggs and
vanilla extract.
In a small bowl blend to-
gether flour, baking 'oda-
iusd salt. Add to creamed
mixture alternately with
sous milk, blend well after
each addition. Stir in raisins,
English walauts and orange
peel. Pour into well-greased
8 x 8 x 2-inch baking pan.
Bake at 3500F. about 50
minutes, or until done. Cool
in pan 10 minutes. Remove
from pan and cool on wire
rack. When cool, frost with
Orange Wine king (below).
lVfifies one 8-inch cake.
Orange Wine 'deg: Com-
bine 2 cups unsalted con-
fectioners' sugar, 1/3 cup
softened Blue Bonnet Mar-
garine arid 1 tablespoon
grated orange peel in small
bowl. Add 2 tablespoons




NEW YORK (AP) — The
range of injuries to women ath-
letes is for the most part no dif-
ferent from that to male athlet-
e; according to surveys con-
ducted by Dr. Christine E. Hay-
cock and Joan Gillete, trainer
at the University of Nevada in
Las Vegas.
"Those very few injuries that
appear to be unique to women
are based on anatomical and
biological differences," Dr.
Haycock told colleagues at the
13th annual Alumni Night meet-
ing of-the College of Medicine
at Downstate Medical Center
(State Univeitalty of New York)
in Brooklyn. lk
_ Some of the myths Dr. Hay-
cock, Downstate Class of 1952,'
debunked were that "women
are the weaker sex," that wom-
en athletes develop "bulging
muscles" and that women are
apt, to be injured for life and
ruin Mbar looks, particularly if
they indulge in contact sports.
Some recipes for liseese
souffles call for beating the egg
yolks until thick and pale color-
ed. but this isn't necessary. Re-
sults are good when the whole
egg yolks are sftnply whisked
into the white sauce.
PAINTING
Ihelleoetlei-Coewoorciel lotorior-Extorlor Serey-lroslt-Itoll
le Shop, wellsg of red forititoro-shettors-otc.
Parities Lot stripieg.
13 oxporioocsd pastors et me woks.
_ We en fully issonal.






A OIAG OF LIBERTY
DEAR ABBY: For five years, four of ua couples have met
onee-a month to play cards. Well, last month ape of the men
'brought a movie projector and all the gear, plus some dirty
movies he had rented, and proceeded to show a filthy =alit!
7wo of the men were'all for seeing these movies, but their
wioes were not.
i stopped the idiot as soon as I realized what kind of
"entertainment." he had brought to the card club.
Abby, I think the people who make such filth should be
burnad at theatake, and -the nuts who buy them should be
locket in institutions: -
Awaiting your reply. Sign mai.:
SICK OF FILTH
DEAR SICK: Filth doesn'Ulother mi. unless it intrudes
upon my right to avoid it. Hewever, I am opposed to
burning 1thd inclucerating those whose taste in entertain-
ment differs from mine.
General, Washington, when
the Star-Spangled Banner was
first flown, is said to have de-
scribed it* symbolism as fol-
lows, according to the U.S.
Marine Corps Reserve: "We
-talee-4fte- -stars -from- heaven,
the _red from our mother
country, separating it _Ay
white stripes, thus showing
that we have separated from
her, and the white stripes
' shall go down to posterity
re-presenting liberty.",_„,
Tight Squeeze s.
If you're dielkovering that
you're not fitting into - your
summer clothes AiLwell as
you'd like,- try tasty Meat
saladi ,tor substantial
lunches that Make but mod-
est calorie contribOtions.
Meat has staying power to
satisfy hunger longer. Ju-
lienne sttips of cooked beef,
ham, veal and lamb are ex-.
cellertl sources of protein to
comb e with summer fresh
vegetables* and fruits. The
nutritive contributions of
meat help keep vitality and
reasf•SSIlf_4_1141-2thile _weight '
going down. A word of warn,
big--watch that salad dress-
ing! Try substquting a dash
of lemon juke "oe seasoned
buttermilk.
DC.Alt, ABBY: My husband and I were recently invited
to dinner it the home of another couple. The invitation was
for 8 -
We arrived promptly and were fed cocktails and chips and
dips for what seemed to be an eternity. Finally dinner was
announced at 10:30.
"Dinner" consisted of raw meatballs, sausages and
shrimp that we had to cook in a fondue. Nothing would cook
properly. Everything was charred on the outside and raw on
the insS4e.- •
After "dinner' everyone- retire to the living room. My
husband and I left exactly 11 Minutes after eating.
We were Goth sick that night. Should we let our hostess
know that we were sick? Must I send a "thank-you" note for
such a poor excuse for if dinner? Hae anyone ever sent a
NO thank you" note? .
SICK IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR Al3BY: I have a very best friend whom I love
dearly. Shea
husband a
nther husband have been best-friends with my
nd me for many, many years. and they stre'a—Mir
home often.
would do an
She is the sweetest lady I've ever known and
ything in the world for me.
The problem is that she is a chain smoker. She talks with
her hands a
herself, my f
nd -waves her cigarette around. She burns
urniture, my carpets and my curtains. She let„s
the ashes fall all over the food when she's eating. Once she
even set her
When she
dinner 'napkin on fire!
leaves, even though I air out the house, the
-smell of the smoke lingers in my draperies, the clothes I weer
wearing and
She know
even in my hair!
s how much cigarette smoke bothers me (and
her husband hates them,. tool, but she absolutely cannot
quit!
I can't tel my best friend not to smoke in my house. My
husband says, "Nobody's perfect you have to take the bad
with the good."
Please be realistic, Abby Is there a solution?
DEAR SICK: Witte-a "thank-you" note anyway and
don't mention your Wiese. And if this couple has nothing
more than food for the stomach to offer, avoid future
invitations to their place. - - • ,
SMOKED OUT IN GADSEN, ALA,
DEAR SMOKED: *ten she irrivei,land her' a LARGE
ashtray and ask her tO please be careful with her cigarettes.
If she gets careless, remind her. Also, place two or three
dishes of vinegar wherever she is. The vinegar will help to




Mr. and Mrs. Cecil M. Newcom, formerly of LaCenter, now
residing in Lake Worth, Fla., announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their cianghtee, peps Ann, to Chao
Stephen Case, sow's( Mr. and Mrs. Fred Casefif Wickliffe.
The bride-elect attended Ballard Memorial High School and
Draughon's Business College. She is now a senior at Murray
State University. Mr. Case attended Ballard Memorial High
School and is now working toward his Master's degree in
education at Murray State University.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, July 24, at four P.m. at
the LaCenter United Methodist Church. All friends and
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EDITORIAL
We Have Freedom
If We Can Keep. It
The concept of a free' press alniost nothing goes on m
was laid down beforre the government that is not
American revolution by Sir examined, re-examined, plum-
William Blackstone as bed, analyzed, guessed about,
follows: criticized and caricatured by
"The lirty of the press is in- the media. All this affects the'
deed essentialto the nature of a American people, as it should.
free state, but this consists of But that doesn't mean that they
laying no previous restraints necessarily accept it as
upon publication, and not in revealed truth.
freedom, from _ censure for- The virtue of liberty, and the
criminal matte: when growid on Which we may best
published." justify our belief in it, is that it
The Founding .Fatb,ers knew will tolerate errors in order to
,,sortie had a fear 'of -democracy serve the truth.
as well, as a fear of despotism. The press naturally-Wants to
The best cure they found that report all the news that is fit to
disposed of these, fears was print, and at times its concern
guarantee of freedom of speech with the rights of the accused to
and freedom of the press which a fair and impartial trial may
was incorporated into the First appear secondary. On the other
Amendment. ' - hand, individual fridges, overly
James Madison drafted tlie u concerned with a fully in-
First Amendment: "Congress
shall make no law abridging
the freedom of speech or of the
press." Thomas Jefferson
cautioned us when he said,
"Our liberty depends on the
freedom of the press and that Journalists are, 4ti'-the con-
cannot be limited without being truly, usually characterized
lost." - - by, even obsessed by, a power-
Alexis de Tocqueville-bb- ful senselif justice. Recognittori
served in the 1830's that an in- of thieby the courts is eirssential.
dependent-press constituted tbe±.3_ifirer_may_ be-unable to form
chief element of freedom in the, an independent judgment
modern world. A natibff which
is determined to remain fyee is
therefore right in 4emanding
the unrestrained aercise of
this independence
In this schizophrenic, nuclear
area the spokesmen for sanity
• should bethe calm journalistic
voices, but in spite of the
unhappiness with our society
-the press owes the' people ab-
• solute intellectual honesty. It
-must continue to tell them how
it is, painful as it Mai' be for
them as well as ,,the press. If
given the truth-the people can
be depended upon to meet any
national crisis.
The great point is to bring
them the truth. Public opinion
based on our misinformation
will put our country into great
trouble. The truth can be like a
sleeping giant, slow to- rouse,
but magnificent in its stren
In arriving at the truth,._
press should not' inflame the-
public purposely, but neither
should it lull the public into a
false sense of security. ,
Our press is not a tenant of
political power and that is why
Contemporary Keligioug Thought
formed. Judges neerito better
underltand the Journalists
of view. Newsmen are not,
enemies of the judicial systern.
They are not necessarily out to
sell- papers or boost ratings.
be-Cause of his 6wn prejudices.
That is why prospective jurors
can be challenged. And, if
publicity is thought to be a fac-
tor, trials can be postponed,
venues Changed, jurors
sequestered.
The newspapers are the
custodians of the freedom of the
press;-One they begin ,to use
that freedom to their own' ad-
vantage they place it in jeopar-
-dy. Lest we forget the liberty
exercised by the press belongs
-to all the people and. not the
press alone.
The press wt. ose livelihoOd is
in thefurnishing of informatio
and opinion to others therefore
has.. both the privege of
freedom and the &A make it
worth keeping _. _,
The Reople can make




Sena and Congressmen to
see that their freedom is never
eurtailed by legislation.
To paraphrase Ben Franklin,
we have our freedom, if we can
keep it.
On Loving Yourself
By Date-Roos Art of Loving" puts it succinctly; it
First Christian Church is -a virtue to love my neighbor as a
human being, it must be a virtue—and
Recently I talked with a group abciut not a vice love myself, since Tam
an issue that has bugged me in the past. human being, too..."Tiolove my neigh-
POr years I had thought that - bor as myseleeimplies respect for my
sinful to love myself. And that to the
degree that I loved-myself. I did not
love other people. Sol urged people-to
hate themselves in order to love their
fellow persons all-the—Mare. But quite
the contrary is the (lase! Only to the
degree a person can- tove himself-  -
herself is that person really able to love
his-her neighbor.
Jesus surnmedup the Old Testament
teaching; in two sentences: "Love
God- and "Love your neighbor as
yourself." Someone has quipped that
JesilS- knew we would love ourselves
regardless! But this is not so!
Numerous people are suffering anguish
exactly because they -rion't love
themselves enough.
Erich Fromm in Pis little book "The'
own integrity and uniqueness, love for
and understanding of my own self, and
this is inseparably connected to
respect, love and understanding for any
other human being...Love is-an attitude
.L which is the same toward all °Weds,
including myself.
Then, how do we explain
"selfishness?" Simply, the selfish
nerson does not love him-her self too
much but rather too little. In fact, he
despises himself. He seems to care too
much for himself, but actually this is
only a cover-up for the deep underlying
hate for- his real self. A selfishiserson
can neither love others nor himself-
herself.
,,. A person who REALLY loves others,
loves himself-herself equally!
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Sunday School Lesson
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tline's "Gut Medicare," 851 N.
HEARTLINE is a service for seeder and YourThe Spread Of The hur h•
Acts
Just before Christ ascended, his
disciples, who were still expecting him
to.. bring national restoration and
e political independence to hetet asked
him if he would restore the kingdom
imrnediatelg. He replied that this was
not the consideration of present or
paramount importance. It was not their
privilege to "know the- times or the
seasons," as those things were entirely
with God. Christ stressed that they
were not to be absorbed in counting
of nature to the state of, grace, and is
made a different kind of person. He has
a new perspective—"old things are
passed away; bekald, all things are
'become new." He also has a new
pursuit—he has .broken -away from his
former evil manner of life and refuses
to indulge in his previous sinful habits.
o The saved pesson,has_a pew faith,
joy, affection,_allegian pe, song,
and outlook on life. sees, thinks,
feels, and acts diffe tly from what he
did before he hecarne a Christian and"
began living for Christ. He proves that
he is a Christian by what he is, believes,
„says, an does.days, but in witnessing for him Instead
of peering into the future, they were According to verse eighteen, God is
Abe' one who has reconeiled unto-_ expected to -5e busy witness* far lit% 'himself through the substlutlaillitYby their words, ways, works, d :
warfare. For this work y n neath of his San on the cross. God
power .beyond any provided .bynature,-- 
rightfully expects all who have been
or any which they -might ha't'e 
acquifed:-...recontiled to him, and have been
throughfellowship 
recreated in Christ through the
as he had wrought and taught in their 
ministry of the Holy Spirit, to be
midst. ministers of reconciliation. Into the
hands and hearts of his children he hasWitnessing Hi Christ's power to save
is a task incumbent moon all 
Christians.----Minmitted the gospel or "the word of .
ionc liation."No greater wark than this can occupy rirTh
the thought, time, strength, or sub, --- e office of ambassador for
(le of distinguished honor and of eatstance of human beings. What a t
tragedy that Satan has blinded the eye,s trust. The 
ambassadors of are
of so manY, Christians to the treiximi-----4ent 
-to deliver to others ar message
dous privilege and responsibility the which they have received *tri the Lo
esus. Effective ambassedors..must,be
devoted, faithful,,? and 'zeelnus
Christians.
Verse twentysifne sets forth .three
tremendous wonders. One of them is
the sinless,Savidiir, Christ Jesus. He
was sinl0s in. his- nattire and in his
conduct' Not one of enemies was
ever able to point out a single flay/ in his
life:A second great wonder was thatof.
a sibstitutio*ry sacrifice. "For he
hath inade" to be sitifor us, who
knew no sin; that we might be .made
the, righteousness • of-fiodlir him."
Lord has conferred upon us in com-
missioning us to be his .witnesses! The
sphere in Which we arefto witness is
unlimited. No tribe, district, or &ton is
to be excluded,Our supreme lousiness is
to take the gospel to every person. ,
This task of witnessing for Christ with
our and (au lives transcends our
natural abilities, so we must have
spiritual replenishment. Ability- to
perform this task does not lie in lear-
ning, however wide, nor in enthusiasin,
however great, nor in money, numbers,
prestige, or any Self-attainment. No .
Christ voluntarily took sin upon him-amount of education, training, culture, ,
self, and stood in the place of guiltyor human achievement will everenable'
or qualify any of God's people for ef- sinners. Since.God was satisfied with
fective witness-bearing. Apart from the
Holy Spirit testimony for Christ will be
ineffective. He alone can give us the
power which we need for what needs to
be done in the service of our Lord. The
Holy Spirit must accompany and
empower ourwitnessing for Christ it
hearts and lives, are to be changed.
"Not by might, nor by power, but by My
Spirit, soak'. the Lord of hosts"
(Zecharialce4 :6).
4I Corinthians 5:11-211
one is regenerated by God's
ire, he is transferred from the state
10 Years Ago
Specialist Fourth Class Larry W.
Butler, son. of Mr. arid Mrs. Carman
Butler, is home on leave after serving
with the Army in Korea. He has been
assigned to a base in California.
Dr. Elwood Murray will become a
member pf the speech facility at
Murray State University in January,
according to Dr. Ray Mofield,
executive assistant to the MSU
president and chairman of the com-
munications department.
iinety-five girls,, leaders, and aides
Weak_ in the Girl Scout Day Camp
he une 20-24 with Mrs. Charles Kemp
as Tirector. _
Mrs„ David Gowan.s, presideni of the
Murray Woman's Club, Said the club
had been awarded two citations from
the GFWG Convention held at Chicago,
Ill. These were for membership and
work on the lighting contest.
The annual Purchase District Black
and White Show was held,Jurie 30 at the
Calloway County Fairgrounds._
20 'Years Ago
Prof. A. M. Wolfson of Murray State
College has been awarded a grant to,,
attend the summer institute at C,ornell
University; Ittlaca,Nf
Mrs. Lillie Redden, age 83, widow of,
C. lirItedden, died last night at her
home, 310 Elm Street, Murray.
The Murray State College Summer
Orchesi.a, directed by Richard W.
Farrell, will give its first concert
tomorrow-evening at the Recital Hall of
the Fine Arts Building.
Attending the national meeting of the,
Future Homemakers of America in
Chicago, Ill., are Miss June Foy of
Murray High School, Miss Frances
Perry and Miss Wilma Boyd of Murray
Training School, and Miss Inez Haille,
supervising teacher of home ec-...aornics--
at Murray Training School.
Miss Hilda Dulaney who teaches
school in Germany, ill spending the -
summer in Murray with her family -
Bible Thought
yogi.* usi ;on roitiv;••
hi (be son of man, in whom there
it no help. Psalm 146:3.
We. turn to our rulers to help us.
But to whom do our rulers turn/
Do they not need to turn- to the
Ruler of the universe'?
the substitutionary sacrifice of Christ,
we pught to be. The thirdwonder in this
verse is that of a saved sinner.
answer questions and solve problem-
s—last. If you have a question or a
Problem not answered in- these
columns, -write Heardine, 8514 N. Main
Si., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior citizens
will receive prompt replies, but you
must inetude a stamped, self-addressed
envelope_Ths most useful replies w
he printed in this column.
Heartline; I am 67 years old and I
receive both railroad retirement and
Social Security retirtanent hinefits. I
;see where both- 'the' Railroad. /
Retirement- Board -and ial Security,/
Administration are gi 'ng s6.4 per cent
cost-of-liYinc incr. Wit receive- tills raise on Social See and
railroad retirepient?—A:E.T. -
Answer! People receWing 'al
Security /and railroad retire ent
benefi receive the fill! .4 per c t
cost -hying increase on their Soci
ity benefit. wever, the increase
øf their railr d benefit Will be reduced
by-the increase on their Social Security
benefit. /4'
There is no way that you or anyone
receiving Social-Security and a regular
railroad retirement of spouse's annuity
receive a 6.4 per cent increase in
their railroad retirement benefits. In
--lact, in some cases, a retired wor'ker's
or spouse's railroad increase will be
completely offset by their '§Rcial
Security. increase, and there will not be
any increase at all on the railroad
, benefit.
Heartline! Does Medicare - pay
anything toward the medicine I get
through preitcriptians? —E
-Medicare -does-not-cover
prescription medicine of any kind. The
only medicine covered by Medicare is
that medicine which rini.44....be , ad-
tninisteredlay a physician as part of the
doctilt's charges.
.Heartline's "Guide to-Medicare" tells
in question-and-answer form all
about the Medicare program. Unlike
other guidebooks, it contains sample
claim forms. For your copy, send $1.50
44 address tri,ear-
Main St.. Da n, Ohio 45415.
Heartki know that I can claim
lainsual mediliTexpenteis at the end of
the yo; to reduce my income for VA
pension pu . I am one special diet
which inclu expensive kods and
vitamins. these items be included
In my clatai? C.
Answer: s. cbst of foods,
beverages and Vitamins, when
specially prescribed by a doctor for
treatment of illeess and in addition to,
not as substitute for, regular diet are
allowed as medical expenses. A
statement from Your doctor must ac-
company your claim.
Today In History
Today is Friday, Jily 2, the 184th day
of 1976. There are I days lain the
'rear.'NToay's highlight
this date in 1881,1 President James
Garfield was shot b a disappointed
Chicago office-seeker. Charles Gultea,
in th)e Washington 'road station.
Garfie Sentembe 9th.
-On thit .
In 1862, President Ab4ham Lincoln
signed the Morrill Act, giving the states
13 million acres of limit to establish
landgrant colleges.
In 1890, the Sherman Antitrust -Act
was passed.
In 1937, pilot Amelia Earhart_Nnam-
was last heard from on a flightaverthe
Pacific  
Bicentennial footnote: 200 years ago
-today, 'the Continental Congress in
Philadelphia- formally adopted a
resolution for independence from
-Britain,decla ring that the Coloniestare,
and of right ought to be, free and in-
dependent states. The vote was
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PARK LEAGUE
In the first game, the Mets
scored in every inning to shut
out the Astros38.0=--- --
John Mark Morris lead the
offensive attack with a
hamerun while teammates
Nix and Adams each ripped a
tOple. West, Whited, and
Millen each added a double
the winners.
or the Astros, Carey Huey
inOot Shawn McClure each hit a
cauble.
In. the second action, the
Cubs manhandled the Cards to
win hy a 25-7 margin.
Ed Hendon, Scott Meade,
Troy Underwood and Steve
Robinson each smacked a
tanner= to pace the Cub
hitting attack.
..John Harrison hit a double •
to come up with the.onlyCard
hit.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
It took seven innings for the
Astros to come up with one run
to win over the Athletics 1-0.
k Boggess ladled- sli
stiareless innings; striking out
seven batters while walking
lour. John Mark Potts
relieved Boggess for the
seventh inning.
Boggess also got the only
two Astro hits.
. • Roger Dunn went out after
pitching six scoreless innings
for .the Athelties striking out
ten ,batters and walking two.
The winning run came off
relievler Hal On. Orr had 'a
double to account for the only
Athletic hit_ _
In the seeand 'game, Ketly
Calvin struck out 14 batters,
knecked and homerun and
d three triples to lead the
to a convincing vietory •
the Cards 264. •
-itodney---Key added tiro-
dtiables a/idiom singles for the
winners-while teammate- Jeff-
Dpianey had two doubles. Rick
ctan' took the pitching loss
= striking out 11 batters. Todd
Abell had two singles for the
logrers.
LIME LEAGUE
ple Twins came up with ten
hipto win over thelleds 13-0.
en Underwotd struck out
eigiit batters to claim the win
forthe Twins/
Ittoasyr;---i Bryan, and
litilsapple_each had two hits to
pace the winners.
Vol:. the Reds, David,
MeMillan was tagged with the
loas striking out six batters
and walking one. McMillan
alaii came up with the only
Recthit.
In the second- contest, The
Cubs used a 14-hit attack to
beat the A's 18-0.
Hooper was the winning
pitcher, striking out seven
batters While walking three.
Calvin,and Bostick
dlich had three hits while
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers Die have int
received their lies••
delivered copy vi4 The
filarray tealpar & Tines by
5:30 neadry-Frfeny er
by 3:30 pm. an haturdays
ere went te cal 753-111141
hetweee 5:31I p.a. and 6
Itleedery-Fehlay, of
3:30 pm. sod 4p. 5.
dept. te Imre delivery ef
__an araspapet. CASs mast
be placed by 6 p.n. week-
days sr 4 p.m. Satyr/,rite
prenottee delivery.
teammate Lillard added two
hits to pace the Cubs' hitting
attack.
Smelser took the pitching
loss for the A's striking out
five batters and walking
three.
PON4 LEAGUE
Kim Wilson pitched" a no-
hitter and carte up with three
itita to-pace the Mets ever the
Orioles 17-3.
Donnie Thompson also had
three hits forthe winners.
Kelly White was the losing
pitcher. -
In the other game, Alan
Gibbs struck out 16 batters
while walking only four as the
Dodgers downed the Astros 5-
0.
Alan Gibbs smacked a
homerun to pace the Dodger
hitting attack.
Craig Rogers was tagged
with the loss striking out five
batters and walking three.
COLT LEAGUE
In.tha.firit game of the Colt
League action, Natirawitrioth
smacked a homerun to lead
the Giants over the Tigers 11-
4.
David Miller was the win-
ning pitcher ..striking out six
batters.
Knoth and Greg
McReynolds had two hits each
for the iiinners while Ron
Gibson, Thomas Kendal, John
Denham, Miller, and Steve
Gough each added a single. ,
Hal Hendricks. 'look the
pitching loss striking out six
batters. Hendricks also came
up with two hits as did David
Mathis to lead the Tiger hit-
ting attack.
Stan Tharpe, Scott Scar,
bourgh. Stanley Bone, and
, Gary. Calhoun each added one
hit for the losers.
In the second game, Bill
—smacked- - two
horneruns as the Pirates
ripped the Braves 17-0.
Mike Utley was credited
with the victory striking out
seven batters.
Along with Wilson's two
homers, Utley and Terry
Grogan had two hits for the
winners while teammate
Mickey Spann added a single.
Kim Sims -was the losing
pitcher striking out four
batters.
Play Suspended
HALIFAX ( AP) - Rain
, forced 'suspension of play
-Thursdhy ill the Atlantic Open
Tennis Tournament for the
second time inthree days. •





that the draw committee will
concentrate on completing the
men's ane wmen's singles and
that consolation matches may
have to be scratched.
TENNIS
LONDON - The United
States withdrew from Davis
Cup competition in protest
against the failure to impose




rile _Nastase of Romania
defeated Mexico's Raul
Ratiiireit -64,- 9-7,1F-31.0-iiitire-
on to the finals of the men's
singles against Sweden's
Bjorn Borg.




veryone urrayHere are the event by event nights at the plate this season,
results with those who won American Legion dugout -got a boosted his batting average tofirst, second and third places good laugh and so did ,.364 with the six-hits.
listed: Musgrow. A couple of weetark4,
obody , was tau& ' 
,The biggest difference in the
ennt NW under medley girls—Hayes, ago, n
wawa'. Jackson and rTankik• Mil very much at all on the club. 
Murra0 Legion. team appears
place But now, it's a different club. i to be 
bonfidence with the bat.
Barrett, fsguentesnan yid Jan. lust The Legion sailed past Fort ' Murray is stili making the
eight and under medley boys—Prince,
10 and under medley siris—Stacy , Tborsd
Campbell„y..- iii a I win bill 
errors in the field, though not
. which have been
piece.
a- night at Holland onesSchoffiekft, Schattbachar fad ltaakkag. damaging in the last few.------------- • ------ gtafiltint-inesstead its-winning_.
is and ease medley blea—Fraftbbi. streak 'to six ernes and even garneS. 
.
14artuglk, Jok and N. Se$11Pthe season record at 8-8.
second piece.
12 and sod, =der Musgrow was on third after
Hood. Beyer and Reny...Wird -piece. a run-scoring triple and
Haradlla. Walston- 'gnat arld lieCeart• Raymond .SinWS was at the
first pawn
plate. Sims bounced to the12 am;rsedyn boys_c.
tagado, W , Henry. and Stacy. ant pitcher and Musgrowo
sg, 
,place. thinking there were two outs
15‘d 
imd0t
 midiagui-13111ingtm' already, wound up' being.litenan, flay and Henry. first place.
” 16 Sad under medley boys—Ever- tagged out, at the plate on the
smeyer, R. Santagado, Boyd and Dunn. unusual 1-3-2-doublepbsy.
ascend plane.
open medley Ktrls—BlAbtftob. Pit- 
But that was about the only
Anon;lby and iopkins. tie for first way Fort Campbell ,could get
ptees. • Musgrov,. out. At least they
*Mend uiider freestyle Orb—Laura weren't getting hirn oaf!Tanis. third place.
le sod under freestyle orts_use he was batting.
Farris. second place. The speddy little
la and under freestyle boys--faciry righthander drilled two hits inSantagado. first place
12 and under freestyle giris_shrost, the first game as Min-ray won
fIrstplace and McOmert, third place. a. fine 4-1 contest with Paul
12 and wider hwestyle boys—C. San- Robertson goingtbe distance.
tagado, first place and Henry, third
place. In the nightcap, Musgrow
14 and under freestyle had a perfect 4-4 evening
Wrill—aillireften- Writ Owe' wwr Pit- giving him slit for seven on theman, third place.
11 and under freestyle boys—Warner, night as Murray won 14&
first place and Boyd, third place. Musgrow had two Stolen, bases
°Pen freestYle Wre—Parter. third in that game and had one in
Place, the opening game. On the
girls—Jackson, first place and Franklin night, Murray stole a total of
third place. 12 basei thefts.
eight and under backstroke Besides the superb hittingboys—Prince, third place.
le me wider backstroke fees--,fnucT, by Musgrow, Steve Win-
thintaince. chester kept his hot bat going.
HI and under backstroke
boya—ltrenklin, second place mid N. -
finnagadn,-third place. BOXING
12 rilibir isteb. ckstroke girla—bic" „ SANTA MONICA, Calif. -
12indwalsrbectstrata toya-Waper, Heavyweight chainpion.
ae'ped C. Santagbdo, third Muhammad All was admitted
14 and Nader becintroke girls—Ray, 1.0 a hospital after complaining
ant place and Pitmtut. ttard place. of pains in his legs following
14 and wader backstroke boys—War- his raw with Antonio Inoki of
0644iltisand place.mem backstroke orh_itay wood- Japan in his World Martial
plenr_adid. Billingtan, third piece. Art.s_ match last week
open- backstroke boys—Parker, 1 
second place.
eight and under ind. medley
girls—Jackson, first place and Franklin,
third place.
eight and under incl medley
boys-- Ban-ett, third place.
10 and under ind. medley
girts—Schoenfeldt, second place.
10 and under Ind. medley boys—Kelly,
third place.
12 and under incl.ffledley
gigis—Shroat, second place.
•12 and under intl.medley
boys—Weber, first place and Henry,
third place.
14 and under ind medley
girls—Billington, first plain and Ray,
seiconp.place. .
14 and wider incl, medley boys—R.
Santagado, second place-
Open ind. medley girle—Fttman, third
piece.
open ind. medley boys—Hart, third
place.
eight and under breastroke
boys—Barrett, first place.
eight and under breistroke
_frirls—Wa/ston, second place.
10 and —under breastroke
girts--Schoerifeldt, first place; BarretL
second place; and Wildey, third place,
10 and ander breastroke boys—Weber,
first place; and Henry, third place.
12 and under breastroke
girb—Walstbn, first place.




eight_ and under butterfly
girla—Frthid 
place
anrklin, second place andjaciwilk
eiglit and under butterfly
boya—Meehleraan, third piace-
wawripear tatitariy giele—Rtniting,
second place mad Stacy, thltaphice.
14-eed miler butterfly boys—N. San-
wade, second place.
12 and under butterfly girls—Suomi,
third place.
12 and under butterfly boys—C. San-
tagado, second place; Weber, third
place.
14 and alder butterfly Hirts—Ray, hist
place; Pitman, third place.
34 and under butterfly boys—Warner,
setead place; R. Santagado, third place.
open billerfly girisAkIlington, first
place.
open butterfly boys—ffibbard, third
place.
tight and under free relay
glyramadwis—Jadcsonsocond, piactef lston. , Farris and.
algat and ander free relay boys—Prin-
ce, lleidebenim, Barrett and Jobs. first
Owe. • ..
10 sod Maw frearelay girls- -Barrett,
Shepard, Shan and MAlister mound
place. Rushing, Schoenfeldt, Stacy and
Rands, second place (tie)
1111 mid under free relay boys- - Kelly,
Fraselka, Marquardt and N. Santagado,
ant Mute.
13 and under free relay girls—A.
Schoenfeldt, Shepard, Walston ád-
▪ first pta...—
IT and unckr free relay boys--Wilier.
C Santagado, Stacy and Henry. first
place.
14 and under free relay
• Billington, Henry, Pitman and
Ray first place.
11 and trwler free relay boys- R San-
tagado. NNW Et.rermneyer and Boyd
second place
apen free relay girls—Ray. Hogkins,
RI &elan and Hinter: second place.
open tree relay boys- -Parker. Hart
Henry and Peebles first plaice
— i1t and under backstroke
Murray Swim .. Sixth Straight Win For Murray
Team Loses ,
Paducah Meet
The Murray-Calloway swim 
Musgrow Thurmay6 Key, .team traveled to Paducah ,7
Thursday and fell 712-623 to 
.t
Pt e victory for Paducah - ' 
'Legion -174) l'fiti Sweep
their hosts at the Nohle Park . 0 '
makes up for an earlier loss at
Murray. . 
• -,_ , . .
One fatter- which- burt_thez_ __  ,
He had three lifts in the con- scoritd,.‘n shortstop - Bob
Murray swim team was that , By MIKE BRANDON --.7"--
all events for both 15 and 16 Ledger & Times Sports Editor test and has belted 13 hits in ThurMan mishandled a
year-old boys and girls were "It just ain't my day, it just his last 23 trips to the plate to,„ground ball. But Robertson" 'aint my day, Dwaineeliminated. put his avgrav utr-Eqer .300 worked out of the jam and still
The Murray-Calloway team Musgrow yelled as he stomped • after a miserable one,f6r 23 had a 3-1 lead.
will host a strong Calvert City off the field after being tagged start.
team at 4 p.m. July 9 at the out at home plate as a result of 
The final Murray tally came
Musgrow, a streak hittes, in the fifth as Thurman
new city park pool. his mental error. .who has had several perfect' singled and later scored on ain the M
Another bright spot . for
Murray Thursday was the
performance of Bob Thurman.
In the first contest, the
Murray High junior-to-be had
a pair of' hits and in the
nightcap, be rapped three hits
and stole two bases.
The most impressive thing
about his nightcap per-
formance was*. did all the
good hitting while also pit-.
ching six strong innings. -
In- the opening contest,
righthander Paul Robertsoa
appeared to be on the ropes
several times but • always
bounced back and found his
steam and control to work out
of the jams. . •
Robertson scattered .--just--
five hits while the one Fort
Campbelt. run was _Unearned,
Robertson farmed five batters
and walked the same number.
The big blow in the contest
for Murray was a line shot,
two-run single in the second
frame by first ,baseman
Donnie Williams. After
Winchester had doubled ,vith
one out and'Musgrnw followed
with a single, Williams
unloaded on a fastball and
ripped it past the shortstop in
the hole to put Murray. en top
2-0. „.
Williams stole second and
:hen trotted around the paths
when Bob Thurman slammed
a shot into left for a single.
Fort Campbell loaded the
bases in the top of the fifth and




each banged out two hits in the
opening contest while
Williams and Winchester also
Mt safely.
Tony Thurmond started on
the hill for Murray in the
--second game and Was staked
to a nine-run lead in the first
inning. But Thurmond came
out to hurl the second inning
and faced one man before
taking himself out of the game
because of a sore pitching
arm.
The first inning resembled
one of those baseball
machines where you stick the
quarter in and everyone runs
around the bases and the bells
ring up the runs.
Everybody and his sister got
into the act as Murray belted
out seven hits in-the opening
frame.
Thurman openeci the contest
with a single, Mark Miller
walked and Thurmond walked
to. load the sacks_ Tony
Bayless then crashed a wicked
liner into left to score a pair of
runs and make it 24.
Jeff Oakley, Musgrow and
Winchester all followed with
one-run singles to make it 5-0
as the mareh around the paths
continued.
Thurman and Miller each
blasted two-run hits, with
Miller's being a double in the
gap in leftcenter, and it was 9-
0 with only one out. Fort
Campbell brought in' a new
pitcher and he managed to get
the next two batters to retire"
the side.
There were several rather
funny Incidents in the game.
Raymond Sims was hit by a
pitch in the fourth inning and-
decided to have a. little fun on
Drawing each night for MOM
Only one ticket will be drawn each
night. If no winner, amount will be
added to nest n
FRIDAY, JULY 9, 197e
7:30 P.M. Beauty Contest - Lovett Auditorium
MONDAY, JULY 12, 1970
5.00 P M - 4-H Rabbit Show
700 P U. - Ofliciai Opening
730 P.M. - 4 Wheel Drive Pull
TUESDAY, JULY 13. 1976 •
10..11313.A.M - Jersey Cattle Show
7:30 P U. -Motorcycle Rodeo
WEDNESDAY. ..HAY 14,. 1976
- 10.00 A.M. - HoNtein - Friesian Cattle Show
5!00 P.M - Open.Flabbit Show
7:30 P.M - -Bfuetirass Music
stolen a base in the first in- wins, the locals .,tvve belted 54
hits.
Sims wasted little-time in Murray will get a chance to
stealing second but third was., go Over the .500 mark
a different matter. Time and
time again, the Fort Campbell
pitcher would step off the
rubber and watch Sims bark
at second. Several times, the
pitcher even threw toward
sec-Within a pickoff try.
Finally, Sims tore off second
and looked as much like Lou
Brock as the Man himself as
he slid into third with the
stolen base. Sims even flirted
with stealing home. He flirted
se, much he caused the Fort
Campbell pitcher to throw-
wild pitch, on which Sims
scored.
Musgrow went through the
same routine earlier in the
inning with the pitcher
throwing four or five times to
second. But the pitcher got the
last laugh that one as
Danny Rogers ripped a shot
toward short and Musgrnw got
doubled off second.
Murray had a total of 14 hits
in the contest and 22 far the
-day.
In their last six games, all
-'Saturday at Fort Campbell
when'Ibe two clubs get
together again, for a 1 p.m.
twinbill.
The next borne game-vat be
a single contest nest Thursday..'
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040 011 0 042
901 126 a 14-14-7
Correction
Nescafe Instant Coffee in Wednesdays ad-




10 oz. plus 2 oz. FREE 
$289
THURSDAY, JULY 15. 1976
1.00 P U. Kiddies Day
6.00 - 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7 30 P /t4 - Natronw,cle Demohhon 0..rhy
FRIDAY, JULY 16, 1976
10 00 A M. - Beef Cattle Shows
5:00 P M Family Night
710 P U. - Facts 011ie Music Show
SATUtIDAY, JULY 17. 1976
tt7-00 A 0.4 1.4orse & Mute Putting
'Weigh in6am
1000 A.M. - Farm itureau Clay
7:00 P.M.- Tractor Pull















The Story of Hawk Taylor. 13th In A Series
Hawk Has Plenty Of Stories
Of Major League Experiences
Funny things seem to have a
way of taking place around
professional athletes,
Like most other
HEAVY HITTER-Bob Thurman had five hits in tiba twl wlm ever Fait Campbell Tbersday. Is Professionals, Hawk Taylor
addition, Thurman also came i ad lusted six Wigs anent glebe at go mead oat fa ybr--had his share of 
lighter
nightcap as Murray won 14-6 over Fort Campbel. • moments in 
baseball He also
had hia share of some that
weren't so funny, at least to
than litotes hy Ikarba)





API - Is Me Nastase, the
strokeplaying Romanian
artist, going to lose his temper
and throw his temperament
around the center court
Saturday when he plays
Sweden's Bjorn Borg for the
top crown in tennis?
Major League
tandings
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN .plA12111
• East
" : L Ptt -AS
New York 43 27 .614 -
Cleveland 37 33 .529 6
Detroit 35 .500 8
Boston 34 36 .486 9
Baltimore 34 38 .472 10
Mawkee 26 41 .388 151/2
4 West
Kan City i.4.4 28 .611 -
'Texas 40 30 .571 ,3
Oakland 37 38 .493 81/2
Chicago 33 38 -465 101/2
Minnesota 33 39 .458 11
California 32 45 .416 141/2
Thursday's Results
Detroit 2, Baltimore 0
Cleveland 3, NeW York 2
Milwaukee 6, Boston 5
Oakland 5, Kansas City 2
California 2, Chicago 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
New York (Hunter 9-7) at
Cleveland (Waits 2-2), (n)
Detroit (Rule 5-3 or Fidrych 8-
1) at Baltimore (Palmer 9-7),
(n)
Boston (Pole 3-1) at Mil-
waukee (Augustine 2-4), (n)
Oakland (Blue 6-6) at Kansas
City (Busby 3-1), (n)
California (KirkwoOd 2-7) at
Minnesota (Hughes 4-11i, In)
Texas (Blyleven 6-11) at Chi-





New York at Clevelarid, (n)
Baltimore at Detroit, (n)
Oakland at Kansas City, (n)




phila 50 20 .714
Pint 41 29 586







46 29 .613 -
42 35 .545 5
40 .36 - .526 61/2
34 41 .453 12
34 41 .453 12










New York _,_13 St. Louis 0
San Diego STL--ciii An-ifeTes 3
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
HOUSIOrl (Richard 7-9 and An.
dolor 3-4) at Cincinnati (Zachry
7.3 and Norman 6-1) 2, (mi)
Chicago (Stone 0-0) at New
York (Koosman 7-6), (n) •
Philadelphia (Lonborg 10-4)
at Pittsburgh (Reuss 7-5), (n)
Montreal (Fryman 8-5) at St.
Loofa (McGlothert 6-7), (n)
Los Angeles (Sutton 7-7) at
San Diego (Foster 2-4), (n)
Atlanta IMessersmith 7-6) at
San Francisco (Moniefusco 7-
1), (n)
Satuistas's Games '
Chicago at New York
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
Atlanta at San Francisco
Hous on at Cincinnati, (twl)
Montreal at St Louis, (n)






If he he's liable to lose.
If he doe he's the hot
favorite to win.
And the authority' for that
comes from Raul Rknirez,
the tall, elegant MeitiCan_
whom Nastase beat in the
semifinals of the men's singles
6-4, 9-7, 6-3 Thursday, a match
generally regarded as the best
seen at this year's flat
Wimbledon tournament.
Today Chris Evert of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., met Evonne
Goolagong in the women's
singles final. Each was bid-
ding for a second Wimbledon
singles title. Miss Evert was
trying to finally beat her
Australian rival on the grass.
Nastase, nicknamed
-. "Nasty" for hie. on-court
tantrums, has never won the
Wimbledon crown, although
he figured in one of the best
finals seen here for a decade.
Stan Smith beat him in five
sets in 1972. His temperament
frequently lets him down at
crucial moments.
But this year, Nastase's
behavior had been impeccable
- until Thursday's semifinal.
Then, in an outburst of
irritation at dropping a ser-
vice game, he complained that
photographers were upsetting
his concentration, and even
took a swfng at one of them
with a towel.
Ramirez readily admitted
afterwards he hoped Nastase
would really lose his temper.
"I'd have had a better chance
then," he said. "Twice he's
walked off the court against
me, and if his temper goes -
so does his game sometimes."
But Nastase has been
• striving for a low profile so far
in this prestigious tour-
nament.
Ramirez said after his
Americans Win
MILWAUK,EE (AP) -
Linda Lillis' eight goals
powered the United States
over Tunisia 22-13 Thursday
night as a three-nation
tournament to determine
which country will get the
final berth in women's team
handball at the Montreal
Olympics continued.
The-Americans now have a
2-1 mark to 2-0 for Japan and
0-3 for Tunisia. Two more
games are scheduled in the
round robin meet.
match with Nate that
Sweden's Bjorn Borg would
have less chance against the
extrovert Nastase than
Roscoe Tanner, the power-
serving American from
"q‘qokout Mount/fin, Tenn,
whbro Borg beat in the other
semifinal 6-4, 9-8, 6-4.
"Nastase wouldn't have the
same chance. to dictate the
pace against Twiner's big
serve as he would_against
Borg."
But Borg- also showed )ie'.s
no slouch when it comes to
serving, banging 10 aces to
Tanner's nine. _
Borg, just 20, will be the
youngest finalist here since
Ken Rosewall, as a kid of 19,
was beaten' by Jaroslav





judge found the National
Football League guilty
unfair labor practices ist
dealing with the NFL Players









"We Find illYKS For Used Boats"
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In 1964 while with the Meta,
Hawk Taylor discovered he
needed glasses. He was just a
bit near-eighted and had been
baying prObtis--niating
the ball as it left the pitcher's
hand. It was even worse at
night games.
"You can't imagine the
problems a catcher has
wearing glasses, especially
during a drizzling rain.
"One night in Milwaukee,
fairly scion after I receivedm
glasses, I was catching and
there was a popup. I bounced
up and pulled off the mask and
jarred the glg vies loose.,I had
to adjust them before! caught
the ball. -
"An inning or two later,
`"there was another popup,. This
ories;much higher than the
• firfrobe.1 pulled off the mash
and my glasses went all the
way up to my forehead. -But I
managed to catchlise ball.
"Well, as you might-gliess,
an inning or two later, them
was another popup. This was
no ordinary popup, it was a
major leagu&- and it was
higher than the other two put
together.
"I pulled off the mask and
the glasses came tr. I kept
looking and looking around
and I couldn't find the ball but
it was too late to Rut the
glasses on. Finally, I saw this
little white object coming
down toward me." •
Hawk Taylor made a
sparkling catell4tALLROW.
cup.
One of the traditions In'
baseball is for players-- to
sneak out after curfew. It is
equally as traditional for the
managers to try and outsmart
the "after curfew boys."
Moe Drabowsky and Seth
Mcrehead were two of the best
curfew breakers ever in the
game. They had gained
considerable fame for being
All-Star curfew breakers.
_ -"The manager of the Braves
. at that time was a fellow
named Charlie Dressen and he
had a few tricks of his own.
One of the favorite late-night
towns in the league was San
Francisco.
"One night, Moe and Seth
decided to- see what the -town
-had to offer and of course, if
ou obeyed the curfew rule,
p(4t_zou1dn't see Very_ much.
Banda. Homers Twice
As A's Ground
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON '
AP Sports Writer .‘
Slugging third baseman Sal
Bando of the Oakland A's
hammered two solo shots
Thursday night as Oakland
downed front-running Kansas





for a sixth consecutive title,
are in third place, 81/2 games
behind the Royals.
In other American League
action, the Cleveland Indians
edged the New York Yankees
3-2, the Detroit Tigers blanked
the Baltimore Orioles 2-0, the
Milwaukee Brewers, nipped
the Boston Red Sot 6-5 in 10
innings and the Calfornia
Angels nosed out the Chicago
White Sox 2-1. Texas and
Minnesota were not
scheduled.
In the only National League
, games, the San Diego Padres
beat the Los Angeles Dodgers
5-3 and the New York Mets
clobbered the St. Louis Car-
dinals 13-0. Philadelphia and
Montreal were rained out
while the other clubs had the
day off.
Bando hit his first home run
in the second inning off
Kansas City's Doug Bird and
connected again in the ninth
off reliever Marty Pattin,
snapping a tie. Rookie Jeff
Newman drove In two in-
surance runs- with his first
major league hit.
Indians 3, Yankees 2
Rick Manning tripled home
the eventual winning run in
the seventh inning as the
Indians handed the Yankees
their third straight loss. Ex-
Yankee Pat Dobson, with
relief help from Dave
LaRoche and Jim Kern,
became the AL's first 10-game
winner as the Indians moved
within six games of the
Yankees in the East Division.
Tigers 2, Orioles 0
Dave Roberts stopped
Baltimore on four singles
while Alex Johnson homered
for Detroit. The third-place
Tigers have won and nine of 11
and trail the Yankees by eight 
games, They scored their first
run off Rudy May in the fourth
inning on Rusty Staub's
single, an error by shortstop
Mark Belanger, an infield out
-Taiwan Banned From
Olympic Competition
By The Au.cI*t.d Press
U.S. Olympic officials are
"shocked" over Canada's ban
of the Taiwan team in the
Montreal Games.
Politics should be kept out
of the Olympic Games," said
Don Miller, executive director
of the U.S. Olympic Com-
mittee. "Taiwan is a member
in good standing with the
International Olympic
Committee and has done
nothing to merit this action by
the Canadian government"
Miller's reaction came
Thursday after learning of the
-Nnadian decision to shut out
the Taiwan team from the 1976
Olympics. The action, taken
under prodding from Peking,
was seen as a political move,
since Canada apparently does
not want to sacrifice its of-
ficial ties with Communist
China.
Glen Shortliffe, an external
affairs spokesman for the
Canadian government, said
Tai*an's athletes would not
be allowed into the country
unless Canada receives
guarantees that they will not
claim to be representatives of
China. 
. •
During the Games they may
not use the flag, designation,
symbol or name of the "so-
called Republic of China," he
said.
The Peking regime has been
recognized by Canada since
1971 and is recognized by most
major sports organizations in
the world. Shortliffe, speaking
in Ottawa, said Canada would
not be swayed from its
position of allowing the
Taiwanese to enter Canada as
Individuals but not ai
representatives of their
government.
In Montreal, a spokesman
for the Olympic Organizing
Committee said his group
would "do whatever the IOC
tells an to do" concerning the --salaried *omen's basketball
admission of a Taiwan team roach at Davidson College
t.inrenPetR piiiliblinndc of China, field hockey team, and be an
She- of also will-coach the new
However, a committee instructor in the physical
spokesman said the matter education department.
involved the Canadian ex- Miss Roberts is an ssistarit
ternsl affairs department and.--vmanon:a haskathal.1 cow-kat:-
- not the Games committee No Arizona. She is a native of
other Olympic officials in Ontario, Ohio, and played
Montreal d comment on basketball field hockey atthe 
situation. Ohio University.
and a wild pitch.
Brewers 6, Red Sox 5
Bernie Garbo came back to
haunt his former teammates,
_singling home Jack
Heidensann with the winning
run as the Brewers ended a
six-game losing streak. With
two out in the 10th, Heidemann
and Scott singled off Reggie
Cleveland. Cacho greeted Tom
House with a bouncer behind
second base which shortstop
Rick Burleson fielded but his
throw was too late to get
Carbo as Heidemann raced
home.
Angels 2, White Sox 1
Bill Melton turned on his
former teammates by scoring
one run and driving in another
to lead the Angels to a sweep
of their three-game series
with the White Sox;-who have
dropped nine games in a row
at home. Melton doubled in the
second inning and scored on a
double by Ron Jackson and
then Angled home the winning
run in the third.
By Mike Brandon - -
4
"Charlie made the rounds of
the rooms and found the ones
occupied by Seth and Moe
were unoccupied. What
Charlie did was take the room
key and break it off in the lock.
He instructed the night clerk
to call him when Moe and Seth
came by for help.
"Needless to say, they got
caught and their pocket books
suffered somewhat."
Dressen had another neat
way of catching curfew
_breakers. -
"He iidald- eve t.M. night
elevator operator a baseball
and any lime guys came in
after curfew, the elevator
operator would ask for their
autograph. Of course Charlie
had written proof the next
morning.
"It was so bad that several
clubs in the league even hired
detectives to spy on the ones
who had reputations as being
curfew breakers."
In looking back over one's
life, there are always times
when one .would like Is kick
himself in .the rump. Hawk
Taylor had one of those in-
cidents
"One ftight in San Fran-
- disci), I noticed an old fellow
'eating with the maniger of
our team. He got on the bus
with the players and rode out
to the ballpark.
"I nudged the fellow next to
me and asked him who was
the old goat on the bus. The
"old goat" turned out to be
none other than Ty Cobb. At
the time, I knew he was an old-
time player but I didn't realize
he w4 the greatest old-time
player ever. I've regretted
ever since ngt getting his
autograph."
Bus trips in the majors were
always fun. It seems with the
Braves, there were three
distinct groups on the bus: the
serious minds sat in the front,
the in-betweeners. in the
middle and of course, in the
back was the pleasure-
seekers.
Usually, Hawk Taylor sat in
the back.
One night cri the way back
from the airport to the
stadium in Pittsburgh, some
fellows were reading papers.
A few seconds later and the
papers were all on fire,
everyone was laughing and a
few minutes later; it was
dead-serious. Dressen put the
entire team on a 15-minute
curfew after the game.
Probably every St. Louis
Cardinal fan knows of the
Green Weenie. KDKA an-
nouncer Bob Prince would
entice the Pittsburgh fans into
waving the green weenies to
put a "hex" on the team the
Pirates were playing.
St. Louis announcer Harry
Cary talked so much about the
green weenie 'that the funny-
looking object became as
familar to Cardinal fans as it
was with Buc fans.
One night in New York, the
Mets were-down by three runs
in the seventh inning against
the Pirates.
Big steam-throwing Bob
Veale was on the mound and
,the bases-were loaded. The
'Hawk came in to pinch hit.
Zap! The boy from the city
of Superman unloaded it for,
his first career granclslam.
The Mets wen the game.
On one of the post-game Star_
of the- Gime -shows, Sob"
Prince presented the Hawk
with a Souvenir green weenie,
which remains as one of .the
hundreds of items Taylor
displays today in his home.
For hitting the homer, he
was awarded 50,000 trading
stamps, which was enouglitto
buy all the Christmas presents
the following December.
Another big highlight in the
Hawk's 'career came in Shea
Stadium one night. A crowd of
54,000 watched Hawk unload a
three-run • homer to defeat
Sandy KoufaX and the
Dodgers.
In his autobiography,.
Soufax said the two hitters
most difficult for him to get
out were Hawk Taylor and
Gene Oliver. 
Hawk isorry folks) also
murdered the Cardinals.
In 1964, he murdered them
so ba,d he just about did not get
into Paducah Junior College
because the folks in the ad-
ministration were such
Redbird fans.
The last three games of 1964
-Were- If lilgITITIATE -tor-Mr
CardinaLs. Tied with th?
Phillies, the C,arclinals lost 1-0
on Friday. Hawk didn't play in
that game.
Saturday, Hawk went 3:5_
Roy Sadecki as the Mets
Chted the Cardinals. But
fortnately, the Phillies also
lost botlidays. On Sunday, the
Phillies lost .and the Cardinals
managed to siqtt to get back
into the pennant\ • -




GOOD WOOD-Tony Thurmond reaches first hem In lite
opening contest es be bounces into a fioidar'S choke. Titer-
mond pitched the first inning of the second contest bet bee to --






So our employes may spend the holiday with
their families.
Padres 5, Dodgers 3
Johnny Grubb and Tito
Fuentes combined for six hits
and four runs batted in and
Fred Kendall hit Ms first
homer since Sept. 12, 1974,
while Brent Strom scattered
nine Los Angeles hits. Grubb
drove in two runs with two
singles and a double and
Fuentes brought home two
more with a pair of singles and
a double.
Mets 13, Cardinals
John Milner hit his second
grand slam home run in five
days and drove in another run
with a double while Jon
Matlack hurled a five-hitter
for his 10th victory and fourth
shutout. It was the Mets'
seventh straight victory.
Milner'i grand slam off
reliever Mike Wallace capped
a six-ruh sixth inning
First Coach
DAVIDSON, N.C. (AP) -
Susan- Kay 44e6erts, 23, who
will receive her masters
degree next week from the
University of Arizona, was
named Thursday as the first
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NOTICE
July 5-July 9 will be our
1
Vacatioi Week-. . ,'with the exception of








outh 12th Street Aturrayticy
.00.11•P
PM





vviEven.t.,0g•rrs i 7•. 15p.m
Northside, ..._
rning Worship 11:00 a. m
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m
Hazel Baptist
. ? Morning WorStkip - 1100 a . m,:: Evening Worship 7:30p. m .
• Poplar Springs
Viorn ing Worship 11:0Q 4-• tr.-
.:"' Evening Worship , 630 p. m. .
`. Grace Baptist
4̀•:., Morning Worship. 10:45 a. m




rvenihg Worship 6:30 p. m.
,... Kirksey Baptist,
-.,: Morning Worship 1100 a. m.
',..- Even inn_Worship - ' 7:30 p. m.
S 
Memorial Baptist
• Morning Worship 10:50 a m
4 Evening Worship ! 6:00o m
.. % New Mt. Carmel Mitsio,nary
% Morning Worship , 11.00 a. m.
11.7.•Lieveryiegi.versoyip----. .. - --7-.60,o• nl._.
6._ , (affaklagigit - -;...4.,.
1-1:00 a. rn.- Morning Worship
ii; Evening Worship 6:45 p. m.
:." ' Cherry Corner 
.•
_i Morning Worship - . 11:00 a. m.
44 
7:00p.m.-0 Evening WOrship
4,,,, : Elm Grove
-- 11:00:'- -:?iMorning Wbrship
4' Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Salem Baptist
Morning-Wont:hip ' 11 00a.m.






.y4'• Morning Worship 11•.90 &Alt.
, .. Evening Worship 5:30 p. m.
_Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 9:30 a. m. .
Worship 1100 am.
Lone Oak Primitive
t Sunday 2:0(lp m.
•• 4th . . cle(go
Id Salem Baptist
10:30a m.
, - Sunday Sc i 10:00 a. m;
t Worship Service




44f-likerning Services 11,00 a. iy4. _
:4:„L• Evening Services 6'00 n m.
II; Faith Baptist -
... Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
..
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
...-: Locust Grove
,.'f• Morning Worship 11:C0a. m.
•Z-Everring Worship 7:00 p. m.
'.4. Chestnut Street General
' Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
:A. Morning WOrship 11:00a.m.
:4--.
-.i. . Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
Sunday School 10 a. m.
.. .Preaching 11 a. m. & 617- m • .
-• 'Wed. 7 p. m.
•.„ Spring Creek Baptist Church
Morning Worship 11amt 
Evening Worship 7p m
• ST. John Baptist Church
".. Morning Worship 10:43
•-` Sunday School 9 30
Baptist
.. Scoffs Grove
4-Worship Service 11 N a, m
...Evening Worship 7 30p m
Emmanuel Missionary
'.'Merning Worship 11:00 a m.
•: Evening Worship 6 30p .m.
... First Baptist -
.11.6orning Worship 10 45 a. cn
:* Evening Worship 7 Wpm .
• West Fork _ • -
' -:•:'Morrung Wor Sh ip ,.__VI : 00 a. m
AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
a 
1 In. I I I lirii 
Ll 11 tt
Nazarene
z. .7Sunoay.Evening „..-- 6-00 p. m - Murray Church
Sunday School 9:65a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
N.Y 'S Worship 5:15p.m.
-Eve ling Worship 6:00p.m. -
Weunesday Worship 7:00 p.m
Locust Grove Church .
Morning Worship 11:004.m.





Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
United, New Concord
Sunday School /000a. m.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Worshio Services 11 a.m., 7:30 petn.
First Assembly of Gocl
Sunday School .10:00
Morning Worship. 11.00
"•-•01.191cforp-eveniin9 7,00 p. m. ,
ni•e 00 p m
United, 310Irven Ave.
Sunday School 10:004.m:
Evening Worship 700 p. m.
Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 P.m
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m.. 7 p.m.
:aminimmeimmaliman
Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Oay Saints
Sunday School 1000 a. m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a m., 11 a.m., 4: 30 p.
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. wt.
Christian Science Services
farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray.
SUndays 11 : OD a. m. Testimony
--mealing second Wacktesday S p_ in.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10!30 a. m.
Bible Lecture 9:30a.m.
Wyman's Chapel A. M. E.
Worship Services 11 a. rrt., 7 p. m.
St. John's Episcopal
Church School 9:15
Worship Hour 10.30 a. m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School • 9:14 a. m.
Moroing Worship 10:30 a. m.
Seventh-Day Adventist -
Sabbath School . 10:00a. m. _
Nedorship Service 9: Xi 8.
Thi. Independence Day will !nark r tttni 
mon f irS
looking liacL-a time for reviewing Om MOIMM1011. 
happenings of our history, the Constitution, the
Resolution, thr Civil War. *WI other areal events. 
It is also • time for looking fosmr•rd,.
ye, as a nation, continuc to make the great 
advances in guaranteeing individual rights, in economic
gains, and in political and religious 
freedom? We con, if we continue to have a 
national pairpure,
just as our founding fathers clirl before uk 
_
Alinihana Lincoln expressed it well when he raid. 
-rih nation will have a new birth of freedom?'
On this 200th birthday. America should again 
experience
a "new bkrth-, • new 'dedication to our national
s. *pry Birthday. America.
This page made possible by the '





Church of Christ -
New Providence
Morning Worship - 11:00a.m.
. Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
university
Morning Worship - - -84.30.4..m.
Evening Worship AO p.m.
Green Plain .
Morning Worship 10:45a .m.
g veiling Worship . ,7 :00 p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship 10:504.m.








Morning Service 10:56 am.





Morning Worship ... io :45 a.nn.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
doieddeidg
• UnItifil sem° . 10.50Morning WOrShip • 11 !DO a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ
Bible Stpdy 10:00





Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Kirtsey Church of Christ
Sunday School 10:00 a.M.
Morning Worship _10:504.m.











, Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship
Service 9.00 a.m. every other
Sunday
North Pleasont Grove
'Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Worship Service 11:004,M.
Oak Grove




Evening Worship 7.00 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School 9:304.m.





Worship Service 11 a.m , 1st Sun-
day, 10 00* m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday
School 10.00 a.m., 2nd L 4th
Martin's Chapel United
9:30 &in.
Sunday School 1030 a.m.
Good Shepherd United






SLculay SChini 10.00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a. M.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m
Coldwater United
Worship Service .11:00 a.m. 1St &
2nd Sunday. 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st & 2nd
Sundey, 11:00 4..m. 3rd & 4th Sun -
"ay
Temple Hill United
Morning Worship 10:00 4.m
Sunday Sctioot • 11:00a.m.
First Methodist
Worship • 8:45 & 10.50a.m.
Russets Chapel United
Sunday School 10 004.M.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Goshen Methodie
Worship Service 11 00* m
Bible Suds' 6 30p m
Grove- --
Worship Service 9 45 a m
Cole's Camp Ground
Worship Service 1000 a.m.
Dexter.Hardin United
Worship Service 1000a.m.
1st IL 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.M.
lit & 3rd & 4th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10.00 a.m. lit
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
- Sunday School 1100 a.m. lit
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, &
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 •.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 461 Sunday
Sunday School 10.00 a.mI0t, 3rd L
4th Sunday: 1V10 a.m. bW Sunday
Wayrnen Chapel 4-
, AME Church
Morning Services 10 :
Brooks Chapel United
1s1 & 3rd Sunday 9:30 0.01.
Evening 7:00 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sunday 11:00Arri.
No evening Worship
Bethel Ugited
lit 8.3rd Sunday 11:00•.M.




Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening 7:00 p.m.
Storey's Chapel United
Morning Worship 9:45 a.m.
Sunday School 10:45 a.m.
following
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Creative Printers, Inc
. Quality Commercial Printing .




Poem greekfest, timeciones, Wenn
swam W/o(••Ø if tit 1:30 •
south Intl& 7S3-S015
....1' .... ;pip', e
4 Tim Store For Mem"
'Cr ,... 
Opita 10-6 Weekdays 10-1Fri.
Closed Sondey




Bell-Air Center- Murray, Ky.
Claude Vaughn
Plumbing-HeatIng it air Conditioning
-Commercial-Residential
Repairs A Installation
501 N. 4th - 753-6161




lot• .9,- Lamplighter Restaurant
 ( Mows A Omani, ittoriwki...f. ..„ ,......, . the Ups ecthriiins• *e4f..A4 0..........i.skm• I Marlow. Ilimen
Spam lir* M. Se S-III. See 11-4 Mu.
Boyd's Auto Repair
Gerroid loyd 01,11Fer
- COMPlete Automatic Transmessias Service
_ Front Erid AligNANA-
- [...we Trne-Ue I Repair Service --
209-S 7th 1531111Sycsumscit
Kentucky fried
"It's Finger litkise Geed"




c..• Is Onion 753-7101
Stokos Tractor I irnplomont Co.
tAAsSiEv.Peot•usgoi SALIS AND saleviCe
'Itidtintiriat
Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312
Murray Datsun, inc.
Open Evenings ?0 700
S. 12th norm , Ky. - 751•7114






























Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
'',...,





s Entortnin Voss ,2,
Murray - - Palace Cafe
41 Points 753-7192
Murray Memorial Gardons, Inc.
Larry& Merit Tlfwea, Oinwri
Mausoleum Cemetery lots
C.omplete Counseling Service






1-4 Sea. Acres a
Pliant /13-$777 litf Free Parking.
The Christian Book Center
Wayne & Cathy Perrin - Owners
- Lbles.Rocords-Mosic-Siooks- _ . ----
Givi-ch Sapp hes -Gifts --
wi -,......... is • 753-041S
Murray Livestock Co.
Salt Every Saturday et I P. N. - Pb. 753-5334
- . SW Hisdh &at
0-torso-Scile-facKirciFridoi Nighl '
Wht E. Dodson, Owner
Randy Thornton
_ Service Co. -
-Nootinp.Coinsiortial Refrigeration
STRTict HROUGH KNOWLEDGE
$et Chest/nit Phew. 753 411
Taber: Body Shop, Inc.




,, Ali HOUSI 100AT RENTALS *
_.
-Sip. Lake UN* Pork Pi. 47‘1,01-
Corvette Lanes Inc.
"DOWLING AT IT NEST"
1415 Main Strut Phone IS3.2102
i Murray Upholstery Shop
, modernize ?out furniture with new
upholstery- .....,




West Ky. Rural Telephone
P. t. links, Gamed Moamar




Shirloy's 1Fkiiist 4 -
_Gordon Cenfrirt
s Joiners lar aH Occat.owil ,
ntFIOVS.* Pla  landscaP4111
SOO N 4M 753 1151 713 0544601 South Oh 753-040c
. Murray'Cablevision
AltS. Phone 753-5005
Bet - Air Shopping Center
South 12th St.-Murroy
1
- Murray Warohouso Corp., Inc.
--• GRAIN DIVISION
messiest Cash Prices for Corn. wheat 6 seoseams






•'i.ilioniosoator's Chopin fo rim
If God is your partner,
make your plans large
tot ass. Mom 7534113
r hinting"
ref* *6 a NMI, 'sit,,,
Ewing Tire Service
Tour Complete iiiro Wok* Ciroter















Cot and Pattil.fteonas mown-Owners
Phoebe 411•11015 and 436.5374
Grecian Steak House
- Tom Andrews - Twer Nest _ .
Peoples Brnk of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC 
, . . .. Lassiter Auto Sales
. i
Juanita's Flow,i lowers Inc.t .





66 PHILLIPS Oil PRODUCTS
Ow INIA SUM PINer M.1011
We ery rooting specials COlie, Men. Rare finers.
' hi., Sot., 501.-Tione Steak Special
No. 1214 Ext. 641 .- Cell is Oti.irisiii 7524411
• ...
•
SOO Si o. IDA a Story Opt 404/4 st
753-1331 7534655 753 1115
,
North 12th St. 753-2221




... 1' a 917 Coldwater Rd. ISS-Idde
' tetittet'S- tEttfiAiff- &PEST -- --(; . - -„. 4 .641.bi• VAMP '
NINTlik
emu 0 CilovNip DN.
,VGIIIIIMINOIreettolifemftr.-inef • -,•.• -...3::.
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc. Calloway County Soil
. CONTROL
' -Every bey Yew Osiey let Sege ate
non Wel
A'ostS rum 75,i Cent*.
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Serving farm Parrirties since fruiti•voribi ma. 7S3 Mtla) so 13,h st. - .713-3•14 6,45404..:0., - *
I
-
PAGE! TIM &SWEAT, Ky. LEDGER & TIMES, frhfpg, Ositk 1 1h
IA ▪ l'.11S -  sur the bet4 44*cm/oscine-a aleolOreel
IAI.flopulting "ore Itjo car get • lob valise on trade-in
mirniiim tat bna, appearance. A qtvelity --paint job in a
well-equipped Atop hill likely pay for knell in increased
auras of do ear. Sloppy reconditioning is easy to spot.







Friday, July 2, 8 p.m.
MBA MONTGOMERY SHOW
from Nashville
Saturday, July 3, 8 p.m.
STAN HITCHCOCK SHOW
with Nashville Star Wayne Marshall
Sunday, July 4th
----ALL DAY FESTIVITIES
BLUEGRASS PICKING UNDER THE TREES
MID-STATE SQUARE DANCERS
BARBEQUE DINNER PLUS
BIG SPECIAL SHOW, s'rm
Tickets awn table at Judy 8 Sher's
Eteouty,Solon in Bei-Air Center
For more information cell-5192 436-5806
• People usually ask me why
don't -review such and such's-
greatest hits album? My reply
Is that greatest hits are
usually a rehash of old
material and nothing really
new from a particular vocalist
or group. However, in today's
column we will take a look at
ten Of the most important
greatest hits albums on the
charts. This does not. ineitnie-
the recently released "Rock
'N Roll" hits of the BP.ritItis
which probably will be doing
extremely well on the charts I
am sure.
FRAMTON COMES ALIVE
- This -is not a greatest hits
Album but it -contains many of
the guitarists hits such as
"Baby, I Love Your *ay,"
and "Show Me The Wisit." The
vocals are fair but the guitar




Eagles, in my opinion,- is the
best group around and this.-
album has sold _nearly 3
million copies to date 'NM
• locally is a top seller ac-
cording to one local retie-
just to mention a fen. .
HISTORY-AMERICA'S
GREATEST tins - This
particular album is another
classic and has stayed on the
charts for nearly six monthS.
It has such goodies as "Daisy
Jane," "A Horse With No
. NY!mtkua,±1igh"
CHICAGO IX -Chicigo
plays several of their Wales
such as "Beginnings," "Just
Yotr-and Me" and "Dees
Anyone Know What Time It.
is." This classic has stayed on
the charts for six months and
still going strong.
ELTON JOHN'S
GREATEST HITS - This is
the surprise on the record
charts. The reason WI that this
great vocalist has remained
high on the charts for nearLy
two years! How can you I
With such classics as "Yo
Song." '''Crocadile Rock,*
by J. D. Lancaster
store, The album contains Orchestra and contains such
"Desperado,": fab hits As "Boy Blue„:'
and One of These Nightie' "Strange Magic,'" "Evil




Excellent folk rock sounds by
this dynamic duo. It features





GREATEST HITS - great for
the womf.n's lib movement
and a beautiful voice by-one of
the top female artists of our
UAW excluding Carole King.
The album contains such
classics as "I am Woman,"
and "Delta Dawn."
THE BEST OF ROD
STEWART - This recently
release of Rod Stewart's
oldies during his days with the
Mercury label is not doing too
well on the charts as expected
(I wonder if it is his raspy
sounding voice). The album is
"Bennie and the Jets," and. worth bilyIng, anyway,
"Rocket Man." '.because it is a two record set
.ELO --This is brand and contains --his best hit
new by Electric Light "Magg,e Mae."
We Have The Top Hits
Stop By TV Service Centel end pick up






309 N. 1601 St
753-7949
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
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$:1110 - Conan Reasperee
0:00 - Price Is Mehl CM -Caesar ' 10:00 -Comehit
life10:01-111siglaws 11:311-Allifaii I &east TOMO -Veen fatale- 41/1•- 
CL'elevmet
14:00 -Wheel of Fertme
1030- Haywood Sewn
10:30 - love el.
le; 30-Neogry boys - 1:00-S10,000 Pyramid 10139 - Newf. Seee 10:30- bye 10:55,-Neal
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NM - Alfbilwialy
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4:30 - lacy 2:31/ - Maid Gone
sAs_agarmes bind
3:30 - 61111gee's )shii/ 741111-TaISIOWN
Meese3111- A. Griffith ' -
bIll Mimi
-- - 7- -- - ------------------ 5:45-Fese Affeir , 4:411-Inely Semi _ 3:3111-111kkey
3:31-Meeks4:00- leg Valley 5:3111-1411K News 4:311-iNealle 4-.-W-Ififill11115es
5:04-A1C lbws 6:411-News 1:25 -Weedier 5:30 -INC News 4:3111-Asej GAM&
5:30 - Nein Caner 2 5:30-News 6:00-News SAM- Tel tke Trwfb
4:4111- SOO 530- News
6:00 - CS'S News
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TV GUIDE SATURDAY, JULY 3, 1976
WNGE-2
6- " -chidrou 60.441
7:00 -lime Ilaeg
7:30-Tom 5 Jerry,
II:30 - Fright metal.
1:00 -Sever Mosses
1010-SpeedVAIN lc
10:30 -Seel Tram' '‘'
11:35-111eadeita4
WSIL-3





6:25 - Ai. V. S. A.
6:55- Fara Digest
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0:00 - Land of lest
1:30-Rea testa
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2:30 - World Timis




7 :00 -Den& Movie
11:00-lest Swot '-TIFIF-Ifiahriet
11:30 -Aar Nedeleal
































10:30 - Set. higin Uwe
12:01- Deepen
11:110-
II:30- Ge U. S. A.
12:00-Net hedge (





$ 00 - Mene
10:00 -law-
10:30 - Wee4laad -
12:00 - labluirt Sewell
210-New,
2:30 - Wrestles
3:30 - Perry Nose
:-rwillestlantsE 3211 















TV GUIDE SUNDAY, JULY 4, 1976
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740- Neese of Mashie
7:30- Tietway Sureggert








5:410- Meeting Grins 1:311 -Orel Ihdrerts 11:00- Peillecah Devotion
5:30- Three Steams 140 - Gospel Pr. 11011- Nand Trot* 0:30- Nomben &ethers








1249 - Glerisias ass A
Ceefereeze 11,30-0,. Tem"
I 2:38-Flehleg 12:05 - Greene Osolies 11:1W - Illeirt tbe Press
1:011-11:11aily _ 12:30 -Oinection 12:0 -01eirises Ittli . .....,
100- The Stery









%MI -INN lIbaden 7:00 -Rory Oases 5:441- News
6:1111-140S Na da S:00-Spertenee's hbed Ire- fillystery movie 5:30- News 5:3e- News km Newt719.111•40 - ---- Ile -Witnirliat ' ' 1540- Nem
p.m.-
641i p.ii, _ 1.-
6AI - hes Gewlell 111:311- Orsesiet Callehreehe Of BA 7:11111- Nary Seem ' Gelleimetim Of US.
- 0:011- Mystery Ilene
10:116 - Carla Camera II rell - Movie
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ditRATEST HITS - If you
don't have this one, you must
be out of your head! One
reason is that the album was
released oveethree years
and is still going strong on the
record charts. I won't even tell
you what his greatest hits are -
buy the recur*
I hope this giVes you a brief
insight of what4 is happening
on ,the best hits side of the
recording industry. If you
have any comments or "cuts"
about the record review
column, you can write J.D.
Lancaster, ts-o Murray Ledger
and Times, P.O. Box 32,
Murray, Kentucky 42071. By
the way, -this column is now
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6:30/5:30 BOOK BEAT: "Stein-
beck: An Intimate Portrait.' by
Elaine Steinbeck _ .
7:00/9:00 NOVA SPECIAL:
v"TiterSearch for Life": Research
into the possibility that life ea-
rns on Merl *nth special atten-
tion to the upcoming landing of
the Viking Mission.
800/7:00 EVENING AT POPS:
"American Vigneuzes": Ballet
Ito Edward Vinod,' in a salute '
to America, with patriotic sing- trill




an". "Prelude",. 'The low story
of George Sand and Frederick
Chopin.
10:00/9:00 .DNEDIN LINE
"Bloody Week": Jamb trawls
to France and, white Albert.
Elizabeth end Anne wait on
board the "Charlotte Rhodes."
INN ashore . to be arrested and-
sealed as • apv.
MONDAY,------JULY— 'S
Eastern/Central Time









GROUPERS: 'Salt Water Equip-
ment"
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES: "Li te r -





"All Over": The loam. of man's
relation to death is explored tal
family gathers to swot the pe7115




"Ilarbecb: An Intimate 'Por-
trait by Elaine Steinbecirillte-
pest
11:00/10:00 TBA
TUESDAY, - JULY 13
Eartern/Cen nal Timer





5:30/4:30 E L ECTR IC,COMPA-
NY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30AS:30 11114S, YOGA &
YOU
7:00iS:00 GED SERIES: "Liter-
ature II. Prose and Figurative
Language' 
7:30/6:30 COOKIN' CAJUN:
" Lamb & Pork"
0:00/7:00. LOWE LL THOMAS
REMEMBERS: "1956"
8:30/7:30 CONSUMER SURVI-
VAL KIT: "Fun on the Run":
_Tips on buying a recreational
velf/icle, safety information and
advice on rentals.
9:00/8:00 EVENING AT POPS:
"American -Vignettes" tReweesi-
10. 00/9 :00 TROPOSPHERE:
An original ballet by the San
Diego Ballet Company showing
















6:30/5:30 CILIAS. YOGA &
YOU
2:00/6:00 GED SERIES: "Liter-
ature 111: Poetry"
7:30/6:30 ANTIOUES: . "Chi-
nese Art"
8:00/7:00 A STATE DINNER













for the hear mg impeired
6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU • • •





STAIRS: "A Petnotic Ottering'::
The Will returns with the Bel-
lamy ,household changed by
World War I-James is off to
raw, Hazel doing voluateer
and the wrvants quarters are in-
vaded by F rench speaking refu-
gees.
9:00/8:00 THE OLYMPIAD:
"The Income:tibia Five": The sto-
ries of some of the most out-
standing at haute n. the Gnonow
history.
10:00/9:00 THE MARK OF
JAZZ: "Barry Miles and his band
Silverlight"
10:30/9:30 OURSTORY: "The
Peach Gang": The story of Ar-
thur Pesch, an 18 year old in-
dentured servant tried for the
killing of a Narregensett Indian
in 1638.












6:30/5:30 LIL1AS, YOGA &
YOU
7:00/6:00' OURSTONY: -Thie
Peach Gang: Pori •
7:30/6:30 BLACK PERSPEC-
TIVE ON THE NEWS
8:00/7:00 WALL STREET -
WEEK




an", "Prelude" (Repeat) (Cap-
tioned for the hearing impaired)
11:00/10:00 CAPTIONED ABC
EVENING NEWS













1 21051415 J30 ZOOM
12:30/1110 GUPPIES TO




CINEMA: "The Balcony". Shetr-,
Icy 'Winters, -Pete, Fall,, Lee
Grant, and Lambed Nimoy in
Jean Genet's Play- "O.
3:00/2:00 LAUREL-lin.HARDY
3:30/2:30 MARK OF JAZZ:
"Rufus Harley"
- -41:00/3130 ANTIQUES: "The
-,./Rep snow-









11:00/7:00 AT THE TOP: -novo
Generations of arubeck"
9:00/8:00 PBS MOVIE THEA-
TRE: "To Pens With Love- •
Alec Guinness stars in this British.
usmedy. A widower and his son
cross the Channel to Penis- to
merry each Other off
10:20/9:20 SOUNDSTAGE:
"Don PAtLean & The PlerSUe-
Own" ;
NTUCKY EC6CATIONA-1. tV40600 COOPER DEC:LEXINGTON, KY, 40502
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$hepherdsville Changes Its Mind
that," Hardy said. "this was a
mistake and I thjnk everyone
knows it." -
He said- "there are many
•
---reaseps why many peopleAbout knowing Ku Klux Klan March , rtervot ntod amdentiodos
SHEPHERDSV11.I, Ky.
1AP - The Shepherdsvil;(
keeping the city's eight police
._officers on duty for the march.
pretty decent people," Hardy
said. "It just efts not reflect
of things they ithe4C.J.z9)
they are. for.„
Adams said.Klansinen "will
,,Klans of America is the last
large organization to be in
support of the Constitution of
the United States, of which we
firmly believe," Adams said.
-It's something that hasn't
happened in 48 years, a Klan
parade, and we just want to
change that," the Klan leaderCity couneL_Aci ling in t e "I feel hot about it,," Adams the comintiiity on the Fourth be Wearing robes" . the sail ' -wake of citizen protest. has said of the council's, latest of July' to have ligotry on parade and- that a "Klan
E .
. ,......n .;thanged. --14s--- mind about action. "I am upset, mad. We paride." .
. front. - ..--- -•-• ----- ,-- that, most - townsfolk -4AFQ
military unit" will be at the He 4iisagreed with Hardy' t. 5 • owing -die Ku Klux Klan to ,• were -inTFtirifit-TO-hdve • 'a . ' He _ gave Sparrow the‘:v !b. • ge a large.."bice*nniali peaceful march." .'• ' petition - sr-if-led by 96 per- , against a Klan parade the day• • • •." • •••••• ! , 0- -- / - .-Ile_.said_ council Rel_Pberi soas .opposed to the Klan "The purpose is, it's the before Independence Day. .a state Klan, 'leader, told him they changed their March - Wednesday night. Thicititentilat" Adams Said. ..iiere0 by. the council's minds because "they said theY But he said the signaturesi &iiion'Thursday night, says didn't have the police represented only -a small
/ tlie march is still on "no p ection." fraction of the people in this
to see
.; matter what."
••. Sherman ,Adams, head of.
the Kentucky chapter of the
41 A./tilted Klans of America, said
:": 1 the council okayed plans three
'weeks ago for '500 robed
• ' Klansmen "to march down-;• Main Street on July 3.
He said he expects mire
_than 500 to participate -now
that the council has changed
, -0 mind.
T-774, 4.we-re still -going-to have
hiti' parade, and because of
we'll possibly have more
-pep* in it," Adams said.
:Since ShePherdsville has no
'rade permit ,ordinance,
Adams said he sees no reasbn
to cancel the planned march.
The reason he .asked for
' 'permission in the first place,
Adams said,' was out of
courtesy.,-- "to make sure
everything was all right."
' Adams said he paid the city
attal of $300 for the right to'eZ
stage the parade. He said $150
of . that was for expenses for
council members who at-
tended the special meeting at
Adams said the council
hasn't said whether it will
refund the $300.
"I think it wa'S jyst a
he added.
Mayor James T. Sparrow
said the council went back on
its original decision because
"there have been some
*-threats involving the _safety of
the cornryunity." He declined
to elaborate. •
"The comrainity wasn't too
upset," Sparrow, said. -Some
were,„some weren't; but the
cooicil went back on US
diCision mainly- betauseof-
•  public safety."
Winston Hardy, a local
businessman, headed a
petition drive aimed at con-
vincing the city council to
revoke permission for the
parade. He said no 'one -
other than council and Klan
members - knew about it
until this week.
The news of the planned
march "definitely has stirred
lei a controversy," Hardy
said,
•
area who don't want
that kind of parade,
would say probably less,
Than 10 percent of the people_
,here condone anything like
-which the originaldecision "This may not be New York,as 
made 
to 
allow the parade., and the people have not been
The rest 'was to pay far,_.known. to.. be .e; _that..
cosmopolitan, but they are
11 I • 
d
. Let's Stay Well
Smoking, Drugs 4nd Fetus Damage
By FJ.L Blsingame, M.D. 
monoxide by binding with the
hemoglobin of the blood and in-
terfering with its ability to carry
Oxygen.
This work of the Johns
Hopkins team emphasizes the
recommendation that pregnant
Women should, avoid taking un-
necessary drugs and smoking
tobacco heavily.
Q. Mr. M. B. writes that he is
-using a coffee product that con-
tains potassium hydroxide to
reduce the acid in coffee ' and
desires comments regarding
safety and potential danger? in
this ingredient
_A. According'to our informs-
- transfer. They found that oxygen (lot use of pota.w.iuns hydroxide----------ked -carbon. monoxide cratated_Jibeuki be safe in trgating eoftee-the placenta faster than certain if the process is stopped before.-"- tther gases and concluded that the pH level (measure of acidity)
•'." some chemical means bocsted reaches or exceeds-mid-base
•"- the speed of this transfer. They neutrality and if the use is not
1?..e 1 ie v e that an enzyme sensitive to possible excess of
Icytochrome P-450/, evert in low potassium. (This is a matter to
concentration in the afterbirth, discuss with your physician/
May be the chemical which Mcst regularodrinkers prefer
- facilitates the passage of the that coffee he acid because of
(II,.;,.....,u4aser scram the placenta- _ the effect on e, pH of 4.9 to 53.
_ :.:1:.;: This enzyme is also. found in 1f-She_neutra .ty of coffee goes
:-..gther organs (liver, twigs,- -and beyond n y. the- chertratry --"i"-.:".--_-.1.1..siiini in addition titykkacenta. It is and-taste of the brew changes..
make "drugs nitre solo-'  drastically and usually is con-
ble by introducing oxygen into- sidered unpalatable. _
them and, thus, aiding in their - ' Studies show reduced—acid
being metabolized or used up in coffee generates acid in the
the body. stomach, much like regular
According to a report in Medi- coffee. In the • yiew of many,
•
cal Workf News. Burns and making the coffee Itss acid has -
Gurtner studied the e., f flifitT_Et, a little advantage.
number of -drugs 
ui
,
. Q. Ms A. F asks for Informa-
tion on the cost of prison care for .
juveniles
A. According to figures
released in 1975 by. the Univer-
sity of Michigan, state institu-
tions spent as high as $19.000 per
year and averaged $11.657 an-
nually. figures that probably are
considerably higher than tuition
and expenses for a year at our
firstrate universities.
Alsrlie. sot issti..s.s..-9yrtkaik. 0_
^
' Heavy smokers and drug ad-
diets tend to have lower-weight
**4 This...impairment of
-growth acts as. a handicap tb
,t ;nor al devefttment. An et
pl bon of this-smallness his
: • lacking.
• Johns Hopkins University
*e' researchers, Barry Burns M.D.,
and call Gunner, M.D., as a
' result .;f their studies. have come
- wi the theory that damage
to the (oxygen transfer, between
the mather and her baby may
explain the slow growth of the
• fetus.
- . By the-use qf placentas
-tafterbirthsi, Burns Gurtner
were able to measure oxygen.
with the enzyme cytochrome
P-459. These included certain
medications and other chemi-
'..lials found in tobacc'cr,smoke.
".:These produced a sharp reduc-
.:•:ilon in oxygen traoster The
' .:scientists concluded that any
• drug which binds to cytochronie
.1 P-450 can act to impede the
-passage - rie oxygen through the
placenta. .8
" • In addition. Burrik and Gurtner
'believe that cigarette smoke in-











to prepare for our
big clearance sale
Settle-Workman
"We had a birthday this year
too."
The Klan, he said, "more or
less wants to _show our rights
Under the Constitution.
"We believe in it. We're just
letting people know that the
Klan is still here. The United
petition of. 96,
which isn't even a drop -in the
bucket," Adams said.
, SUW RECORD
The nuclear submarine Sea
Wolf on Oct. 6, 1958, estab-
lished an undersea endurance
record of 60 days,
Sinking Spring To Hear Pastor At
Bro. Lawson Williamson,
pastor of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will speak at
both the eleven a.m. and 715
p.m. worship services on
Sunday, July 4„ at the churcb.
This will be Building Fund
Sunday at the church
At the mornin ice each
person wilj. hiave the op-
portunity to "sign the
neel,*ation of Independence.
Bun Wilkerson, deactm of the
week, will read the scripture
and lead in prayer.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ, will sing




The Youth Choir will meet
S 
aix forprace-





the • Voltinteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Pats/ Neale and
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Terry.
Sunday Scbool will be at ten
a.m. ald Church Training at
6:30 p.m.
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN Yi)1)
TRADE WITH
PARKER FORD, ino.
753-5273 - 'Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME • LOW PROf IT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW QRUSED CAR





BEG. 39¢ TO $2.00 CARD
NEW FASHION




















A ONE DAY SALE YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS!
WE MUST MAKE ROOM! ODDS & ENDS CLEARANCE!
THOUSANDS OF YARDS! ALL FROM OUR REGULAR STOCK!
SPRING SUMMER
ICS
• Solid & Fancy Gauze cloth
• Printed &l.Solid Cottons
9 Solid Chino & Sailcloth
- KinteciPollyester Knits
• Printed Disney Quilts
• Printed Chiffons & Voiles
• Printed Ducks &Poplins
and many, many other fine fabrics/
REGULAR 994 to $2.99 yd. VAL
Full Bolts, Part Bolts, Dress LanattIS and Remnants .... Limited Quantity on many of the
'items mentioned above.... Come early for bast Selectionl
OUR REGULAR MU YD.
60- PRINTED
JERSEY
• Full bolts, 60" wide
411 Washable Nylon & Acetate
• Famous "Harvey Martin" Prints
• Saw $1 44 on every yard
$14f1
OUR REGULAR $2.88 YO
IMPORTED
COTTONS
• Full bolts, 45" wide
• Screen Printed Cottons
• Famous "Harvey Martin" Prints
• SIMI 1 44 on every yard
PER'
INCH
OUR REGULAR $5.88 YD.
IMPORTED,
EMBROIDERIES
• Embroidered Gauze Cloth
• Embroidered Muslin'
• and many, many others
• &PM $3.00 on every yard
$28J. 
OPEN MONDAY, JULY 5th, 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
9 - 5 (M - Th)
9 - 6 (Friday)
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Supermarket Bills Boosted By
Higher Prices In Last Month
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Higher prices for a wide range of food
iternsettelped boost supermarket bills
during 4une, an Associated Press
inarketbasket survey shows. The rate
of increase during the first six months
of the year, however, was well within
government predictions for 1976.
The AP draw ap a random list of IA- -
commonly purchased food and nonfood
items, checked the price at one
supermarket in each of 13 cities on
March 1, 1973, and has rechecked on or
about the start -of each succeeding
month.
Among the results of the latest sur-
vey:
-The marketbasket total rose at the
checklist store in nine of the cities
surveyed is an average of just over 2
per cent. The bill declined at the,, .
checklist store in four. cities, down a
little more than half a per cent. On an
-evq-all basis, the ciarketbasket-114--
roae 1 3 per cent during June.
-The situation was an improvement
over May, when the niarketbasket bill
was up at the checklist store in all 13
cities, rising an average of 4.2 per cent.
Nearly All. Of State's
Police On Holiday Duty
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Virtually
the entire roster of Kentucky State
Folic* . troopers will he lin duty this
weekend to !sin& the expected on-
-slitiight of holiday traffic on state
highways, Lt. Ernest Bivens said.
Bivenksaid about "95 per cent plus"
of thp state's 525 troopers will be
working this weekend as motorists take
.10 Kentucky's 70,000 miles of highways.
In addition, the federally funded
Troopers Ou Patrol program will allow
the state to work troopers overtime on
interstate highways and pay them with
federal money.
He said that work schedules will be
adjusted 'WO_ that 'troopers can be
assigned to (u0e-at of heaviest activity.
"Interstate--75 going south, for
example, i11i be heavily traveled
tonight, while Monday night, the flow
will be headed back north," Bivens
said.
"We're going It) be out in force and
this will result in more people seeing us
and slowing down," he said. The
citizen's band radio craze will also
serve to slow traffic "when one CBer
tells other motorists we're down the
road. They slow down and that's what
we want."
Bivens would make no estimate of
traffic fatalities over this Fourth of
July holiday, but did say that it "is out
worst holiday for traffic deaths."
Last year, 19 persons were killed in
traffic accidents during the holiday
period whlich begins at 6 p.m. today and
extends-through Monday night.
Among the factors leading to traffic
fatalities, Bivens said, are hot weather,
heavy traffic, speeding and drinking. In
addition, he said that thousandt of
tourists are expected in the Coin;
monwealth and their unfamiliarity with
state roads could add to congestion and
confusion.
• "There's no pattern to accidents; it's
Aike throwing rocks into a pond," he
said. .
-So far, the state is well below last
year's fatality figures, with 39 killed
through Thursday, compared with 424
in the same period of 1975
•
-Decreases earlier in the year
helped offset May and June boosts. A
comparison of prices at the start of July
with those at the beginning of 1976
showed that the , maaketbasket bill at
the checklist store was up in nine cities
and down in four .for an over-all in-
crease of about 1 per cent. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture has
-predicted that food prices alone will
rise between 2 and 5 per cent this year.
-A comparison -of prices at the start
of July with those a year earlier showed
the AP marketbasket bill was up at the
checklist store in each city, rising about
8 per cent.
-Almost all the June increase was
due to boosts On food items. Only five la
57 items that went up in price were in
nonfood categories in the AP survey.
-Pork chop prices rose again, up in
seven cities. The price of a 'Pound of
pork chops went up in nine cities during
May. The increases reflect* higher
prices paid to farmers for hogs and can
be traced to the small cop crop of 1974.
When grain; prices wOft up, fahners
reduced their herds. lind supplies still
have not been rebailt.
-On the bright side, the price of
frozen orange juice concentrate - one
of the few items which has remained
generally steady durftig the past few
' years - declined in five cities, down an
average 16.2 per cent.
The items on the AP checklist were;..-7"
chopped chuck, center cut pork chops,
frozen orange juice concentrate,-coffee,
paper towels, butter, Graq,e-k medium
white eggs, creamy ,peanut butter,
laundry detergent,- fabric softener,
tomato sauce, ..,ohacolate chip cookies,
milk, all-bitf frankfurters and
granulates sugar.
The cities checked . were:
Albuquerque, 1N.M., Atlanta, Boston,
Chicago-, ,Dallaa, Detroit, Los Angeles,
Miami, New \rock, Philadelphia,
Providence, RI..; Salt Lake City and
Seattle.
I'LL READ MY HOROSCOPE IN
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MI- Furunraeyral services will be -Band, Wiaconsin. Born August &madam O....,of the
SaturdaY at two pp. at '3, 1MA, In .Chilton, Wisconsin, where ase;;Iri: sskro'n .onj: chapel of
Funeral Home; 331 Taylor-,,-(loarird- and Helen ,'GebhartHigliand-We:71as the 
son the
late andSurvivors. are hi a Wife Mrs.Gordon Smith, evangelist sidle Road, Louisville. Burial
from Gadsden, Alabama. will will follow in Cave Hill
speak in a series of gospel Cemetery there.
meetings at -the Cohtwater
Church of Christ, July 4-9.
Mr. Smith is the minister of
,the Rainbow .Drive Church of 
Mr. Lyons TodayChrist in Gadsden.
where he has served forrit Final rites for Bill Lyonaare
year. He served as minister of. being held today at two p.m. at
jJae East End Church of Christ :the chapel of the Max Char-
in Detroit, 'Michigan, for four chill Funeral Home with Bro.
years. Prior to entering the Henry Hargis officiating and
ministry, Mr. --",ftniii was a the singers from the Seventh
deacon aiid an elder of the and Poplar Church of Christ,
,Elawson Church of Christ, where he was a member,
-Clawson, Michigan. providing the song set-vice.
Bro. Stnith and his wife, the Serving as pallbearers are
formtr Jeanette Branzell of Harold ad John Brittian, L.
.Superior, Wisconsin, have W., Jimmy; W. A,40ra Lee,
three children*, Mark, 21, who .and Van Lyons, and Paul
is associate' minister -of the Garland.--Burial will be in the
Rainbow Drive Church of Murray-City Cemetery.
Christ; Kali, 19; and Stacy, 14. Mr. Lyons, age . 72, died
The speaker was born and Wednesday at the Murray-
educated in Detroit, Michigan, Calloway County Hospital.
...a-church spokesman said he He is survived by two sate,
will tell why he left the Roman Tommy Lyons, Murray, and
-- Catholic C)urch-alev.eu years Robert Lyons, Mt. Vernon,
ago in the Sunday services M.; 3wo stepdaughters, Mrs.
held at 11:00 a.m. and 7:30 Brona Vick and Mrs. Ora Lee
p.m. The services Po the Elkins, Alrno; sister., Mrs.
,remairider of the meeting will Shellie Elkins, Almo, Prother,
be at 7:30 nightly. The public' Lee Lyons, Murray; ten
is cordially invited to attend, grandchildren; twelve great
church officials said. grandchildren.
Friends may call at the Funeral Home, Paducah, in --,Blalock-Coleman Funeral charge of arrangemtntsHome after four p.m. today where friends may call.(Friday) where prayers will
be said tonight at 7:30. _ .. .. Services Saturday
NOVELIST BORN 
. .
At Chapel ForMiguel de Cervantes,
. WM* and Poet, creator of  as" "---it;' i• - -i'Don Quixote, was born in Mrs. 166‘9111Ster
The funeral for Mrs. 
Byron'_r.,. 
will be 
(Genevieve Byrn) MycAlistat tii:10-.... PRESIDENT RtIFIN
Chester Alan Arthur, 21st
States, was born Oct. 5, 1830. 
p.m. at the chapel of the
Hornbeak Funeral Home,
president of the United
Fulton, with Rev. William G.
. - - - . Adams, ' and Rev. Frank
..
Roadblock Reminds-Employes Of. Gardner officiating.be her sons. Burial will be inServing as pallbearers will
the Wesley Cemetery near
Fulton. Ffiends may call at
the funeral home after five
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Conn said he was reviewing Virtually all state-Owned
p.m. today 
c(AltsteFriday'r,). age 73.. 1
have received a reminder that stopped at the roadblocks. 
passenger vehicles - about Widow of Byron McAlister,Drivers of state-owned cars the cases of those employes
1,500 in all - have been died Thursday at 6:20 alit it
executive order limiting use of issued April 20 and became 
transferred into the state the Fulton Hospital. She was aGov. . Julian _ ,Carroll's Carroll's order, which was
state vehicles has gone into effective Thursday, revoked inventoried, and ones that are
motor pool. Each has been resident of Fulton and a
member of the Wesley United
the form Of state . police automobiles to state employes have been relegated to suplus 
Methodist there.' 'effect. The reminder camei.n the assignment of state old or in bad need of repair
roadblocks. 
Survivors are ___.slx sons,
. Ronald McAlister, Murray,
and created a motor pool from for sale.
About 50 statesowned cars which employes would have to State employes may still Robert McAlister, Memphis.
-2- -vrere - - -stopped - at - -such. sign ouLcars. ' ______request_a_sgr for their es- Tenn., r and Duward, Joe,
.ronektiocics nirthelititttleMfernt---'-lolve-gOvernorvaiii•hspiessed-NetegIve-ever4iFftletr-i*---11ramoseFunt4olvt4iteAliater,--
this capital city Thursday alld, the order because it d .. plication must be screened by
for the most part, Oldie become common practice for their agency head, the
drivers were in compliance state employes to drive their secretary of transportation
with the governor's ditedive. state-owned cars home. He and the secretary of finance
Peter Conn, a Carroll aide- said it was increasingly dif- and administration.
who is Overseeing im- ficult to ''clearly demonstrate
plementation of the order that to the people A the Corn- Salem 
Churchcalls- for creation of a state monwealth that these Vehicles
motor pool, said he found that are not for the private use of
Thursday were "on "O the face, .Conn said that the road-
14 state employes ' stopped state employes." Plans Program
except" from the order. blocks were "not to harass .
He said they were either provide us with information on Bicentennial, ,
any state employe, but to..
constitutional officers - who how the cars are being used .. The Salem Baptist Churchare still permitted the ex- ,....and to make people aware at Lynn Grove will celebratetatechisivpotiree_use ufa_state car - or the-VA-main_ order has gone
into effect," 
the 4th of July with special
- -serviee& botiv- morning- am:I—The funeral for-Mss, Jesse _
Spain Oct 51, 1547.





Mrs. Schmitt Dies E. F. Bowe Dies Mrs. Slusmeyer's
At Wesley P.Aanor _Scheduled Saturday Brother, Mr. Gates,
Mrs. Charles (Mayrne
Dies At PaducahThursday; Funeral
Thursday at 1;43 p.m. at the
Hussung i Schmitt' died
William Jewell -Gees,Wesley" Manor Retirement ThEree. F. Bdoiedwe ofThMurrursdaayyRouatfe.
S6rcitheiusmery: ofhirsiiiiirraillay, died
,- 'Rev. Charles H. Schmitt.
years of age and the widow of ternoon at his home located Thu/low, ..,i 1:30 _. ..._
Hople, Louisville. She was 96
Brown's Grocery. Re !SS
several nieces and nephews years of age.
The deceased is survived by 
just off Highway 94 East near' ,w....."- ..2_ ..!1_,,u_lf
59'-- .413.11-171i6:1):e and a ritsilipalfl"me dentwal otn ;:11.711":11Paducah
Gordon Smith 
includtog. Dr. Karl Husaulg, Mr. Ligiwt,Lras a retired Reda one. , _ , .
his wife, Sarah,. and four representative of the . ,
Gordon Smith
of Ballard County,. ountwyma, :retied"
, children, Chuck, Karen. Food Company. He and  s
-wife moved t9- CallowaY carpenter, a veteran of World
Stevert„ and Mark, all of
County in 19119 from West war / and
member
He added that several He said there probably evening worship -athers who were driving state would not be any disciplinary Atthe 11:00 a.m. service thea.muthrsorihzaadtioh. received proper action taken against any. choir will be singing patroticemployes found in violation of hymns under the direction of
"The indications of the the order by Thursday's Bobby - Fain with Denise
roadblocck are that there was roadblock. "But in the future,
compliance," Conn said. if we find a guy ',dr- iVt"- ---. a , Shirley Lamb as organist.
Howard at the piano and
"There may be no cases of state car) with beer and his - The youth will present aabuse - either they picked golf clubs, in shorts and a golf musical program in keepingthem up fram the motor pool hat, he'll be in trouble," Conn with the day. The youth groupor received an exemption." added. , . is under the direction. of Mr.
Bowe.
Survivors are his wife; Mrs. daughters, Mrs. Jeanette 1
. - ;Mary Lelia Gates, three ,
Florene Winkler Bowe,
Murray Route Three, to whom and Mrs. Robbie Gail Griffin,
Thompson, Mrs. Sue Council, 1
he was married April 2, 1923; all of Paducah; two sons,two sons, Cal Bowe,
Rev. Sammy Gates, Mobile,
West Bobby Gates, Paducah, andBend, Wisconsin, and John
Ala.; two sisters, Mrs.two sisters,ldrs. Carl (Elviral
aBoewgean, __Fraenedmonmrst, W. iscoLanisineta;
Slusineyer, mutray, Tod Mrs.
Della Pugh, LeCenter; fifteenRichter, Appleton, tir,isconsin; grandchildren; six greatnine grandchildren; one great grandchildren.
grandchild. -
Mr. Bowe was a member of held Sunday at two p.m. at.•
Funeral servicei. will be ../
where funeral services will be
daCyathaotlicninChe 
am. CoSwthlauncilndandBahPtii: son, Rev.
St. Leo's
with Rev. Martin Mattingly Gates officiating. Burial will
Paducah, with Rev. Harold
officiating. Entombment will be in the Ne,,... 
Creek.be in the Murray Mausoleum. cemetery with the tirtas‘-'4vvya
- Crossword Puzzler
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r by United Ansturi
'and Mrs. Half aullmer.
The congregation will
participate in the re-signing of
the-Declaration of Indepen-
dence reaffirming their
commitment to their beloved
country.
The program will be
climaxed by the ringing of the
bell-by Bonnie Foster and
Gary Miller acting as Uncle
Sam and Sherry Miller as The
Statue of Liberty.
Bro'. Virgil Blankenship will
be bringing the 11,119 o'clock
message on "Our Heritage of
Hope." .
Hugh Foster is Deacon of
ffie Month.
In the 7:13 p.m. services the
along with the youth
choir will present a program
"Happy Birthday America."
- -MIDEAST FLAREUP •
On Oct. 8, 1973, the hetiviest
fighting since the 1967 war
broke out in the Middle East.
FIRST CONGRESS
The first Provincial Con-
gress met at Concord, Mass.
on Oct 7, 1774
Fulton; three daughters, Mrs.
Hilda Hurst, Jackson, Tenn.,
Mrs. Jetty Humphreys,
Detroit, Mich., • and Mrs.
Glenda Miller, Paducah; two
sisters, Mrs. Nina Mobley and
Mrs. Evelyn Bockman,
Fulton; twenty-two grand-







(Opal Miles) Bailey of Murray
Route Three will be held
Saturday at tn a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale and Bro. R. J. Burpoe
officiating. The song service
will be by singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ and the Memorial
Baptist Church with Jerry
Rolls as director.
Active pallbearers will be
Robert Hopkins, ames Rudy
Bailey, J. C. Mel niel, Jerry ,
Conley, Fred H...rndon, and 1
Joe Morton. Honorary
pallbearers will be Hugh
Melugin, William Crooke,
Huie Suiter, Davy Hopkina,
and Perry Hendon. Burial We
be iir -The ''' * Murray City
Cemetery.  
Friends may call at 4
funeral home.
Mrs. Bailey, age 72, died
Thursday at 4:45 8.11t at the. 1
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a mem*
of the First Christian Churiii;
Dover, Tenn. Born February
215, 1904, in Stelart CountY,
Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late John Miles and
Maggie Byrd Miles.
Survivors are her husband,
Jesse Bailey, to whom she 'as
married in 1929; two mat,
Rev. Max E. Bailey, Murray,
and Eugene (Buddy) Bag*,
Baton Rouge, La; (hie
grandchildren, Carol Brittle",
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= 32 years serving the pest eon- §
rolindustrkes.
-±: Termite Inspectiosn Free, 1
= t 
a Plastic Installed for ground E.
F., moisture, sills and floors E
...WTepaired, trees, shrubs. yards 2
= sprayed. ==
_
-S 1/11.04•• hat" M no dr t In n =
= 
1 .
= vg. 1.••6 1•••
L Call 753-9849 iiiiiiiIiiiiiiiniiiiiiiinitniaina WOMAN TO CARE FOR
BUTLERS ANTIQUE
will open-July 4 1976 at
Ahno Heights, Highway
641 North Phone 753-
742 aft4r 5 p.m.
Your need is our concern.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.
IF CARPETS look -dull
and drear1 remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
































Would you On to ride
ego Chwch &is to_ Sun-


















$1.00, Shave, $.75, at
H rtIbuchle Barber
Sl*p, 200 Walnut St.
Closed Mondays, Open
.Tuesday-Friday, hours
8-1; Saturday 8-3. Will be
closed till Friday, July 2
nd.
CLEARANCE SALE
June 28 through July 17
Close out Arts and Crafts Dem:poem
511% riff on mat arts aid croft Oasts, aod_lo d cassiles nod
trainee hadas. Tea adrenals* oaths staap- .
Plain orro for birthday, onalverarbalt, eed mem Christman if..
ts. Olt& is the shop, relater ft* biliwoosi ailed in 57511*.
I, area wary se Saterday, loft 17, a 440 p.a. Yoe used Mt
H anent fowl,. This sole con eat I. repeated Hcaid
items most be sold to mate raw fa mew Oat and ,iatb
oweertmort, coin* seat Is
BLACKFORD HOUSE
lox Coldwater Ild
*Amu note from holy 7 to 16 the shop we be *pa from 12:00





And We're Bulging at the seams with fur-
niture.
This merchandise must be moved to make
room for more Jusitoxik that's on the
way.







August 1, 8-4:30, Mon-
day through Friday. call
489-2716.
RETIRED OR SEMI-
RETIRED man to do
custodial work and light
gardening, 4-6 hours per




Praia ado, ago 201.45,






SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.













































.9,41 fo. non none
7-2_
"I SEE WE D1D14IT MAKE THE
ENDANGERED SPECIES UST AE.4,1/4
THIS ̀i'EAR.1*
TO. marlistai acalty









acreage with or withou





ever. Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky
42453. Give location. Will
call.
15 Articles for Sale
DRESSER, CHEST,
$25.00, for both. Call 753-
9646.
WINDOW SASHES 40"
wide, 50" high, hot
,liouse, • patio porch
• sunroom. (Some frosted
glass.) Call 753-3254.




2'S miles -North of
Mut 7 -Olt -644 - -has
Arm-strong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths - 16 patterns to




Coffee table and end





rug, honey tree lanp,
waste basket, etc. Call
'753-790, -
BROWN COUCH, $50.
Ladies golf clubs and
bag, $30. Call 753-9294.
WOULD YOU TRUST
your child to an un-
trained doctor? How'
about your home? Your
shop? We're trained -
We're dependable -we
have a permanent piac€
of business. Call Now!!
Roy Harmons Carpenter
Shop, 753-4124.
ONE BED, SPRINGS and
mattress. Perfect
shape. Extra length.
Two pahel headboard Of
pecan. 16" oscilating
fan-, like new. Ironing
board, 2 curtain stret-
chers. Hearing aid plus 2
rolls of new batteries.
Call 753-3987.
14' FIBERGLASS boat,
motor and trailer. $300.
Utility trailer, $75.
Desert driftwood, fine
• for landscaping. Call
436-2502.




Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000
















Regular size. Like new.



















single bed sofa, plat-






dry washer, 15 inch
black and white RCA




and Service, 500 Maple















FIVE FOOT BUSHOG or
weed and grass cutter.




plow disc and cultivator.
Call 753-7375.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing









caprice pair. Call 783-. •
2234.




33' RIVER QUEEN house
boat, $4500. May be seen
at slip 72, Kenlake
Marina, or call 753-4486.
5.
111111111111 -1111111111111• -111111111111111
EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom,FOR SALE PISTOL, 44 1972 Skyline Buddy, 12 xmagnum, Srnith and 64. Front kitchen, largeWesson. Call 474-2346 living room, central.after 5 p.m. • heat and ali, front and
back porches, un-
derpinned and 'storm
windows. Call days 436-
5483, after 6 p.m. 436-BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs.ftent to purchase 5553-
plan. Lonardo Piano
1975 ALL ELECTRIC •Company, across for
mobile home, furnished,Post Office, Paris,
underpinned, air con-Tennessee. Also the
doned, plus centralAntique Mail, 4th & • -





insects and Te'rmttes. TWO BEDROOM
Plastic put under house. MOBILE HOME, all
"Kelly Termite and Pest electric, air condition,
C,oritrol, 753-3914 private lot. Three miles
south of Murray. Call
752-4645 after 4 p.m.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
le WIDE, 2 bedroom







iKelley's Termite& Pest Conht
100 South 13 Street
Flies, Roaches,




1973 HONDA 350. Full size
pool talbe with attached
ping pang set. Call 753-
2810.
FOR SALE KENMORE
washer and dryer. 2
years old. Excellent
condition, $200. Also 1961
Chevrolet pickup with
camper. Can be seen at
Cherry Corner, second
house on left past 1100 WISWELL ROAD
Methodist Church.
SMALL TWO
• BEDROOM, all electric,
air conditioned. $55.00
per month. Call 489-2595.





ment, boys or girls. Rent
vet-y reasonable.
Inquire at Kellys Pest




house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.
32 Apartments for Rent
For Rent
Nice furnished apart-
ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.






made any six for antique
beds or campers. Buy
direct and save on all
mattresses, Helthopedic
or foam. WEST KY.
MATTRESS, 1136 South






-trailer, 14" tires. Call
753-5604.
'REYIL *moth! FARM,
Irvi,  Cobb Road, ( High-
way 732i, red worms,
cani dian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894. after 5 p.m
21 Mobile Home Sales
1972. 12 x 60,.all electric.
central air. Call 489-2348









WE BUY used mobile
homes. _Top prices paid
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.

















and air, built-in stove,
garbage disposal,
washer & 'dryer hookup.
Patio. $150.00 per month
plus utilities. Available

















MENT 304 North 4th, 2
bedroom. Call 753-8175
TWO BEDROOM house,
gas heat, and bath. $75
month. In Hardin. Call
753-4661.
THREE BEDROOM























SOW FOR SALE, H. W.
Cherry. Call 753-0681.
NICE GENTLE. ponies












TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very








weeks old, 2 females,
one male. Call 753-1549.
AKC REGISTERED
Cocker Spaniel puppy.
Six months old. $100.
Call 767-2451.
FOR SALE, seven month
-' old male American
Eskimo. $25.00. Will
have 4 male pups to sell




sonality plus. All shots.
Call 1-554-4186.
BOSTON TERRIER
PUPPIES for sale. Call
753-8332. ,
ASdRAN HOUNII puppy,




TOMATOES. C * A
Farms, Poor Farm Rd.
Open 9 a.m. to 6 -p.m.,
closed Sundays.
41 Public Sales




table cloth, small ap-
pliances, kitch-en
utensils, etc. Friday-
July 2nd, 7-6 p.m.
Saturday July 3rd till
,noon. 106 Hickory Drive.
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday, 2nd and 3rd.
C1oth6s, furniture,
books, rugs, dishes,
Avon bottles, all kinds of
odds and ends. 8-5. 1609
Wiswell Rd. -
-YARD SALE Leaving
Kentucky must sell at




One new executive of-
fice • desk 78 x 38, 6
locking drawers Walnut,
1 executive chair, new, 1
new electric Cannon 1.-




secretary desk 24 a 40,
filing lock drawers, new,
1 secretary new, 1 four
locking drawer Tiling
cabinet, lots of collector
items in antiques. One 72
target pistol, 9 shot high
standard Marshall, like
new. A large collection
of Indian arrows and
bone working tools, etc.
Lots of pots and pans
and dishes. One RCA 23






numerous to mention. If
you don't come you will
be sorry. Bring the cash
please. OM silver coins,
old gold coins, one
cluster diainciad
engagement ring 1 old 
childs cook stove with











' THE FOLLOWING LIST OF STREETS WILL BE' PAVED BY THE CITY UN-DER THE ONE-THIRD SHARE COST AGREENt*IT WITH PROPERTYOWNERS. PROPERTY OWNERS WHOSE -PROPERTY FRONTS ON THELISTED STREETS SHOULD PAY TO THE :CITY CLERK, CITY HALLBUILDING, BY JULY 15, 1976, THEIR PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THEPAVING COSTS. TV/ ACTION OF THE COMMON COUNCIL, CITY OFMURRAY, IN REGULAR SESSION ON JUNE 24, 1976, UNLESS 80% OF THEPROPERTY OWNERS WHOSE PROPERTY FRONT ON A STREET,AGREE r0 PARTICIPATE IN THE COST SHARE PLAN, THE STREETWILL BE DROPPED FROM THE LIST OF THOSE TO BE PAVED. FOROTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR. LEE BOLEN AT 753-5127OR THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE AT 753-1221 - 
TYPE -ROAD NAME BEGINNING DIRECTION ENDING WIDTH UNG714 IMPIKIIIIMINTSAmite Or. N. Mb St. lost N. 1th St. 26' 11W I.T.N. ma St. am& arch S•4011 Is. revestian 26' 404' I.T.(26' km, par % Oren rest $111 per Iran WO
440' I.T.Mood.' (ass lag' Shalt Laos tsr
%try Ave. North Died led TO' NO' 1.T.
N. 1 Itth St West Deed Ind my 7415' 1.T.(70' "no*. Me ti shore cost S2.21 FIN hit ION) it,Unto Or. west erred; Ave. n. 513'
















































Barn, South 13th and











Saturday July 3rd at
American Legion Hall.
Good clean rummage,
lots of girls clothing,
games, and other odds
and ends. All priced to
sell. Also 1965 Chevrolet
pickup. Call 4374776.
• YAW BATurir 3.7$
South 4th Street. Mena,
womens and c,hildrens
.clothing. Avon bottles -
furniture,- car air con-
, dition--- miscellaneous.
Starts 8 a.m.-? Can-
celled in case of rain.
NEIGHBORHOOD
YARD Sale, Friday and
Saturday; July 2 and 3, 7
a.m. - 5 p.m. Depression
glass, sewing machine,




wine sets, flatware and
- trinkets. On Coles
. Campground Rd., follow
si
FOR ALL Yottlt IN-
22-7 '"BURANCE or Beal
Estate needs. Gall
like Wilson Insurance and
on Real Estate, 753-3263.
and Across from Post Office.
etc. NEW LISTING, to settle
estate, good 3 bedroom
frame home with extra
Wt. Two blocks from
Unives aity. Only $14,500.
Galloway Realty, 753-












21/2 miles southwest of
Murray. Home is
situated on beautiful
tree-shaded one acre lot
on quiet rotmtry paved





















,hedroona.la 2 baths, large
family *room with
figerdact 2 car garage,
paved drive, has central
heat and air, wall to wall
carpet. Large lot in City
School District:. Call for
appointment to see,
GUY SPANN REALTY,
901 Sycamore SL, 153-
,1744.
GREATLY REDUCED
Large wooded lot in
Sherwood Forest Not-
tingham Drive, ideal for
walk-out basement or
tri-level house. Reduced
to $1995 cash. Or owner
will finance on land
contract, $395 down,
balance at 8 per cent
interest for 36 months,




within two and 'a half
wiles of Murray on the
Old Salem Red. Four
bedroom brick home
with large living room,
with fireplace, two
baths, full basement, ,
air conditioned
baseboard - electric-
steam heat. this is it--
quality built home. Five
acres are fenced for
cattle or horses. Fruit






44 Lots For Sale
CONTACT OWNER-
package deal. Three lots
on Keniana Develop-




46219 or call 1-(317)(357-
3157.
LOT AT 1616 Milkweed,




*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADINC BRANDS Of COSMETICS
4 PartY,..„ Friday, July 2
e 0819 7-A.M.  
101,2 Payne Street
F01101.V The Signs
Women's and Childrens' clothing (in very good con-
dition), antiques, shoes, purses, swim suits,




Business, Building, Land and Income Unit.
Room for more buildings - start your own com-
plex in this Hi Traffic spot. Stuck included.






Write: Box 202A, Rte. 5, Benton, Ky. 42025
 *Nommemisma
45 Farms For Sale
le ACRE FARM IN
Calloway County for





barn, 1 acre. All farm
corn this year. Between
Highway 68 and 94 nn
Rico Road, Northwest of
Murray. Cial 527-io1 to
see. • •„
4f) Homes to, S,lie
MUST SELL, 2 year old
brick home, 3400 sq. ft.
of floor space. Four
large bedrooms, 3 baths,
complete kitchen and 2
car garage. Located on 1
acre of land. Five miles
West of Murray, 1/2 mile
off blacktop. Priced in
low 40's. Call 753-7625.
fliN ROOM OW Vics
torten home. Four
• fireplaces, all oak
-woodwork, wrap around
front and side porch,
many large trees. Newly
rewired, plurrMed and
roofed. Great . location!
Call 753-4907.
TWO BEDROOM
FRAME at South 9th,
has to be moved from lot




Hospital before July 1.
THREE BEDROOM,
carpeted throughout,
central heat and air.
Built last summer. Five
miles east. $27,500. Call
753-3938.
1973 GRAND LUXURY
24' z 54', all electric on
120' x 150' Jot. Air con-
ditioned, fully carpeted
and furnished. Call 753-
MX alter --
NEW FOUR bedroom, 21/2
bath custom home.
Lower 50's. Call 753-
3903.
FOUR BEDRDQM
BRICK home on 1 acre
and additional 11/2 acres
available. Three miles
from -lirn1tPriced
in the mid thirties. Call
Bob Perrin, 753-3609 or




iracle for older home or
mobile home. Call 753-
3672.
HOUSE FOR SA1E, 3
bedroom, bath and half,
quiet street. Large
Kitchen, dining area,
and family room. Call
after 5, 753-6855. •
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, den, wirage_ at-
tached, 2 small out.-
buildings, apple trees,
garden spot, all on over
1 acre. Priced to sell.
Two miles South of
Belair shopping Center
on 641. Call 753-0154.
HOUSE AND 51,4 acres
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 corscrete block body
- On Highway 641
,, North, 4 miles out of
lguriiin tall 753-5618.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
W76 needs year listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in Selling
your property. -
46 Homes for d
-
Brightly decoratpl-'
brick home at carrier






, Three bedrooms, two




Call 753-6387 for ap-
pointment.
BY OWNER-BRICK









M. HOMES FOR SLAE
BY OWNER at Cold-







large bath. 100' a 280'
lot. Call 753-0550 or 4*9-
2116 after 6 p.m.
EXTRA NICE TWO
bedroom house with
carport and large lot.
Price $15,500. Call 753- .
3293.








New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
living room, dining,
kitchen, utility, extra
large walk in closets,
double garage, paved
drive, patio, courtyard
,and extra large rustic
den. with bedin ceiling,
fireplace and bookcase,
.
are featured in this
qualft y built house.






raced. Both I month old.
Call 753-7728.





GT 550 SUZUKI Wind-
jammer fairing,‘
luggage rack, backrest
with pad, many other
extras. Call 753-0324.
/173 HONDA CB 350, $675.
Looks nice. Call 753-
5563-
273 YAMAHA 650 CC,
5500 miles. $750 or best
offer. Call 753-1530.
19721/ 150 HONDA with
helmet. Call 753-3815
after 7 p.m.
FOR SALE Ma HONDA





wheels for Chevy truck.




Eight hole, for 3/4 ton
Dodge. Four multi-track
tires, 1115 LT. Call 753-
8533 days, 753-5121
nights. -
49 ii.ed Cars & Trucks
197$ VW, good condition.
$800. Call 4354383.
1984 FORD CUSTOM van.
Call 753-0542.




Chevrolet, 2 door, 6
cylinder, 3 speed.
$280.00. Call 753-5563.
1967 FORD LTD, good
condition. POO. Call 497-
4545.
19119 V.W.,. one owner,
good condition inside
and out. Reasonable.
Call 753-9631 after 6 p.m.
MO FORD MAVERICK,
6 cylinder, straight shift,
$350. Phone 436-5366 or
436-5437.
1174 FORD LTD station
wagon, excellent con-
dition. Call 753-7370 or
753-0129.
1989 CHEVELLE, 807 V4,




20,000 miles. Call 753-
0530.
49. Used Cars & TruLks
1011$ CILEVE.LLE, 30'7 V-8,
2 -door hardtop, $900.
Call 767-2757.
1962 CHEVROLET, 2 door




dition. $125. Call 753-7323
after 5 p.m.









six. Stove, sink, icetyox.
$1700. Call 753-8487.
WHEEL CAMPER Pop









FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug _Taylor
at '434310 for free
estimates of your needs.
WILL CARE FOR any
age child in my home at




Wait BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.-
ALUMINUM DOQMS. and




and glass sh-lves and





delivery. * & G Com-




Moe apse ell illy Seterdei











vice. No job too small.




square yard. All work
guaranteed. Call 474-
- 2788 or 474-2257. -
ALUMINUM SWINGS,
vinyl siding,alaurninum
or vinyl awnings. -
Aluminum Service Co.
' Call 492-8647. ,
EXPERIENCED  
BOOKKEEPER lviIV
1971 SUPER BEETLE - like to keep 2 or 3 sets of ,
VW, good condition. Call ---.-- books for buisnesses.
437-4813. Call 753-6143.
1872 V. W. Super Beetle.
One owner, new tires,
automatic. Call 489-2195.
1972 TOYOTA, $995. 1972
Plymouth Duster
automatic, $1295. 1962
chevrolet '1 ton, 1275.
1973 Vega, automatic
and air. $1350. Call 489-
2595.
1,10 Z93$-CAXIARO, $1500
or best offer. Call 753-













MINT •CONDITION: 1g73 




condition.New radial t res. Call
753-6406. Must see to
appraciate 1000.
1970 MONTE CARLO, tilt
wheel, power steering,
brakes and air. Priced










/974 BRONCO, 4 wheel
drive, V-8 automatic,
excellent condition.
13,550 or best offer. Call
753-7750 after 5.
1975 DATSUN1 8210,8000
_ _ rniles, 5 Months old. Also
15' Runabout Seeking 35




1973 CHFY ROLEX.; K-5
Blazer-full 'ime 4 x 4
Air, power steering and









and roofs sealed. Call












struction Co. ,Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5$227 or 7534648.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for levelinr,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570. .
FOX' *OUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhOe
work needs call John




Vitop Vas acid tam
dipsiosoontof .serViCil
Chas* is wee re=
Ms t. IV. hoe stows
aril ober cleertaug evelpersat
far rear, of if Tee prefer VI



















WM UM Sipa 600110





























Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for freeestimate.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling






and dirt Call 4.77-4533,
after 11 p.m. Call 1- 354-
8161 or 1-354-111311.
WANT TO DO HOUSE
cleaning. Call .7534703,




roto-tillers, and , due -
engines, 436-6525.
WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and some yard work.
Call 753-1495.
BLACKTOP PAYING
and seal coating. For
free' estimate. Call 753-
723t
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business,,,, &ernes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the










about 6 weeks old. Part
Collie, Call 753-6286.
$386.00 up. Flodivoi and ready to use. Mobile
Home Ad-Ons, Patios, Carports and Portable Of-
fices. Buy the Best for Less CUSTOM-BUILT
PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0964.
Auction Sale
Monday, My 5, 1976; 1000 cgs. Vs mile west of
Lynn Grove, Ky. is Nwy. 94.
Large building filled with furniture, appliances,
glass, antique items, tools and miscellaneous
items. Stori -refrigerator, automatic -washer;----
antique tables, Duethurm heater, allts,
secretary wardrobe, old dinner bell, .
garden tiller, large lot of nice store display eatm-
ters and shelves, us H.P. air compressor. Tbn
many good items to list anditerrdw- -
For information call...
." Chester and iAilier
Auction Service
• 435-4128 or 435-4144
AS OUR NATION BEGINS ITS THIRD CEN-
TURY, KOPPERUD REALTY RENEWS ITS
PLEDGE TO PROVIDE COURTEOUS AND COM-
PETENT REAL ESTATE SERVICE TO THE
PEOPLE Of MURRAY AND CALLO WAY COUN-
TY. WE APPRECIATE THE EXCELLENT
RESPONSE AND COOPERATION WE HAVE
RECEIVED AND LOOK FORWARD TO SERVING
YOU IN THE FUTURE.
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Speedy Ruling Expected On Abortion Law In Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Kentuckians can expect a
speedy ruling from the federal
Court of Appeals considering
the constitutionality of
Kentucky's abortion 'eel, in
light of the latest ruling by the
U.S. Supreme Court.
- The high court issued a
wide-ranging opinion on
abortion Thursday, covering
areas it had not lareVlously
ruled on .
Asst. Atty:' teen:girl Miller
said the U.S. 6th Circuit Court
of Appeals at Cincinnati would
probably issue its ruling on the
Kentucky law soon, since the
appellate court, had been
waiting to see how the
Bob Cook Assigned Arm/Recruiter
Newly assigned as the Army
Recruiter here is Sergeant
First Class Bob Cookaa native
of Hopkinsville.
SFC Cook, who has been fn
the Army for eighteen yeers,
his wife Virginia and two sons
will be living in Mayfield. He
succeeds SFC Jerry Work who
has retired from the service.
I
Before being assigned here,
-._. Wc Calk spent four years
- ...--recnifting in Tallahassee, fla.
Among his awards are the
Bronze . Star, Meritorious
Service Medal, Army Com-
mendation Medal„ Good
Conduct Award and the
Master Parachutist Badge. He
has served tours of duty in
Europe, Korea and Vietnam.
The Army Recruijing Office
is located in ,,the Mayfield
Shopping Plaza and anyone
,interested can call collect 244;-
4525, Cook said„-==._-__
Supreme Court ruled. two provisions of a 1974
Several sections of Missouri law, but uplteld
Kentucky's1974 law we held Provision that a woman be
unconstitutional or invalid by .required to give written
a federal 'District Court at .consent before an abortion can
Louisville in November, 1974, be Performed.
and that ruling was appealed Kentucky's abortion, law is
to the 6th Circuit Court. similar in many respects to
• • The 1973 landmark decision that of Missouri.
of the Supreme Court The federal District Court at
prohibited states from Louisville alread/ ruled the
regulating abortions during parental and spousal content
the- first three months of provisions of the Kentucky
pregnancy. However, the law too broad, and said they
interfered with the woman's
titivate decisioh-making
process.
However, the district court
also. held_ the pravision_
requiring a woman to give
written consent too broad,
while the Supreme Court
court expressly reserved,
judgment on the question -of
the rights of husbands and
parents in matters of abortion.
ha its ruling Thuritlay, the
Supreme Court said a state
may not require a woman to
obtain the consent of her
husband, or cbmpel a girl upheld that requirement in the
arideT 11 to obtain parental Missouri case.
permission for an abortion. In addition to the consent
The Court struck down those provisions, the high court
,
Supreme Court Upholds Death
Penalty In Today's Decision
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme
, court upheld the death penalty today,
ruling that it is not a constitutionally
forbidden cruel and unusual punish-.-
ment
The court outlined its views in
separate opinions by Justices Potter
Stewart and Byron R. White and a brief
statement by Justice Harry A. Black-
man, who said, simply that he con-
curred in the judgment
Stewart said the imposition of the
death penalty for murder ''has a long
history of acceptance both in the United
States and in -England" and was
obviously accepted by the framers of
the Constitution. .
The court said the re-enactment of
capital punishment by state
legislatures was a "mrked indication
of society's endorsenient of the death
penalty for murder."
Stewart, in an opinion joide4, by
Justices Lewis F. Powt11 and John Paul
Stevens, said that the death penalty is
under all aiviolation
of.j,he constitutional ban aginst cruel
and unusual punishment, and that the
Georgia law satisfied the requirements
which the high court outlinedln its 1972
decision. • '
"We hold'that the death penalty is not
a form of punishment that may never
be' imposed, regardless of the
circumstances of the offense, regar-
dless of the character of the offender,
and . regardless of the procedifre
followed in reaching the decision," they
.said. •
The Georgia law cited in llie ruling
Was signed in 1973 by theniGov. Jimmy
Carter, now the _aini5st certain
Democratic nominee for president.
These. are the inmates whose cases
the court chose to hear
—Charles William Proffitt, 30, a' -
roustabout for a. Tampa, Fla., depar-
tment store, convicted of - stabbing to
death a high school wrestling coach
after entering the victim's apartment.
through an open patio door. The victim,
Joel Meeigebow, 23, was slain in his
sleep July 9, 1973. Proffitt told a
psychiatrist he' had an uncontrollable
urge to kill someone.
—Stanislaus Roberts, 28, convicted of
first-degree murder in the 1973 death of
a Like Charles, La., service station
attendant during an armed robbery.
The attendant, Richard. Lowe, was. , .
shot in the head four times in a struggle
with Roberts. •.' ,
—Jerry Lane Jurek, 27;tsentenced to
die in the electric chair for strangling
Wendy Adams, 10-year-old daughter of
a sherid's Ikputy", and throwing her
bo4 into the Guadalupe River at'
Cuero, Tex., on Aug. 16, 1973. Jurek,
who dropped out of school after the
seventh grade, said he asked the girl if
she wanted to have sex with him, she
started screaming and he choked her:
—Troy Leon Gregg, 27, ordered to
face death by electrocution for the fatal
shooting of two men who picked him urt
as he hitchhiked north along a Georgia
highway on the day before
Thanksgiving in 1973. Asked by a
policeman later why he shot the men,
he replied, "By God, I wanted them
dead."
—Luby Weirton and James Woodson,
sentenced to death in the gas thasiber
for the slaying of Shirley S. Butler; 39, a
clerk at a convenience food store in
Dunn, N.C., on June 4, 1974. According
to testimony at their trial, Waxton
placed a pistol at the woman's head and
fired while Woodson waited outside in a
getaway car.
struck down a part of the
Missouri law which prohibits
abortions by the method of
saline infection.
The Kentucky law also
PIPZI•(,*(4 Ra/get
Dr. Jack Arms Of Hopkinsville
contains a provision To Speak, First Baptist Church
prohibiting saline method
abortions after the first
trimester, which was held
invalid by the district court.
The Supreme Court upheld
reporting and record keeping
requirements imposed by
Pne" d der" Rag ma. o Missouri for abortions andtod• y tarnitiala to OM West & Thas by
Ind ustrial Avg +3 31
P•11   /116
Amer. Motors 
Aablead011















Quaker Ow ape aaa.
Republic Steel WAD me Viability under Kentuckysieve - mei me __Tappan f16 46 , law is defined as that stage of
Western Unka lb% +%
Zenith 33% +% human development when the
Prim of wick al Wel Wendt al Iota . life of the unborn child may be
eirr, 11116y. hosilibyd to Os
ialL 
Weer lb continued by natural or lifeNoss br Vint d badl OirP. et
horror, etealllams, supportive stems outside
Heutdein Inc en. -4. the mother's womb:
?wartime Broad. 
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% '84 . - The Supreme Court ruled inPonderosa Systeunt ' - % nor
K =poly aark , .......,„ , ._, „ ..,u um_ the Missouri case that a doctor
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Special Service - -
Sunday Morning At
Lutheran Church
In observance of the
Bicentennial, Immanuel
Lutheran Church will use a
special order of worship in its
July 4 service at 10:30 a.m.
The service was written in
1748 and was intended for use
in the Lutheran congregations
in colonial America. It was the
first Lutheran Order of
Worship developed in
America; previously services
trom Germany, England, and
the Scandanavian countries
had been used. The primary
author of the 1748 Service was
Henry Melchior ?duhlenberg,
regarded as the "Father of
American Lutheranism."
Special patriotic hymns will
also be a part of this service.
The Holy Communion will be
celebrated, said Rev. Robert
A. Brockhoff, pastor.
and health of a fetus as he
would have in the event of a
live birth.
Bro. James T. Garland,
pastor of the Hazel Bap-
tist Church, will be the
speaker for the revival
services to be held at the
Oak Grove Baptist Chur-
ch starting Monday, July 5,
and continuing through
Sunday, July 11. Services
will be each day at 2:30
and 745 p.m. and the
public is invited, ac-
cording to the church
pastor, JIro. Otis Jones.
also upheld the Missouri
definition of viability.
The Kentucky law also
requires a reporting form to
be filled out for all abortions
after the first trimester and
sets out a definition of
viability very similar to that
of Missouri.
A weekend of activities will
climax the Bicentennial ob-
servance at the First Baptist
Church, including an , old-
fashion family picnic' on
Saturday and a Sunday
morning worship segvice with
the sermon being delivered by
an outstanding Christian
layman.
Speaking at the Sunday'
morning service will. be .Dr. •
Jack Amis, a Hopkinsv-Tire—
surgeon and widely known for
his religious activities and
Leadership.
Dr. Amis, who has
speciallied in general surgery
inHopkinsville for the past 13
years, is a native of thrower in
Knox County. A former
chairman of the board of
deacons at the Pii3r Baptist
Church, Hopkinsville, he also
teaches the men's Bible class
in the Sunday School there.
Mrs. Amis is the former
Nancy Bowles of Hopkinsville,
and they have four children.
The Sunda)' service also will
include • several patriotic
musical; numbers in ob-
servance Of the nation's 200th
Fourth— of • July. The 'adult
choir, under the direction of
Rudolph Howard, will present
"Wave On, Old Glory, Wave
On" and Mendelssohm's
., "Now Thank We All.. Our
God," and a ladies trio
composed of Treva Mathis,
Nancy Spann and Sue Spann
will present "A New World."
Setting the theme for the
service will be the 15-member
cast . from "The Fabric of
- Freedom," presented by the
young people of the church as
a Bicentenhial drama on June
• 20. They will present the finale
from the hour-long Musical, "I
• Thank God.for America."
Members of the -ca* in-
clude: Susan Estes, , Lisa_ 
14KE DATA
Kentucky 'Lake, 7 a.m. 357.7
down 0.2. Below dam 303.4
down 0.4.' •
Barkely Lake, 7 a.m. 357.$
down 0.4. Below dam 316.6 up
1.8.
Sunset 8:20. Sunrise 5:41.




Kathy May, Jane Wager,




Outland, Gus Robertson, Jr.,
David Rogers and Mark C.
Vinkon. It was directed by
MrS. June Robertson.
Leadieg the offeratory
prayer will be Dr. Gil Mathis,
the deacon of the week. The
pastor, Dr. Bill Whittaker,. will
be in charge of the service.
The picnic Saturday-will be
from two until eight p.m. at
the Jonathan Creek Assembly--
Grounds at Aurora wit4Laseitr.
luck supper being served at
six p.m. Organized gamesare
scheduled from 4:30 until 5:51
p.m. with a lakeside'
devotronal planned following, -
the supper hour. Every family
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The Calloway County
Bicentennial Corrunittee is in
its third year of working on
local and area plans ' for the
celebration of our nation's
birthday:—
. ' Betty Lowry and Judge
Robert 0. Miller are co-
chairmen of the local com-
mittee, with several other
_ local citizens among the
- members of the group.
The committee started work
in 1974, which was its biggest
 itla..-...ivira.z*d The-
Nathan 137! Stubblefield Story
was presented. Other projects
since have included a history
pf Calloway County presented!
, by the senior citizens at the
Calloway Public Library, with
•old fashioned cooking and
• other demonstrations.
• • The biggest project of the
committee is the Jackson
• Purchase Mnseusn:which will
be located in Wrather Hall on
the Murray State University
campus.
Walt Apperson, chairman of
the museum committee, said
- that about ;18,000 has been
raised so far for the museum
from local sources, and that
the committee is still in the
. fund raising process. Gov.
Julian Carroll has promised
matching funds from the
state. "We're waiting for our
appropriation from the state
at this time, and we're still
in the fund-raising stage
locally, as well," Apperson
said. There is still no in-
dication of when construction
can actually begin on the
museum.
The Bicentennial Caravan
at Murray State University
was another project of the
local Bicentennial Committee.
Murray was one of-44 tem-
inithities Us ltentosky that the-
ca *van visited. The four-unit:.
ca van represented bran-
ches of the military service.
—"Murray is classified as a
Bicentennial Committee,"
Mrs. Lowry pointed out. This
national listing enables us to
obtain many projects such as
the military caravan that
otherwise would not have
visited Murray."
In February, students in the
Murray City Schools watched
,the *Midnight Ride of Paul
Revere," a performance of
the New York Performing
Arts' Repetoire Theatre.
Funds for this project -came
from Frankfort.
. The. TVA Bicentennial






Our Reg. 14.99 lk off
Asst. Styles 8,
Colors
recentlY:' sponsored by the
Murray Electric System.
The TVA caravan featured
many displays from the
histbry of the country. The
local Electric System footed
the $1,000 pricetag for the viit
to Murray by the caravan.
On July 4, several activities
have been planned* the loeal
committee. The Declaration
of Independence will be read
on the . court_ square _after
church services. The 'Murray
Woman's Club is sponsoring a
bell tinging *- all local
-churches- at one p.m., in
conjunction with a national
project to have all church
bells ring at that time.
Colonial costume judging
will be going on all afternoon
at the city park, and prizes
Vial be awarded for the best
costumes •-- Its _ several
categories. , - -
A mock battle will be held at
six p.m. at the park,'ssith
costumes and . tad!,
munition.
The first Jackson-Purchase
courthouse; located at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park; will be open for display
Sunday and Monday.
Sunday night at 7:00, the
Bicentennial Ecumenical
Service at the First Baptist
Church will be held for all
churches In the county. That
service is sponsored by the
Murray Ministerial
Association.
Mrs. Lowry said the com-
mittee will meet again in
September to discuss plans for
any other projects this year.
"I would certainly like to see a
Veterans Parade on Veterans
Day," Mrs. Lowry said. "It
would be a good way to round
out the year's activities."
Tim O'Leary, a Murray
State student, also has plans to
"Paint 'a Eiitentenniarkraphic
design at F.:Sh and Maple.
City Council approval has
been given for this project.
.As the activities of the
Bicentennial Committee are
at least nearly finished, Mrs.
Lowry reflected on the months
declivities and work that the
group has done. I feel that,
especially in the case of the
Jackson Purchase Museum
project, that the counties of
the Purchase area have been
pulled together in a united
activity, which is good for the
entire area," she said, and
'added - that • the "local com-
munity has also benefited
from the united effort of the
. Bicentennial Committee.
And he took pride in his work.
7We take pride in offering you the

























County Courthouse seems to
shave found a permanent home:
after being moved at least
three times since being built
at Wadek-boro, "Calloway
County's first county seat.
Built in ,1823 for $100, the
original courthouse remained
in use until a new one was built
In 1831. Murray later became,
the county_ seat in 1843 and the
log building was moved here
then, Where it was used as a
residence for over 100 years. .
A nativeCalloway.historian, ,
the late Johni ' C... Waters,
discovered the mho/ when it -
was about to be destroyed in a
house-clearance to make way
for a parking lot. He had heard
from a youngster that
corovity-8-Trrr colirthouse--
was purchased from the--
county when a new one was
built in Wadesboro about 1830
and moved to Murray to be
used as a 'residence on the.. --
corner of 4th and Elm streets.
When the -rniieb-added to
building was about to be
razed, the log room was found
enclosed.
Several groups and in-
dividuals, notably MSU
professors and the Calloway
County Retired teachers
Association, became in-
terested in preserving the old
building.
A successful fund drive was
held and the courthouse was
refurbished. On June 8, 1969, a
historical marker was
dedicated and unveiled at a
location on Chestnut Street
adjacent to MSU's General
Services Building. The
Courthouse remained on
.% display at that loeition until it
‘was moved to its present
location in the new city-County
park. 
Theinscription on the
historical marker reads: First
Courthouse
First public building in
Jackson Purchase area.
. Built In 1823 tor #100. It was
originally ---ifiReir at
Wadesboro, Calloway County
Seat, 1822-42, where its first
session of court was held, Feb
13, 1323.
Illimalned In use till new one
built in 1831.
Murray became county seat
in 1843 and the log building
Was mosed here then.
It has been used as
a?estclettce for over a century.
1-1RST COURT FICRAI_
Fin*
Arrol... Arse avitt 4.5
ay sea
41.. find reamer..
Calloway Counfyis Hist Courthouse Now At CRY-County Park
• The battle for
Is seldom won easily.
Valley Forge, Lexington, NrcitidOiivn . . .
each gives witness to -how highly prized in-
dependence was to our colonial ancestors.
The legacy they created and passed on
is one Or personal independence, for those
who work for it.
Systematic savings, coupled with high .
interest, can give you a new view on future
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY
CREATION OF COUNTY
At the time that Kentucky
was admitted as a State into
the Union in 1792, the portion
of the state which is now
_ Catiotity, county was a part of
- the -Thulifing-groundsw of the-
CnIckesivi Indians. -After a
treaty had been negotiated
With the Chickasaws in 1818,
ratified by the U. S. Senate,
and signed Ey President
Monroe In 1819, the Kentucky
Legialeture formed the county
of Hickman in 1821, which, at
the time, embraced all the land
In the state west of the
Tennessee River. In 1822,
Calloway County was carved
--out of this county, and
Included what is noes Marshall
(County. The name selected was
In honor of Col. Richard
'Calloway, who, with his
family, was an early pioneer of
Kentucky.
The county seat was
established near whet was Olen
the center of the witnty and
named Wadesboro (it is said in
honor of Bannister Wade, one
of the first settlers in the area.
At Wadesboro were built the
first public buildings, including
a log courthouse, jail, and
other buildings. A land office
was set up covering the lands
of the Jackson Purchase
obtained from the Chickasaw
Indians in 1818.
Wadesboro continued as a
flourishing village until the
year 1842, at which time, by
an act of the State Legislature,
the county was divided by
running a line east to west near
Wadesboro. The northern
division was named Marshall
•riiO
and named Murray, Ira honor of
John Murray, who was at the
time District Congressman. The
Post Office was officially
changed from Williston to
Murray on May 23, 1843.
LOCATION AND
PHYSICAL FEATURES
The 72nd in order of
formation, Calloway County is
located In the southwestern
section of Kentucky. It is
bordered on the east by
Kentucky Lake Reservoir, on
the north by Marshall County,
on the west by Graves County,
and on the south- by Henry
County, Tennessee. It is
rectangular, seventeen- Miles
north to south, and
twenty-three miles (mean
average) east to west. The total
area is 395 square miles.
The highest known
elevation in the county is 569
feet, at a -point one-half
-_es.est-oi Lynn _Groan. jhe
lowest elevition is arthe low
-pool stage Of Kerftacly 'Lake.
Before the lake was created,
the lowest elevation was 302
feet on the Tennessee River, in
the northeast section of the
county. The major stream is
Clarks River (East and West
Foik). The East Fork enters
the county from Tennessee,
near Hazel, Kentucky, and the
West Fork- heads up in the
sooth central part of the
county. A large portion of the
eastern section of the county
watershed drains Into
Kentucky Lake Reservoir, with
several small creeks providing
flowage. Other drainage that
does not empty-Into Kentucky
Lake or Clarkl— River are
Terrapin and Mayfield Creeks.
The -construction- of
Kentucky Dam on the
Tennessee River created a
shoreline many miles in length,
extending along the entire
eastern boundary, affording
some of the most scenic
recreational facilities and
fishing in the south. Thousands
of persons throughout the
nation have taken advantage of
Kentucky Lake as sites for
homes, cabins, boating, fishing,
and othe recreational
endeavors.
County, in honor of Chief
Justice John Marshall of the U.
S. Supreme Court.
Immediately there arose the
task of selecting a new county
seat and its name_ Some
wanted the town to be called
Pleasant Hill, and to be located
one-half mile south of where--
the present courthouse now
stands. The Pleasant Hill die
was known as Williston. James
Willis, who dealt In tobacco
and hides, operated a general
store in the late 1820's, and
was appointed the first
postmaster May 28, 1830. The
present location of the
courthouse was finally selected
At the time the county was
organized, few roads existed,
and those that did were mere
trails that wound through
fields of barren grass and scrub
black oak. The only timber of
any appreciable size was found
in the bottom land. Strearni
were crossed at natural low
pikes or stream banks were
worked down to make the
crosing easy and amootble.
Tatter, roads were laid out by
county officials, with
"oVerseers" in charge of a
partiCular section. The need for
better public roads increased
with population growth and
with the advent of the
automobile. With powered
road machinery available for
construction and maintenance,
Calloway County today
poetesses an efficient highway
and farm-to-market road
system.
'Die first railroad was
completed to Murray in 1880.
Through service to Paducah
came a few years !stet.
Calloway County voted bonds,
to obtain the railroad, which
was called the P.T. and AT.
Later it was changed to N.C.
and St. L., and is now a part of
the L 81 N system. The coming
bf the railroad accelerated the
shipping cif county products,
which had mostly been
transported to foreign markets
bid/tar boat.
EARLY SETTLERS
Calloway COunty, at the
coming of the first white
settlers, was still the domain of
the Chickasaw Indians. It was
much used ass hunting ground
by the tribe, and in accordance
with terms of the 1818 Treaty,
the Indians gently relinquished
claims to the area and moved
away-. HoWever, the ravages of
weather, progress of the white
man, end 150 years have not
erased the footprints of the
steady progress in building the
economic, social, and political
life of the county.
1
INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS
7 Thg._ first industry in
Calloway County was fanning.
To this was added 'grist milling





ginning and wool carding mills
also came into existence, along
wit174* necessity of the village
store add blacksmith. Farming
continued, well into the 20th
century, to ,be the principal
industry, with- tobacoo as the
main _tier). Due to
transportation difficulties,
tobacco packing plants were
establialied in local
communities throughout the
cOnnty. With the coming of
better roads, the county plants
were gradually abandoned. and
about -
tree chief cater fur -packing
and marketing. -
Chickasaws from the county.
Today, one may stand on the
bluffs above Backusburg and
view in detail the outline of a
once-proud Indian village.
Periodically for a hundred ,
years after the signing :of the
Treaty, the Chickasaws
journeyed back to tin bluffs In
search of tribal heirlooms and
to pay homage trz--ibeir
ancestrisA dead.
Probably the first
permanent white -settlers tO
some to the county entered
About 1818. Sainuel Watson
. settled on the West ,Fork of
CI-arks. south- ot -
Backusburg. Bannister Wade,
David Jones, and James
Stewart settled near
Wadesboro. With the
establishment of the land
office at Wadesboro, a
continuing stream of settlers`
flowed into the county,
coming. through the
Cluxiberland Gap, - wagon
trains via Kentucky and
Tennessee. Others arrived by
river transportation. _
The early _settlers found a
difficult task of converting a
wilderness into a Useful place.
Forests had to be cleared.
Dwelling had to be built. Most
of the first homes were a
one-room structure twenty feet
141-- length and width,
constructed of logs, dobbed
with mud, and covered with
'rough boards. The (loom it
first -Were packed earth.
Fireplaces and chimneys were
built of mud, straw and hewn
timbers. In some homes, roclt
we; used instead of timber.
The.fireplace provided heat in
winter, and server) as the only
means of cooking food.
Bedsteads were constructed in
the corners of the house by
inserting poles into the cracks
between the logs, with a
supporting post out from the
wall. Despite the handicaps of
frontier life, the settlers made
,_..- •
Farming in the county,
although changed through
diversification, has- continued
as the major industry. Tobacco
is no longer king. Beef and
dairy farming, along with the
growing of soybeans and
popcorn, has added much to
the agricultural picture.
POPULATION
The population of the
county by.. ,decades, which
































The 183Q and 1840 counts
Included the area that was
formed into Marshall County
in 1842. Despite the fact that
telloway County lost nearly
one-littif of its land area and
three-seventha of Its population
by the partitio)rill, the 1850
census shows a lois of only 698
persons.
In 1870, an approximate
loss of five percent is indicated
This is attributed to migration
of Calloway families to western
territories. Calloway citizens
were no different in their
enthusiorn to reap the benefits
of new lards than citizens of
nearby counties. Departure of
wagon trains loaded with the
necessities of life were
common place during the
decade. The thinking of
CallolAray County
Calloway people is reflected by aceording to Hattie, was the
an immigrant who had reached
southwestern Missouri. In a
letter to relatives of this
county in 1849, he wrote, ". . .
Sell what you have and come
to where I am. I Want to go to
Canms Terytory this fail. This
Is the richest county I ever did
see Some folks here have the
gold fever and are headin for
Calaforny"
From 1880 to 1920, the
population climbed steadily. In
1930, a substantial loss
occurred. The loft during this
decade occurred as the people
sought higher wages offered by
the industrial north. Since
1940, a steady growth has been
maintained.
RELIGION
The coming of the settlers
into the county from Virginia,
North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Tanniessee
brought the usual religious
groups dominant in the
respective areas. It would
probably be next to impossible
to establish which group held
the first service, organized the
first congregation, or
constructed the first buildint
for worship.
It can be said, with a degree
of certainty, that the Baptist,
Methodist, Presbyterian, and
Christian had organized
&anciently by 1830 to support
revival %siting'. Other Murray, the county seat
religious groups have whir:ILA* population of
established congregations down
through the years, and today
modem church buliclipgs are-a
ideated in all towns and
throughout the county.
handsomest building west of
the Tennessee „Elver. This
building was destroyed-by fire
In 11904. After being rebuilt, it
was again destroyed by fire In
1916. In 1885, there were
seventy-one school districts in
the county, sixty-two for
white, and nine for colored.
District school. sessions were
held in the summer, an.9
usually were no longer than six
months duration. In 1905,
there were eighty-six school
districts. -
About 1898, the - Calloway
Normal College. with Rainy T.
Wells as „headmaster, was
established at Kirksey.
Students were required to pay
tuition, and were housed In
local homes. The college
facilities became a part of the
public school spline about
1413.
In 1950, high school, with
combined grade schools, were
located at Kittery, Alma,'
Faxon, New Concord,
and Lynn-Grove, with Murray
High, Murray Ttaiping School,
and Douglas High located in
Murray. Consolidation has
reduced this list to two,
.;Murray High and Calloway
County High. There are six
grade schools in the county
and four in Murray.
EDUCATION"
Opportunities for education
for the early families were very
limited. At first, the teaching
was done by the father or
mother, or some interested
person. Churches recognized
the need for education, and
sponsored elegises in spelling,
writing, and singing. Log
community school buildings
were constructed by the
.citizens and were supported by
subscriptions. Some 30 years
ago, the author hod an
opportunity to visit one of
these sites, with the operation
being explained by an elder
citizen. Certain lands were
reserved by An early state law-
for educational purposes, and,
under the supervision of
county courts, sites were
chosen. According to Battle's
1885 History of Kentucky,
these Lands were sold about
1842' and from the proceeds,
two buildings were erected,
one at Murray and one at New
Concord. The Murray building
was gpmpleted in 1851, and
stood until 100, at which
time it was sold. The-Concord
TOWNS AND POST OFFICES
16,843, is the large,* town
Centrally located and on the
railroad, it is by far the most
important trading and shipping
point in the county. Murray
State University, with one .Of
the most beautiful campuses In
the south., is located In the
northwest section. A modem
hospital, public buildings,
theaters, shopping centers, and
a host of shops and business
houses dot the town. Other
towns and shipping points .on
the railroad are Hazel, Aimo
and Dexter. Kirksey, Lynn
Grove, New Concord,
Coldwater, 3-tetta,-' and
Crosland are not on a railroad
Several smaller trading centers
and local stores are distributed
throughout the area, and
trucks with groceries and other
necessities serve most
communitiFs.
. Calloway tounty was not
very long provided with a U. S.
Post Office. Wadesboro was
established March 12, 1824,
with James W. Calloway as
post master. Other 1820 post
offices were RowlettS Old
Colon. In the 1830's, Williston,
Willisville, and Humility (New
Concord),- Chittendon and
Bellgrade were established. A
long list of other offices was
school, a two-story frame ,established, discontinued and
building, was- completed-Iliks:venamed Murray, Kirksey,
1856. It was destroyed by fire lye!! Grove, Hazel, Hamlin,
ten years later. New----concoid, Almoz and
The Murray Institute was Dexter be the post offices
established In 1871, and, today.
NEWSPAPERS
According to Battle's
history, the first newspaper in
Calloway County stais.a
religious sheet established at
Murray by John Elliott in •
1.857. Mr. Elliott -also
published a small religious -
paper celiesl the Independent
Circular. Theo "papers were in
•-tirculation for about one year.
In 1868, the Murray Givette
was estaksitshests.st. N. Bolan:.
who edited it for k period of
four years. The Gataette was
purchased by Messrs: Hutchens
and Holsapple. They continued
the paper for five months, and
then moved it to Paris,
Tennessee The Gazette, at one
time, reached a circulation of
1,200. The Murray Journal was
estabristed in 1877 by-W. R.
Sinclair. It failed five months
Later.
The Calloway News was
founded by a stock company
in 1879, with W. 0.„ Weis as
editor. The newspaper „office
burned In fag*. The MuiraY --
Weekly News was established
In 1885. with Logan COW as
editor. Other newspapers since




Christian. The Ledger and
Time, Murray Democrat, the
College News are presently
being publiehed.
COUNTY SOLDIERS
A large number of Calioway
citizens have served their
country in time of war. About
ten Revolutionary soldiers
settled in the county, and most
are buried hem. Also buried in
the county an several veterans
of the War of 1812. Some fifty
men enlisted for the Mexican
war of 1848.
During the Civil War, 400
countians served under pie
Confederacy, while 200 mead
..the Union, accordnig to Bate&
Several Spanish-Ameticim
veteikris had their origin or
lived in the county. A very few
men were known to have
relight in 'the Mexican
expedition of 1914-16. In
World War 1, 728 men are
listed with county origin, 413
being inducted by the local
draft board; the number
serving in World War II was
2,860.
In 1966, the veteran
kopulation of the county listed
230 World War I; 1,320 World
War II; L530 Korean; 390
post-Korean. There are no
known Spanish-American
veterans living in the county.
Calloway County and its
more than 27,000 citizens,
mindful sf-4 rich heritage of
past- -ir tet-o-r-y and
accompliahtaenta, is now on
tht thresholds- of making
history In the field of
education, progress and
growth. Murray State
University Is fl*uidng the
attention of the whole world
on Callowsy County, with the
promise of expanding higher
education facilities. Calloway
Countians stand proud Of their
place in the Jackson Purchot - -
area of Kentucky as they •
embark on the 147th year as a
county during this the
sesquicentennial year of
Jackson's Treaty.
II have come '.t long way from the .
time of the ice delivery man of the
horse and buggy days to the uge Of
up-to-date modern. appliances. We
tepuid,at this time, to pause and
reflect the-ideals -that Our country
stUnars .for and we at Morris hope to





506 S. 4th 753-7205
Shop Downtown MurrayCalloway County's Largest Shopping Center
Day after day people of
Calloway County are learning
from experts why they should
SHOP Downtown Murray!












Credit Bureau of Murray
Burnett Shoes




































°Every purchase is Value Packed
Shop Downtown Murray




*Calloway Co. Court House
•Main office of both Banks
•Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital
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What's In Store For Kentucky In 21st Century?
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
villa t • are Kentucky's
pconoC prospects for the
•:-.21st Century?
il1 the state be vastly
nged, with industry taking
pla,ce. of agriculture?
burley tobacco still be
'.'own, and will coal still be
Will 
%esed?
there be enough jobs?
-Economists tend to be wary
of long term projections. But
Zip University of :Kentucky
:eionomists picture the
'..-gyiptucky of the -future as a
'State with bright prospects for
growth that should continue to
be a nice place to live.
...They painted the picture
OVith broad sweeps, since the
-,;relative accuracy ef
economic. projection declines
'almost directly with the time
involved," according to Dr.
Merlin Hackbart.
• An economist can predict
With, reasonable accuracy
What will happen in a span Of,
..10 years, but after that many
'Variables tend to cloud the
horizon, Hack bart said.
He cited changing energy
sources and demands as one
exarnple:-,
- --In the short term, people
_or_ locked into the existing
energy structure,' he said.
But in the long run, changing
price structures and
production techniques will
'allow a change in energy_
-policies.
"In - the long run, say 50
"years, all options are open,"
•
Hackbart said.
Muck depends en', how
people's values change.
If conservation of naturai
resources becomes important
to the majority of Kentuckians
in the future, then we might
see the
resources that we don't even
consider pow.
s,
Dr. Charles W. Hultman,
chairman of the UK
Economics Department, said
economists "spend an awful
lot of time studying our
system so we can get an idea
of what it's going to be like in
the coming years.
"So many things could be
improved if we knew what was
coining," he said. "On the
other hand, if we could predict
wifk a very high degree of
accuracy, it would be a very
dull world."
Hackbart said that while
economic forecasting has
become reasonably accurate,
Kentucky may move away
from agriculture in relative
terms - that is, as other
industries develop -- but it
will still be strong. Hultman
said both Kentucky and the,
nation already may have
bottomed out in the amount by
which agricultural land may..





remain strong - particularly
for wheat, oats, corn and
soybeans.
use of energy%
there always will be unex-
pected factors that will modify
the most reasonable predic-
tions.
With those disclaimers, the
two economists offered their
observations on a number of
aspects of Kentucky's future..
Will agricultural production
- •
Burley tobacco also should
continue as a staple of
Kentucky's agricultural of-
ferings, despite the threat
posed by foreign-grown burley
and the copcern about the link
between snioking and cancer.
Both economists said
smoking shows no sign of
decline as it has elsewhere in declining in the natioh or the
the nation? world. They noted that
researchers are working on
the development of a "sole"
cigarette, which could remove
thehealth factor.
Kentucky will haye an
-abundant Supply of coal for
mant tears - but will it still
be In demand?
Whether coal is used for the
same purposes depends
largely...en what new energy
resources are developed or
discovered in the meantime.
Technological. . is used to, enhance_iU ittractiven.v-ee..- tomake p ashes. manufacturers' considering -It probably will continue to the location of new plants,
be used to , generate elec- they said. •
tricity, Hultman said. Kentucky also could benefit
becomes the critical element
in the whole process," Hack-
hart said. "In a 10 to 15 year
period you probably could
Parades, Pageants, Prayers
Andlicnics Across The U.S.
.Washington,, D. CA
Parades and pageants.-
prayers and picnics, bell-
ringing, candle lighting apd
fireworks will usher in the
'nation's third cerituey over
Independence Weekend 1976.
Across the nation and
Chemical Co. Inc.
753-1933
amend- the' world, pause will
4...taken tp note this special
„friqment in the history of the
worlds oldest continuously
existintrepublie.
"To Ainelicans, it meanS
that the blueprints of the
nation - the DeCiaration of
Independence, the. Con-
stitution and the Bill of RIgts
- still serve them well. Tb
foreigners, it means that -the
200-year-old experiment in
self-government continues to
stand as a beacon of
freedom."
That.is The opinion of John
W. Warner, Administrator of
the American Revolution
Bicentennial Administration
( ARBA), the federal agency
established to. stimulate and
encourage participation in the
Bicentennial.
In Mr. Warner's view, the
grassroots celebration of the
Bicentennial ". . . in every
respect befits the dignity and
the greatness of this nation."
_In its annual. report to the
Congress, the ARBA outlines a
vast mosaic of citizen par-
ticipation in almost -every
community from coast to
coast, in each of the 50 states,
the territories, Puerto Rico
and the nation's capital.
Mr. Warner told the
Congress that "the Bicen-
tennial is neither a boom nor a
bust but reflects the sill and
the determination of the
American people to honor
their past, share their present
,and build an even greater
UWE YIN AM
ifff 6
:Quring this 20001 Birthday
Celebration we wiih to take the time ro
solute' merica, its people and
especiogy .te citizens of Murray and
Calloway County. And to say Thank-
You them for giving us the opportunity-
to serve and work with you for the past
21 years. We look firkward...to many
more happy years serving the great





20i E. Maio Murray.
America with 'A- improved--
quality of tife for air as we
enter the third\centery."
The report also notes that.
while the zenith of the
celebration comes this Fourth
of July weekend, the official
Bicentennial commemoration
continues through the end of
the year.
The official time. frame for
Ate Bicentennial was set by
tb4ongress when it directed
the ARBA to maintain a
calencial'or register of events
from Mardh, 1975 through
December 1976,;gs
Public- Law 93-179 created
the ARBA in December 1973 to
"coordinate, faciliate and aid
in the scheduling of events,
activities and projects of
local, state, national and in-
ternational entities in corn-
meinoration of' the'Arnerlesn
Revolution Bicentennial."
The ARBA succeeded the 50-
member American Revolution
Bicentennial Commission,
which was named in 1986 to
explore ways in which the
nation might best celebrate its
200th anniversary. The
Congress agreed that it should
be nationividein scope, rather
than a single ex-position,
It has been the AFtBA's job
to encourage and stimulate
participation by citizens
throughout the nation. Much
come up with reasonable
estimates of the technological
change that.may occur both
the innovative processes, as
well as how rapidly those
-processes may be adopted."
Over a longer period it's hard
to predict.
For example, Hackbart said
the process of coal
gasification is now, ,k un-
derstood, but whether it will
prove to be economically
feasible is not known.
Hackbart also said that 50
years from now, "there may
be whole new energy sources
not perceived at present."
Hultman said coal will be
used "for quite a number of
those 50 years," but that its
role may change. Hackbart
said it might be used as input
into a new product - much the
Will there be new industry
and will there be jobs?
Kentucky's energy
resources such as water and
open land will make it an
-4
attractive place for new countries have investment
manufacturing ventures, capital and that the American
Hackbart said they would market may be as good as
tend to be, light or so-called any-and certainly as safe.
"footloose': industries - such Kentucky' will attract its
as electronics - whose share of the foreign- capital,
product transportation cestatelticularly, in the areas
are relatively low, where it :as an advantage -
„He said Kentucky also to industries needing water,
might prove attractive as a energy and an ample supply cd
location for corporate labor.
headquarters, because of its Neither economist Would
centralized location and the venture a guees at whether
amenitieS a offers. - Kentucky's population would
Hackbart said the most increase. •
rapid growth will be seen in "Population projections
the service industries - have been notoriously inacz
ranging from health services curate," Hultman said. They
to recreation of all kinds. also found it diMcult ' to
If the nation's population predict which areas of the
gradually shifts to the state will experience the most
"sunbelt" states in the south, growth.
as some are predicting, then
Kentucky's location close to
emerging markets • will
from foreign investment.
"It will happen more in the
coming years than it has in the
past," Hultman said,
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became the largest urban
area in the state partly
because it is located on the
Ohio River - a primary
transportation route.
But as inland road systems
develop and transportation
costs per unit , of volume
decrease, other areas will
grow-
A new manufacturing plant
might locate in a medium
sized city rather than to
Logisville or Lexington,
because of the availability of
labor or other amenities, they
noted.
Kentuckians' income
relative to other states will
increase because of the way










of this effort was done in
cooperation with State
Bicentennial commissions
which exist in 1 50 states, the
District of Coltenbia, the
Commonwealth of "Puerto
Rico and' the Territories of
Guam, American Samoa and
the Virgin Islands.
.Mr. Warner, as the national
coordinator of the Bicen-
tennial, set the tone for the
eornmernoration when lie said- 
on taking office in April, 1974:
"The success of the com-
memoration of the nation's
first two mturies Will be
judged on the number of
--participants. not the number
„oispectators."
With that philosophy, the
ARBA sponsored a variety of
programs offering national
Bicentennial recognition as a
means of encouraging com-
munity and organization in-
volvement in the com-
memoration.
One of the most successful is
the Bicentennial Communities
program. Open to towns,
villages, cities, counties and
Native American groups, the
program has provided official
recognition to the Bicen-
tennial efforts of 11,738
communities across the land.
The final tally shows over 85
per cent of the people live in a
recognized community.
To be recognized, a com-
munity had to fern) a cf.ri-
.rnittee representative of its
citizens, develop plans and
programs for corn-
memorating the Bicentennial,. 
and submit them through
state commissions to ,the
ARBA. At least one of he
planned activities had to have
lasting value past 1976.
Similar programs for
'colleges and univei sities and
Armed Forces installations
were set up and 929 campuses
and 600 military activities
have been recognized.
-Te further sttmvate act we
_participation in the e0111-
-Mein-oration. the A R RA
. (See Parades, Page ;)
As The Nation Celebrates Her 200th Birthday...National
Celebrates With Revolutionary Values
It's Clearance time and have we got news for you? A sweeping store-wideclearance of summer needs now at unbelievable prices..4ust like the good olddays. Lots of hot weather still to come-lots of time to enjoy summer clothes.Save now!
Clearance! Reg.34.99 to 16.99
Ladies' DRESSES
Priced at 12.88 Each, or
2 for $25
100% Polyester fabrics in a vast assortment-of--
summer colors. Step-ins, pull-oyers, front and




One and two piece styles in nylon





Polyester cotton in blue-white, red.
white and assorted printe-,Size 2-3-
Reg. 3.99 Ladies' 288
HATS )
Lane brim stows I,.oaf we sod assertedjeist;feeisra._
Z- Men's -
88DRESS SLACKS 7_ 
Velem to 12./4. Poluerter disable keit Is 











100% Polyester double knit in shades of navy, brown,
green, ton, light blue and light green. Sizes 36 to 46.
2.99 Ladies'
2°11
Polyester-cotton magas in solids
and prints. Camisole type with ruf-






1.11 es IS... virwspor beauties Box
ti•• eiol• et natural thre re's.
Res. .2.99 Ladies' 200
SHELLS
lb* "flea halt sherritaeot *tor wink
crew Sr MIKA turtle eschlines. White, Mach.red, biro, been sad peeteli. 5-11-1
Men's
4.99 Wilms, Now 
SWIM TRUNKS
388




Sawaser poospe. eine heels sod Nets Se white,We, ream beige awl grew St. I. Ossorsocapriced.
POLYESTER
'DOUBLE KNITS 1yd.
/ohms to SW.arellty cwf from fed beltsAsserted calers...is gelds led hwatista.
6.99-7.99
WOMEN'S SHOES 466
Thew, saadsis sad wedao heel ft.4.• Is white,wwl She S to 10. Goarsowo pries4.
2:99-4.99 Girls'
TOPS $2-$3
Beige' color nylon knit. long sleeve
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Arthur Fiedler draws iespiration from "the dawns
early light," recreating a biCentendial moment-as -"Star
Spangled Banner" composer,' Francis Scott 11/07-e.
Maestro Fiedler appears in a variety of katriotic guises
_
is as good in I-976 as way








for this season's "Evening At Pops, ' premiering Sunday,
July 4 at 7 p.m. (CT) on Kentucky f-4a4 alion Television
(KET).
formed various alliances for
organizations and grotifit -
pledging to encourage in-
dividual members and em-
ployeesto get involved, "
The Bicentennial Afliances.
and the number of member
organizations, are:. Service,
'84; Hospitality, 10; Ethnic-
Racial, 63; Sports, 13; and
Business, 29. '
The ARBA also granted
national recognition to
selected major Bicentennial
projects "to encourage sup-
port or these events and to
insure 'public awareness of
those events which are of
regional, national, or in-
ternational significance."
Recognized major activities
grange from' the Showboat
Children's Theater in New
York and Sculptures on
Nebraska 'Interstate,MO to
Operation Sail, and the
Bicentennial Wagon Train
Pilgrimage to Penesylvania.
As-of June 1, 259 projects were
recognized under 'tips
program.
The ARBA also has a
program for recognizing the





organizations of alliances, and




symbol is derived from the
stars, stripes and colors of the
United States flag. It takes the
form- of a 5-pointed star,
surrounded by continuous red,
white and blue stripes which
form a second star. The words
"American Revolution
Khaki's back in town and styled td
taper in -in army twilliiveave af wa-
shable' polyester/cotton. Conven-
tional belt loops and quarter top
pock-els keep the cut traditional in





programs, ie they national,
state Or local, fall within three
thematic-areas established by
the ARBA. They are:
—FIeritege '76-A nationwide
susemons to resell our
heritage, to place it in its
historical perspective; and. to
focus on the origins, value,
and unfolding panorama of
our nation's history. --
-Festival USA. A nation-
wideoppertimityto share tvitli -
fellow Americans and the
people of the yrerld the
traditions, the —Culture; the
hospitality, and the character
of the United States and its
people.
—Horizons '76. A nationwide
challenge to every American,
'acting individually or in
groups, to select and act upon
goals to help make America
the "more perfect union" and
to improve the quality of life
for the Third Century.
On-the international-scene,
the_ ARBA has helped coor-
dinate the efforts of over 90
nations which are par-
_ticipatief. in -Anfrica's 200th
anniveriiy Celebration.
Included in this effort is,of-
ficial recognition for evil- 100
overseas Bicenteneial events.
While the /I-inentennial is
"not made in Washington," in
Mr. Waher's words, the
Federal government is par-
tiCipating - --in- many ways
Federal activities range from
the improvement of historical
national parks and shrines to
Armed Froces Bicentennial
Band and Caravans. AREA
has helped support and
coordinate many _of---the
Federal efforts.
Public Law 93-179 also
directed the ARBA to provide
for the preparation.
distribution, dissemination.
exhibition and sale of corn-
mernorativennedals and other
historical, commemorative,
and information. ' Materials
and objects..."
Accordingly, the ARBA
issued, in cooperation with the
United States Treasury
Department, a series of
commemorative medals from
1972 through 1976; plus the
national Bicentennial medal,
which has been on sale since
January 1, 1976. The ARBA
also instituted a licensing
program for manufactured.
(terns which help com-
memorate the nation's 200th
anniversary.
Revenues from the sale .of
the medals, and royalties
from ,the licensed products.
nave been used primarily to
support state and local
Bicentennial projects through
matching grants. The money




appropriated $11 million on a
one-time basis for matching
grant purposes. A total of $19.8
million was made available
through state Bicentennial
commissions to support local
projects. As of the end of May,
just over $15 million had been
allocated to 3,981 projects
around the nation.
—71Tro —NUM The reqUireinent
for maintaining a Bicen-
tennial calendar or register of
programs and projects, the
ARBA developed a corn-
peterized Bicentennial
Information Network
(BINET). The system in-
cludes descriptions of each
(See Parades, Page 6)
GATESBOROUGH-3 bedroom, 21/2 brick with cen-
tral-gas heat, fireplace, gas grill & patieilwrage
with electric door-opener.
WELL-KEPT frame home on Farmer Ave. with
ceatral gas heat, 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, wall-to-wall
carpeting, 2 fireplaces, & unattached garage.
N. 19th St.7-3 bedroom brick with family room, har-
dwood floors, carport, on nice lot. '
EXTRA NICE 3 bedroom brick with patio, fenced
yard, carport, wall-to-wall carpeting, & built-in
range on well-landscaped-lot—
A LITTLE BI,T OF AMERICANA in spacious rustic
log home on w3oded lot near University: rlarge
bedrooms& half basement. Perfect for antiques.
CIRCARANIA-3 bedroom, 2 bath Roman back
with fenced yard, garage, central gas heat, dining
room, & fireplace.
CHOICE ,BUY! 3 bedroom, 1/2 bath frame home
with fenced yard, carport, gas beat, wall-to-wall
carpeting, built-in range & refrigerator. Recently
redecorated._
GUTHRIE DRIVE-3 bedroom _brick with patio,
fenced yard, central gas heat, family room, wall-ti-
wall carpeting, & kitchen .
SOLIDLY BUILT 2-story frame home on Pine St.
set up as 2 apartments.
PERFECT FOR N.EIVLYWEDS-2 bedroom frame •
home with gas heat, wall-to-wall carpeting on deep
Jot. Nice location.
GRACIOUS 2-STORY brick _with. 4 bedrooms, 21/2
baths, patio, double garage, dining room, fireplace,
& beautiful lawn.
FORD ROAD-3 bedroom, 2 bath brick with family
room, wall-to-wall cgrpeting, central heat & air,
„covered patio,utra large carport with nice storage_ _ _
area.
RECENTLY REMODELED-2 bedrooms,. double
__ garage, basement, family morn, 'wall-to-wall car-
peting,snitikior storage on approx. 2 acres.
REDUCED! Nice mobile home east of Murray with
bedrooms, central gas heat, central electric air,
earpeting:_4rge shady lot.
_
SHERW F0REST--5 bedroom, 3 betek
with central gas heat, 2 fireplaces, double garage,
large redwood sundeck. Large-wooded lot.
REAL BARGAIN for under $15,000-2 bedroom
frame home north of Murray on 1/2 acre lot.
Hwy. 841 N.-2 bedrooms, double carport, family
room, wall-to-wall carpeting, Good outdoor storage.
11/2 acres. Under $20,000.
NEAR PANORAMA—nice mobile home with cen-
tral gas heat, central electric air, carpeting, fully
furnished on large lot.
1 YEAR OLD brick with 3 bedrooms, 1/2 baths,
patio, fenced yard, garage, family room, wall-to-
wall carpeting. Lot is approx. acre. ,
CLEAN & NEAT 3 bedroom frame home nearelty
school nicely deoorated. Ideal for young coople
Good price!
TRADITIONAL FRAME home with 2 bedro4ms;
utility room, carpeting, fenced yard. A real bargain
for under $15,000.. '
NICE RESIISENTI 'AL AREA-3 bedroom brick, 2
baths, double carport, den, well-landscaped yard,
outdoor storage:*Located near shopping centers.
INCOME PROPERTY—large older home set up as
2 apartments near.,dewntown shopping.
CHARMING & TASTEFUL 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick
with -central gas heat; double terege;deft;thltIng
room, wall-Unwell carpeting, & fenced yard.
- CAStikL LIVING in this 3 bedroom brick with extra
-large patio, fireplace, central gas heat & air, 31/2
baths in prestigious neighborhood.
INVEST in this 2-story brick with balement,
fireplace, carport, & patio. 2rid flpor & basement
apartments are fully' urnished.
'COZY HOME With all' effy. eomforts. Nicely
decorated with 2 bedrooms, wall-to-wall carpeting,
double garage, screened porches. Near downtown
shopping.
NEAR U7'lVERSITY-3 bedroom, t bath beat with
double garage, den, dining room, wall-to-wall car-
peting, fireplace. Quiet street.
BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED 13ectroorn, 2 bath
brick in choice location. _Extra _niee 4oniiy room
with fireplace.
tiALE igit. 3 lillerean -
brick with central gas heat, patio, central air, wall-
to-wall carpeting.
ALMO, KY.-3 bedroom frame home with double
carport, utility room, new appliances, sliding glass
doors, new well and septic tank._
MINT CONDITION 11/2 story with 4 bedrooms, 1/2
baths, dining room, den, fireplaces, garage, wall-to-
wall carpeting, newplurnbing & wiring.
. ESTATE-LIKE HOME—beautiful 2-story home on
I acre wooded lot includes extras such as central
vacuum, intercom, patio, & formal dining room.
REDUCED TO 87,900—quality-built mobile home
with 2 bedrooms, patio, air conditioner, city 6.
septic tank.
BRAND NEW! 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick, fireplace,
family room, patio, central heat & air, wall-to-wall
carpeting, entry hall & large lot.
ALMO HEIGHTS— 3 bedroom, 11/2 brick with patio,
double garage, fireplace, family room. Almost new
of quality construction.
NICE OLDER HOME in Hazel, Ky. Recently
redecorated, new concrete porches, gas heat, 5
bedroorns, over 2,000 sq. ft. living area.
NEAT & COMPACT home on Hwy. 464 has 2
bedrooms, electric heat, excellent garden spot, &
abundant water supply.
UNDER 820,000-4 bedroom stucco home with car-
port, electric heat, built-in range.- Recently
redecorated. 24 acre lot.
itELAX IN THE COUNTRY near the lake in this 3
bedroom stained siding home on beautiful wooded
lot with shag carpeting & fireplace complete with
accessories. • •
FISHERMAN'S PARADISE—Roomy mobile home
on wooded lot near Keniana Shores. Ideal for sum-
mer living or a weekend hideway.
PINE BLUFF SHORES—Brick & frame cottage
with screened sunporch & air conditioner on nice
lot.
PANORAMA SHORES-3 bedroom frame cottage
with range & refrigerator, air conditioner, outdoor
storage, 2 nice lots.
SCENIC WOODLAND setting for cottage with 3
bedrooms, 1/2 baths, sundeck, gas heat, Ben
Franklin fireplace, basement & outdoor storage, 1 1-2
acre wooded tot.
WE HAVE AVAILABLE A GOOD SELECTION OF ACREAGE IN ALMOSTAINY SELEC-
TION OF CALLOWAY COUNTY. ALSO, WE HAVE ADDITIONAL LAKE PROPER-
TIES, AND A COMPLETE LINE OF COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS AND ACREAGE. SO
GIVE US A CALL ABOUT ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE QUESTIONS.
7th and Walnut Streets
Mayfield, Kentucky
Phone 247-7979
B. B. Hook - 753-2327
Audra Moody - 753-9036
Barbaro Erwin - 753-4136
Homer Miller - 753-7S19
Pot Mobley - /53-11958
Reuben E. Moody - 753-9036
•-•
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BICENTENNIAL SALUTE—The State of Kentucky will be honored July 2-3 at Mr. Rush-






* The Printing of today
-* reached- the uftimate in
* fection. We, at Creative Printers
can help you achieve the
















Bicentennial focal point and the site-for the 111-day Days of Honor commemoration





bands and floats. Exploding
rockets of color and light.
Picnics and hot dogs.
Laughter, fun and excitement.
All are part of our country's
greatest tradition—the Fourth
of July.
This year HAPPY BIR-
THDAY, USA!, in cooperation
with the National Capital Park
Service, is bringing the
traditional trappings and
more to Washington, D.C., for
the biggest birthday *arty in
our Nation's history.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, USA!
was conceived and organized
in inkl,1975 by a group of local
and national business and
community leaders who
recognized the need for
coordinating the major Fourth






and the D.C. Bicentennial
Conunission-111 supported by
contributions from the public
and private sectors.
A grand parade, fireworks,
the Pageant of Freedom, and
Salute to America and Family
Picnic Day will highlight the
fun and excitement for the
estimated one million
residents and visitors ex-
pected to commemorate the
Fourth of July weekend here.
The big weekend will of-
ficially get underway on July
3rd, when a quarter to a 'nalf
million spectators—including
Vice President and Mrs.
Nelson Rockefeller—will see
America on Parade. Before










of any of the following _ *
1978 cars.- ---
This Special good
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our country will unfold into
what is being planned as the
most unique parade ever
staged in the Nation's Capital.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, USA! is
working with the private_
sector to insure adequate
funding for a parade of the
magnitude planned.
Beginning at 11 a.m., at the
Capitol, and continuing to
Seventeenth Street, NW., the
American Bicentennial Grand
Parade will trresent the 200-
year history of America
divided into eight 25-year
segments.
Floats-depicting the theme
of each of the eight periods
and historical floats
highlighting the major events
and heroes of the quarter-
century _period are being
planned.
Dancers will add to the
excitement and bands and
choral groups will play the
_popular music of the times.
The major modes of tran-
sportation—from horse-drawn
carriages to the modern
automobile—will also be
spotlighted.
On the, Fourth of July,
beginning at 6 p.m. speCtators
will be treated to the Pageant
of Freedom, continuous
musical entertainment at
several sites around the
Washington Monument and
the Jefferson Memorial. The
Vice President will make his
Bicentennial Address just
before the fireworks display
begins.
At dusk, the growth of
America will come to life in
the most unusual and exciting
fireworks display ever
Parades
(Continued from Page 5)
project and event, sponsors,
dates, locations, subject
matter, methods' of presen-
tation and the like.
,At present, BINET holds
informAtIon cm 23-,640 projects
and 27,262 events.
Starting in the summer of
1976, ARBA began publishing
a calendar of events of
national and international
significance and another one
which included a com-
prehensive listing of events of
regional and state interest.
Updated periodically, the
calendatss were made
airlillable to the travel and
tour industry and the natien's
print and broadcast media in
the hope that the information
would then become available
to the general public.
In carrying out its
responsibilities, the ARBA
acted under guidelines set by
the American Revolution
Bicentennial Advisory




Washington and maintains ten
regional offices. All told, it has
150 full-time employees. With
its job nearly done, it will
begin rapid phasedown
starting in late August. By
law, it will cease to exist no
later than Arne 30,1977.
Its last important function
will be to insure that this vast
il-- -acromplishrirent by tne-
•* citizens of this nation are fullyW'* • and completely archived for
* future generations.-
Iii Mr. Warner's opinion:„* Their collective efforta
* represent the most rntssive
* volunteer effort in peacetime
America. This milestone in
our history should set an
example for all who follow. '
presented. Traditional aerial
bursts will be accented- by
colorful waterfalls and
spinning wheels, many
beginning at ground or water
level and rising to a height of
300 to 500 feet.
The show will be so large
and complex that it is ten-
tatively scheduled to be held
at two sites—along the
Reflecting Pool and at the
Tidal Basin. During its entire
45-minute duration, the sky
will never be colorless.
On July 5 nationally-known
celebrities will present a
Salute to America at several
locations iipd around the
City, entertaMu,..4 families
White they Ai:ionic, -relax and
enjoy the last day of the
biggest birthday party ever
held in America.
A candle lit

















Way baelc when, hand sewing wags e
only way to make garments. Today,
our tailors take pride in using hand
sewing as well as modern machines.
Mursaylailor Shop
4111Main 753-6510
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A BICENTENNIAL MESSAGE
By The President of the
United Sates of km**
•
We now mark the beginniriguf Our,Thlrd Century as an In-
dependent nation as well.aithe-IBOth Anniversary of the
American Revolution. Per ,t*p centuries our Nation has
grown, changed and flourished. A diverse people, drawn
from all corners of the _earth, have joined together to fulfill
the Promise of Dettocracy.
.4.inerica'4. Bicentennial is rich in History and. in the
promise &id potential of the years that lie ahead. It is about
the events of our past, our achievements, our traditions, our
diversity, our freedoms, our form of government and our
continuing commitment to a better life for all Americans.
The Bicentesinial Offers each of us the opportunity to join with
our fellow citizens in honoring the past and preparing tor the
future in communities across the Nation. l'hus, in joining
together as races, nationalities, and individuals, we alSo
retain and strenghten our traditions, background and-per-
sonal freedom.
As we lay the cornerstone of America's Third Century, I
am most happy to commend the Bicentennial Community. of
Murray and Calloway County for playing a special part in
this great national celebration.
Dr. James W. Hammack,
Jr., of Murray, director of-tho-
Forrest C. Pogue Oral History
Inslifute at Murray State. has
added his name to the list of
authors who have contributed
books tO the Kentucky
Bicentennial Bookshelf.
The Bookshelf collection is a -
celebration of two centuries of





available in hardback at the
university bookstore here.. It
takes an in-depth look at the
subject, and stemmed from
the topic of Dr. Harrunack's
doctoral dissertation.
Dr. -Hammack is a Marion,
Ark., nativff, and received his
bachelor's and master's
degree • in history from
Memphis State. He earned his
Ph.D. at the University of
Kentucky, and has been with
the MSIJ faculty since 1968.
Dr. Hammack is an associate
professor in the history
department at MSU.
Another - book is in the
research stages now, Dr.
Hammack said, and will deal
with the topic of the Trans-
Appalachian west and, cans*
of the War of 1812.
In "Kentucky and the
Second American
Revolution," Dr. Hammack
notes that, alarmed by in-
fringements upon American
commerce during, the Nap- •
oleonic Warsi_Kentucklaris
/S/ Gerald R. Ford
President of the
United States of Arnerica
were early proponents of war
—with- Great Brllaiv- As a
frontier state, Kentucky
feared exposure to raids by
British troops and their Indian
allies. And so when President
Madison finally obtained a
declaration of war, patriotic
KentuCkians rushed to arms.
They viewed the War of 1812
as an effort to secure the
American victory in the
Revolution. Their ardor, valor
and sacrifice in battle made
Kentuckians exemplars for all
Americans.
Among the heroes Kentucky
contributed tO fn war effort
were Major George Croghan,
the resolute commander who
marshalled his vastly out.
numbered forces for the
defense of Fort Harrison; the
martyred captives massacred
by Indians after the Battle of
the River Raisin; the brave
Richard M. Johnson who
reputedly killed Tecumseh at
the Battle of the Thames.
Although Kentucky troops
were primarily involved on
such battlegrounds of the Old
Northwest, they also served at
the Battle of New Orleans.
Kentucky's involvement in
the agitation for visr and in
the war itself, had political,
social, and psychological
consequences for the Com-
monwealth. In this compelling
narrative Mr. Hammack
traces those consequences and
Kentucky's role in ,the -











Lovely assortment . of pictures to
brighten up any room in your home.
ADD STYLE AND GLAMOR TO
ANY ROOM IN YOUR HOME
OR OFFICE ABSORBS NOISES
AND PROVIDES INSULATION









1 OUR REG. 2.27 LINILT 2
Gentle no tears baby shampoo leaves
hair soft and shny.
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Soft, cushioned -thong in assort-
ed coldrs. Sizes small to large.
RING-A-BELL
BASKETBALL
For .use indoors or out-
doors. Belt rings each
time you score. Heavy
duty steel hoop, 6" all





Acres of Free Perking
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Here the 42nd Highland Grenadiers escourt an officer of, the. King's Rangers to a
_ parley with French an4 American troops in a block house daring the siege of Fort
Maa'sac: AHighland 'gun crew prepares to fire a- Fighl-11444in-Ottrer grenadiers-and_

























french block house is stormed, hand-to-hand tinting with empty guns, swords and
bayonnets erupts. French marine officer attacks Highland officer with Spontoon. Note
the Highlanders climbing over the back of the palisade.
Unit's- in the battle were 42nd Highlanders (Black Watch); French Marine Regt. (Fort
Chartres); and the Kings Rangers and New York Continentals from Murray.
The Bicentermialtrand Parade
The Jreatest parade ever.
stag in the Nation's Capital
will trace our American
heritage from_the signing of
the Declaration of Indepen-
dence to the space age.
On Jiily 3, Vine President
and Mrs. Nelson Rockefeller
will lead the American
Bicentennial Grand Parade as
it pass monuments and
museums along Constitutiot
Avenue from 3rd to 17th
Streets, N.W. between 11 a.m.
and I 30 p.m.
The Rockefellers then will
join the crowd expected to
number 250,000 and 500,000, to
watch a parade that depicts
the history of our country in
eight 25-year segments, each a
spectacular mini-pageant.
It is planned that every
segment. will feature theme
and historical...floats depicting
the major events and per-
tef Van-- ,
These,floats,- from 20-50 feet.,
long, will be self propeffed.
The theme ,float leading
each parade segment woul4.
highlight the American spirit
of achievement. (In the period
1776-1801, for example, the
theme Freedom and
Independence will be depicted
',by the signing of the
Declaration of Independence.)
Each historical float would
be divided into as many as five
separate platforms so that
events and personalities
prominent during the period
can be featured together. Ond
platform will often be used as
a performing stage for dance
and choral groups.
Adding to the color and
pageantry in each parade
segment , will be marching
units gaily clad in period
costumes: Banda froinec'foss-
the lan4 and.shoral and dant*
groups will undErscore each
era with -614ginal artistic
renditions.
Also, within each 25-year
period, emphasis will be given
to the changing modes of
transportation. Viewers will
see America develop from
horse drawn carriages to the
autornobile_te the space age.
The prelude-to- the parade,
will feature the Vice President •
and Mrs. Fteticefeller, the Old
Guard Fife and Drum Corps,
-Military Bands and Marching
Units, and Bicentennial and
State floats.
The Rockefellers
joinv other dignitaries In a
reviewing stand near the
Ellipse as the Parade presents
an overview of 200 years of
history. .
These are-the segments, all
of which would contain a
theme and an histroical float:
I. The Birth of, Nation,
1770-11101. The theme will" be
Independence. Included will
be a fife and drum corp,
choral groups and marching
units in colonial attire, horses,
carriages, and hand-pulled
fire hose engines.
2. The First Frontier, 110E-
1821. The natural beauty of thg
land and .the opening of the
Louisiana territory will set the
tone of this segment-. Bands
and choral groups
highlighting 1812 period and
folk songs, horse units,
carriages, clipper ships and
Conestoga wagons will be
predominant attractions.
(viirriward Bet, ucts-uisi.,
This segment will pay tribute
to the families which made the 
our history.
4. Linking the Country, 1851-
1876. The ago of the 'railroad
will be the underlying theme
of this .seiment. Bands,
marching units, choral
groups, the First Virginia
-Regiment dressed in Blue and
Grey, rodeo cowboys and
fancy carriages will all be
part of the tribute to the end of
our first hundred years.
5. Land of Opportunity, 1876-
1901. The Statue of Liberty and
the men and women she
greeted will be highlghted.
Ethnic groups in nativte
customs will perform the
dances and sing the songs of
that period. We will see the
great inventions of the, time,
thrill to John Philip Souse
marches, wonder at circus
clowns and the Hi .Wheelmen,
and enjoy'. Kentucky Derby
horses, Elfgant carriages and
the trolly -
6. New Horizons, 1901-1926.
The theme of Building --•••
America will recognize the
role of working men and
women. It is an era of movies,
Dixieland Jazz, the passing of
the horse drawn carriage and
the -advent of the automobile
and the ariplane.
7, The American Sprit.
1926-1951. Courage and
;determination will be por-
trgyed by bands, choral
gl-oups, the Navajo Code
Talkers of World War II fame,
Inarching units and classic
cars.
r 8. Exploring the Universe,
1954-19711. Bands, choral
groups, dancing and marching
units will bring us up to date in
an era of moon walks and
space shots
Finally, the eight setments
will be followed by floats and
bands portraying the future
hope for our country.
****************
long trek westward. Bands,
choral groups and marching 1K
units, the Appalossa Indian .4(
horse troopcarriages, prairie
- -schooners and riverboats will
highlight this colotful era of
A Birthday Par
----Dazzling bouquets- _nf tolor
and light, bonfires
aluminating•the sky Winner',
spinning, whirling wheels of
fire, cascading waterfalls,
spectacular red, white land
blue airburst—all will tpart
of the most electrifying
firoirlcs display ever staged
in this cOuntry. -
HAPPY. BIRTHDAY, USA!,
in concert with
Special Date Permitted On Bonds -
WASHINGTON—As a
• special Bicentennial- -
memo ra ti on , the Department
--oaf the Treasury will allow
• 'Series E Savings Bonds
issuing agents—most com-
mercial banks and many
"savings • and loan
associations—to provide over-
the-counter purchasers with a
special July 4, 1976, validation
' ate- for all Bicentennial-
design Series E Bonds bought
during the month of July.
In announcing the special
program, Francine I. Neff,
National Director of the U. B.
Savings Bonds Division and
Treasurer of the United
States, said—"We are ex-
tremely pleased to be able to
_rifler all our citizens a chance
to make the purchase of
Savings ,Bonds a truly
Bicentennial event. Bonds
carrying the date of our
nation's 200th birthday make
marvelous souvenirs—and
they will grow in value with
, the years they are held."
Each financial institution
that issues Series E Bands
over-the-counter may
determine whether or not it
will participate in this com-
memoration, and determine
which Bonds issued during
"-July will be eligible for the'
July 4 validation date. .
For record-keeping pur-
poses, agents will be required
to maintain a record- of the
exact date of issue for each -
Bond specially dated The
July 4 dating applies only to
the agent's validation stamp,
not to the issue date of the
Bond which is expreased only
in month ad year--'July
1976" in this case. The Bonds
-will bear interest freen Iltik
1976, regardless of the
validation date. There are
more than 35,000 authorized
Savings Bonds issuing agents
Plirchaseci
through Payroll Savings Plans
are not eligible for the special
dating.
Establissments Ruggieri, sting a mood of peace and
offering the finest pyrotechnie serenity that will give way to
ndoexbrip:grttioseviinashinthe rlgtownoo_ict• 724ourth a rockcertesscsepttngof whbeeurist,ani dg
of July exte‘i7aganza
unequalled in girCitement and 
glittering fountains. Never,




folds in a-breath-taking array Before the ' ::. ‘z , 4(.• over we T_ho - .
of ground displays and aerial Will have . - '; tribute-to our Ilk ..;•'
bursts. Ana, iart-i- as any heroes , .1 d heroines and




show, will the sky be colorless.Pla or two sites, the
Re trigPool Ori--the Mall
,afld the Tidal Basin at the
Jefferson Memorial, the best
viewing areas will, be on the
Washington Monument
hillside facing the Lincoln
Memorial, and around the
_ Basin. But the magnificient
display will be seen from
anywhere-in the Mall area and
along the Potomac River.
Beginning at dusk, a million
spectators will view a sym-
phony of sight and sound as
the history of our nation un-
Soft_ gi,unds and hues of
green.-will open 'the
drama—evoking the, image of
a vast and unexplored nation.
Immigrants to the new land
will be greeted by inexplosion
of colors representing the
flags of their former
homelands.
The Revolution will be
depicted with a bag—nofsy
and spectacular. The. 'great
move westward will be
symbolized by rolling wheels
stretching across the sky.
Happy Birthday4
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The grand finale-Will be a ..ir
At. times the — De 'Shooting rockets will rise high
unn. toast to our conquest of space. _kr"
filled with the'hritilOg,:*—aliove fie. city to- create a II(
4 
a Dixieland Cen,er ,fire rics will take over, at th will be long r bememered 1( Chestnut SL 753-7598
by residents and visitors alike. 
drums. Then the quieter ending to fireworks disPleY Shp.
ymcbals and-"the pounding at ..innical at stars in a f ng ic
41(
Don't Miss It -
Sole Starts, Tues.,..hily 6
1-976--A Year To
Rem-em er










crystal Liberty Bell Ashtray Stand it a glitter-
ing bicentennial tribute. $65 Is tte retail.
-121 By The Shon)case. Murray,_ Ky.
--Wir win be closed Monday, lelY
iShat's an American?- ThelL, at American is an outrage gug like gou or Mt.- Me probably has a family to worry
about and has to work pretty hard for what lit gets. Me thinks his faith is important enough to be a big poi
cif his life NO, w4tt1ler hr reali3e0-4—or not. he has an inborn senor of juottre and an ingrained lout of liberty. lie boton't
talk much about duty and Okth anb country—he lets his actions speak for him. We at the Sank of illurray are proud of the
outrage Atnerican—iles a guy who's hard to beat—and were mutt to be a part of a community of this sort of salt-of-tig-earth
alit people rig41,..htte in Murrag are the kind of folks who haue made America what it is tobou. 41ht Sank of /Murray
salutes the good citi3ens of Ilturrag and Wentucky on this. the Si-centennial anniuersary-of Amtrierti—birtli
iNank olitturrra- 1775 IS




















'America we salute you as. we-enter our third century as a nation.
May the principles _and committments that inspired these great
men to pledge their lives, their fortunes cfrld their sacred honor
to the principles of -freedom challenge us in these great times !-
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"Reader's Digest" is in-
ternationally khown for it's
famous magazine and con-
densed books. But evesebetter
than the magazine-or books is
their record collection
libraries on various subjects
such as big bands, movie hits,
elassical music and nostalgia
music. This time Reader's
Digest has hit the big time -41f-
twelve record collection for
the Bicentennial entitled "A
Salute to American Music -
Our First 200 Years." It is by
far the best and most out-
etanding collection. „
American Bicentennial Musk
Phave ever seen and heard.
The $35.00 set which cannot
be found in record stores
contains 154 songs ranging
from almost every realm of
che musical spectrum of
American Music - country,
nostalgia, folk, classical,
religious, swing and Jazz. It is
simply phenorninal! The only
area of American music they
did not cover is American rock
and roll.
Another plus this rare_





by J. D. Lancaster
MINS ft.
•
an impressive array of
musicians _as well as some
that are unfamiliar but quite
enjoyable - even to the extent
of rare recordings. Some of
the rare recordings are Billie
Holiday singing "Timm There
Eyes" in the -thirties, Benny
Gocldman performing "Sing,
*4, Sing" in it's" entirety,
and originals by jazz
musicians Jelly Roll Morton,
Eubie Blake, and Louise
Armstrong. 'On the country
and western side there are
orginals by Chet Atkins,
and Sons of the Pioneers.
The other orehestras and
choruses are excellent too.
Especially good are the New
Freedom singers on the Sonia::
of Work rand protest and the
National Honor Band
Orchestra on such patriotic
tunes as "God Bless America"
and The Battle kitunn of the
Republic."
A third plus about the set is
that the set is not only of good
sound quality but it is pleasure
programmed. Pleasure
Programming, which is used
•
• ••••  • •
rd=
I li•
in nearly all of Reader's
Digests fin % collections, is the
arrangethent of certain types
of music on a particular
record or side belonging to a
certain category such as
"Country and Western
Music."
There- are a total of 16
musical areas covered in this
collection. There is a listing of
the 16 and a few songs found in
each categpry:
1. This Land Is Your Land -
Folk Songs ahd Sagas, North,
South, and Westward Ho!:
"Shenandoah," "Stephen
Faster Medley," and 'Turkey
Is The Straw."
2. rrom the Revolution
Through World War IL- Songs
We Sang in Wartime:
"Yankee Doodle," "A Hot
Time In The .01d Town
Tonight:" and "The White
Cliffs of Dover:" •
_ 3. Ameriea's Pride - on
Parade: "Anchors Aweigh"
and "Semper
4. The Age of Innocence -
Songs We Sang By Gaslight;
"In My Merry Oldsmobile"
and "Sweet Adeline." ,
5. The Roaring Twenties:
"Charlestog" and ."My Blue
iAt *At* letlet ****At-***-4'Af',IL - Heaven*"6. From the Golden Age of
* 
or Hollywood Musicals - "The
* Continental" and "In The Still
)1t. aP PY airthdaY- 7. Ragtime to Jazz The
- Of the Night."
Air- Great Innovators 1900-1939:
* "Maple Leaf Rag" and
* _"Tw8. elfthe SAtgreetefRasg." The
`.* From The
Employees of
* Sonic D *
*' Big Dance Bands: "Marie,"
)1. "In The Mood," and "Take the other tools illustrating the
1r 4, 'A' Train." Shaker affinity for simple
9. From the Golden Age of design and careful craft-
-* Broadway Musicals: smanship.
* "Tonight," "There's_ No The -exhibition was
Business . Like Sh0W-1, organized by Susan Jackson
Business" and "Oklahoma!" Keig, design consultant to
* 10. Country Music - From Shakertown at Pleasant Hill,
the Heart of America: "Your with support from the Ken-







Franklin! ** - *




Furnitare and tools from Kentucky's two Shaker colonies have been collected for the
newest traveling exhibit offered by the Kentucky Arts Commission. The-exhibit also
features photographs illustrating life at Pleasant Hill and South Union, where the
religious colonists fklouriihed in the nineteenth century. For the next two years, .the
collection is available to gualified groups for display through the commission's *
travelin4exhibition service.
Shaker Exhibit Ready For TQUI
FRANKFORT, Ky.-A
collection of attifactre-and
photographs from two Shaker
villages makes up the newest




The exhibit, _titled "Two
Shaker Villagegf- South Union
and Pleasant Hill", 'gives a
glimpse of the artistic in-
dustry at the two religious
colonies. The two villages -
were established early ip
Kentucky's history-Pleasant
Hill in Mercer County in 1805,
and South Union in Logan
County in 1807. The self-
sufficient colonists were
known for their teehnical skill
and their innovative
agricultural practices.
Artifacts in the collection
include early farm im-
plements as well as furniture,
woven coverlets, baskets, and
nve-In * Flower," Tennessee Waltz" the National Endowment forand "Cool Water. the Arts. W.. Keig and






Regular dresses (to 878)












Promise Dur Sdirituais;'.. also, took photographs of the
"Every Time 71' Feel The
Spirit" and "fills Little Light
of
12- -America's Faith and
Promise Our Hymns: "God
- Bless America," and "Rock of
Ages."
13. ,Our Great Songs of the
Century: "Stardust," "Blue
Moon," "Tea For Two," and
"Moon River."
14. America - Great Milsical
Landscapes The Metropolis:
"Rhapsody in Blue," and
-Slaughter on Tenth Aven
15. America - Great Mustil °
Landscapes The Wide 'Open
Spaces: '.:Sleigh Ride" and
"Hoe Down."
16. Songs of Work and
Protest: '`Blowin' In The





two colonies far inclusion in
the exhibit. Their photographs
show the resto-red' villages as
they now- Thole, and contrast
with prints'', of older
photographs recor8ing life in
the thriving colonies during
the late 1800's.
The exhibition opened in
February at Louisville's J.B.
Speed Art Museum. After five
weeks there, it was'sent to the
American Institute of Graphic,
Arts in New- York for -a two-
month showing. In May, it
returned to Kentucky for+
inclusion in the KACTES
program.
The Shaker collection will
be available, to qualified
_exhibitors through the_
KACTES program for the next
two years. Ay institution or
.11111Millra"rnt:
EDITOR'S NOTE: Our
thank, to Mrs. Harmon
'Sarah) Ross who supplied us
a copy of the 1911 Calloway
County Gazette and to Mrs. J.
B. (Jo) Burkeen who supplied
























*Cabinets, Cttstortrautir and factory Butlt
Wood 8 Aluminum Storm
and screen doors *And mony more
organization which provides
public access to a display area
can apply for KACTES
exhibits, which Are provided
free of charge. A listing of
exhibits in the program can be
obtained from the commission






Gutenberg and Franklin has each made
contribution to printing in theirtime in history.
And for 1976 as we celebrate our Bicentennial *
year, Winchester Printing Services is
recognized by the business community of '
Murray and surrounding area for its con-
* hibution to the community, its standard of -









JULY 4th litf PRICE
XPLOSIoN
Prices Good Saturday and Monday




























-- 1 Pitcher 64 oz.



























Halters, and Tank Tops













We Custom Makt,Any Wood Item - Your Choice of Finish,
Headquarter for Multi-Purpose Dome
4
Hours: 930-5:00 MoridaY July 5th
P. N. HIRSCH & CO. MP* Pka*Iry 641-1t.
V
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—
Stubblefield is shown here receiving a message via wireless teleph
one in Philadelphia on Maylk 1
•
Almost everyone in Murray and Calloway County is aware that county native Nath
an B. Stubblefield was the first
man in the world to invent, build and demonstrate a device that would transmit an
d receive the human voice
without connecting wires...in other words, he invented radio.
Thexlocal citizenry does not contend that there were no other inventors in the field of radio. B
ut they do believe
that Stubblefield was, the first to discover a method to tranlinit and receive over a
 long distance the human voice
and music without wires. That, to Stubblefield's admirers, was the radio,"and they thi
nk he invented it.
In this photo, Stubblefield posed with his wife and family beside his wireless telepho
ne (radio) equipment Which
he had just Used in successful demonstrations in Washingto, D. C and Philadelphia_ A
 monument in Stubblefield's
honor as -inventor of radio" stands on the MSU campus 100 feet east of the home site.
..and Wall began a long long time ago with a BOAT.
If 98reen Isabella and King Ferdinand had not provided -t
he-funds for ole Chris Columbus'
Scat—things just might have been different! Almost 300 
years later there might not have
been a Declaration of Independence and200 more y
ears we might not have been having a
'bicentennial and where Happy Holiday Travel is now, migh
fhave still been the Happy Hun-
ting grounds for some Happy Indians! But history tells us 
that it all started with a boat!
1976 Somerset 197 Deep-V Bow Rider, on custom built tandem trailer. Truely a
sof, roomy boat-full top and curtains oil around-powered by 351 Ford engine
and Mon:miser ovtdrive. Competition will ask about $10,000. Buy the whole
poekoge from us for only  $7250.00
1176 Tri-Sonic XlT-Toroftedo 19—also powered by 351 Ford engine, 233 H.P.
Mercruiser riding on tandem Holszclaw trailer with looding guides, has custom
made storage cover with vents. A most unique design and fully equipped in-
cluding AM-FM & stereo tape deck.,, depth finder, swim step on rear, ladder, ski•
tow, special gold interior, gold top and full curtains, very elaborate in-
strumentation. Truly one of the most _plush interiors we have ever seen in a
boat. Hsu 36 hews operating time. List $11,977.00. Yours for only . $8,500.00
1976 Somerset 18 ft. tri-hull, white with burgundy red interior, big and com-
fortable. Powered by 250 Chevrolet engine (165 Mere). Will carry several people
and pull several skiers, full top and whits, riding on sharp Somerset trailer,
sorokod end reedy for your pl000rro. Prior for the econspleto package
$6,250.00
Some fishing boats as low as $100.00 each.
1976 Mark Twain 17 ft. with 135 H.P. Johnson. Complete wit
h power trim and
tilt, OMC tac and speedometer. This is not the usual Mark T
wain by any means.
This is a-ree4 plush one with swivel bucket seats for pilot
 and co-p0ot and a
foldover rear dining table, tonCialed top storage all over, a 
real plush bow rider
with full top and side 4?vrtoins. Probably the sharpest Mark Twa
in you've ever
seen. Priced at only  
$5250.00
for complete rig including depth finder and real nice storage 
cover.
1974 Bonanza 18 ft. tri-hull bow rider, boat actually u
sed 1 year. Has 250
cu.in. Chevrolet engine (165 Merc) complete with full top and
 side curtains, tape
deck and depth finder. A big roomy family boat, good fo
r cruising end skiing, for
_
1973 Sport Master 18 ft. bow rider with 455 Olds engine
 and Jucucci jet pump,
engine has only 6 or 7 hours running time. Sells new 
including low profile trailer
for opproxingtely $10,000.00 Boy now for only 
 $4,250.00
_ ... _
Ono new 16 ft. Arrow Glass faivailflishing boot wit
h plush lawn chair seating,
1200k. trailer and new blue-white Evinrude SO H.P. mot
or. Discounted hundreds
of dollars. Priced at only  
$2,975.00
Several Oiler I-lied-Ski Rigs pried as low os 
A number of used various aluminum boats including Jon boats priced to move.
A few good used house boats to choose
from ready for'your relaxation in
the utmost enjoyment this season.
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
. Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
Take 94 Fast out of Murray for? mans Ti Ot on 280 F011oo. 2- • tioner s Groc,
*ry
black top into Panorama and follow blacktop to your r,ght
Tele hone 502-436-5483
•..
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( EDITOR'S NOTE: The following ar- Calloway -Co
unty" published by The
brie is reprinted for the -History of Ledger & Times in 1931.)
HisToRt OF CALLOWAY COUNTY-1931
• Calloway County in the Making
, „
The subject of this ,eketch, ours'
own Calloway.County, is altuated in
the Bouthwestern part -et Kentucky
- fa that pArtientifr section. known as
-..the Puttase. Her nothern boun=
dary_la Marshall County and to her
- Weat" lies Graves. while sloping
gently northward on its cost is the
1 beautiful and peaceful ITennessee
River and her southern line is
4 4':?• flanked entirely by the grand old
state of Tennessee. Calloway is
atmoat a perfect rectangle In shape
and covers an area of 395 nlitea or
1" 21i2,800 acres.
- Topographically Calloway's sur-
face features are quite varied. The •
couniry bordering the Tennessee
River Is brolien and hilly, with rich
= valleys lying- between, while the
'•*!- centl•al and western portions are
eemparatively level, and are char-
acterized by a light gray soil, well-
-,----et.-.4.41101,,e11:' to general faricilfg. The
-:-Arpken in places and considerably
rut -tip by. ravines. whtch rendera
-the farmer's occultation not an easy
One.
-;• The northern and eastern parts
T.; of the county were once heavily
-; timbered having had in. abundance
?; such forest growths as a variety -of.
oaks, maple, beech, sweet gum,
• ' hickory, ash, cypress, birch and
iiwarnp willow. The timber cf the
barrens consisted of hicletery, _post
• e oak, white -oak, red oak and other
hard woods. However, most of this
. valuadle timber has-heen cut away
;• during the" past sei•eral.-years and. •
while lumbering is still an impottant. occupation along the Tenoessee
River, it is not the profitable one it
once was.
The principal streams of the coun-
• tY are the east and west forks of
• X park 's !veg.- antrinatXt -Prle
—▪ flYrd heads-in the southwestern part
.of the county, and flows a north-
easterly course through a well cul-
Ivated district. It is a stream of
chnsitierable importance. and re-
celvleo. a number of 'small tributaries,
all ot\whieh play an Important part
-.:••• in the drainage of the county. West
Pork rise i about twelve miles west
of Murray, news It northerly direc-
tion through a rather flat and very
heavily timbered region. mood
*River, in the eastern part of the
county,--te a very- sluggish stream. It
e1 
. receives several--miall tributaries,
'4 flows an easterlyfourse aid empties
into the Tennessee River. -
The seventy-second child of Ken-
tucky in order of formation, Cello-
way, was born in 1822, being created




-County. But longsbefore its actual
birth"there Was an Influx of set-
tlers into the country now ktrewn
as Calloway from Virginia and the
Carolinas. These settlers !twitted
in the nothern part of the country
because of the fact that there they
had in. rich abtflidance 1?oth water
And timber. It was nOt.usittl a
much later perio11 that Air •prairie
of the county was settled. ,
- In 1876 Colonel Richard Callo-
way moved his family to Kentucky
and he soon became an efficient and -
active man in the affairs of the
early settlements. and It wair-hi his
honor, the our subject was named
Calloway,. In 1777 he and-John
Todd weite elected the first burgesses
to the ONerai Assembly of Virginia
and in tbe,spring of the same year
he was appointed :justice of . the
peace. The historian, Collins, tells
us that in 1779 (planet Calloway
others_ under: .an eek 91 the
Yirginia Leghtlature, was appointed
trustee to .lay off the town of
ITentresborough and that the trfisteeii
declined to act and others were up-
;minted. '
Colonel Calloway is noted as one
of the lattygivers. and defenders of
the frontier and his career, though"
shortened by an early death in the
defense" Of that frcuitier, Is one of,
which *e -CalloWaratis 1144'e-tn.
honest right to be proud.
We arith.larther grateful'
torten for the information
that James Steward. .and David
Jdnes .were the 'first- white .men to
locate Within what fa-known doti-eir
Calloway County. He tells us that
they mute, here as early as 1811
From Caldwell County and opened
farms about one. mile east of the
toarit of Wadesboro. Mr. Steward
_clied_wlille_y_etat_y_aeng man but left
number or descenTants Whose
t lives have meant hitter in the-- b4e-
tory of our county. Very little is,
known of air. Jones' life bu4 It is
said that he was a tree type of the
pioneer and a man . of excellent
character.
In 1819 Or 1820 we are told that
a number of Minters and trappers
came ,to the county and settled for
a.tinie to hunt-the game With which
the country at that time about:Wed.
Howswer. their ,stay was cie short
duretton and they made no -footsteps
In Alert- county's history.
. Banester Wade, who first visited_
the .county as an adventurer in
.1818 made a permanent settlement
,.in 1820. on West ..Fork. He was
known .as ,a -daring hunter and a
noble specimen of the early
frodtiersmen of our state. Also to"'''
Mrs. Wades descendants it may be
said that Calloway is justly indebt-
ed fori.their part in its growth and
progress.
About the time Mr. Wade settled
on West Fork Samuel Watson set-
tled in the vante'vicinitY. Soon came
WITMIlirSTiittli'ard William Derring-
ton who also settled on farms near
West Fork. Among the early set-
tlers of the northern part of the
County was the Duncan family.
William Chester was an early set-
tler on the creek which bears his
Mune and opened on of the largest
distilleries ever operated in the
county. About 1822 came Williams
Sutherland with his family and Wil-
liam Jones with his. Mr. Jones was
the first school teacher in the coun-
ty. in - 1821 "John Harp settled In
the county and in 1822 there settled
on Duncan's Creek, among others,
-4lia--latiglies of. ...1Q.1111 s_WItt • Mid .*
Luke Langston.
- - Wadedboro's first. settlers were the
Jones. Stewart, SPerrY awl Wade
families, while the Taylor family _
settled in southeastern Calloway and
the Wyatts in nortpwest Calloway.
Tilt. early .settlers of 'the interior of
Calloway. near Murray, were Charles
Linn, •a .Mr. Crow, who made some
Improvements on an Island In
- Clark's.- River, n- afr*----Forror arid a
- Mr. Hautuldis. A little later there -
Were the Pools, Mekong. Hammed*.
Wick. ers, Merrimans, 'BalleYs, Gary.,
retie, Dann% SkaMS and others, all •
whom located Within"- a 'radius
of lxmiles. t • -
, In addition to the settlers enumer-
' ated, the following persons. were •
residents of the county prior to 7
1830: Josh Lassiter'. Vincent -A.
Wilde-, Lewis Wells. James ragrath,
Jawed Clayton, Luke e7Wilflajii
licElrathicot -St
187atettnr.--.- !,-'"s141404•Z
Milliken, Dennison DOM, William
Edwards.,,tonk-"Key,a,--Moza Grielham,
Dopey,' Andekaen4r. Edmund Taylor,
John Hodge, David Shelton, Charles
Curd/John Alien Bins Derrhrgron,
t- Reuben Nelson, William McWade.
Jame: -Bell. Jahn McGrew, George
Goodwin, Chapman Miller, Gibson
Gray, William Easley; Robert Whit-
nell, A. D. Jackson. John Hodges'
anti others. Among . the non-resi-
dents who purchased government
iatithiliC4.altoway between the years
11126 a 1830 were John Eaker,
Nathan G. Hale, John Strow, John
Elliott, John i. -.Gardner, Lewis
Wells, William Anderson, William





I-HISTORY OF CALLOWAY COUNTY-1931
In June 1822 the Legislature Tennessee River. The- tountY levy
passed an act authorizing the open- for 1823 amounted to $519.13, the
• log of a land office at Wadesboro, sum of $1.00 being assessed to each
asd .appointed Edmund Curd re- tithable.
ceiver. The act iequired -him to On February 13, 1823, the first
ofter_lar_aile ljj_the  kistaiat.: bidder circuit court of Calloway County
each alternate action of -the.-etturt-tionse-,-M
-,west el, the- Tennessee River. The Wadesboro.. Hon. Benjamin Shackel-,
'law -required the land to bring $1.00 ford acting as*circult Judge, Jan
per acre. The first lands entered Bearden -and Reuben Rowland as
atAlle above price in-Calloway Cottar.. associate judgesand James Calloway
ty was in the year 1825. In 1827 as elerk, with Wm. Cutd his deptuy.
the price was reduced to fifty -cents. At this term of circuit churl Cello-
Then it was that the tide of immi- way's first lawyers, Benjamin Pat-
gration set-ln, in largely- increased.. ton- and .James Breatlaitt were ad-
population, and three years later tne
county's population numbered 5164.
Vie highest price paid for govern-
ment land in, the county was $1.25
per acre and the lowest_ 121,4 ' cents
per acre.
The original, boundaries of Callo-
way County, which included the
present county of Marshall, _were




pose until 1871 when a smaller
facigkahout two miles north of Mur-
ray was Pitfrerra new build-
ing erected.
wn_ ka
The first paper in Calloway Coun-
ty was a religious edition by John
--Elliott. -kno _ 
tist Banner. It had a small circu-
lation but at the end of a year its
office was moved to Indiana. Mr.
Elliott also published while here, the
Independent Circular also a re-
' ligious paper.
The next paper in the county was
a political edition, The Murray Ga-
mitted to the bar and duly sworn in zette. It was edited by J. 'N. Haien
as such. Edward.Jones and Richard rev four years at which time he sold
1:: Mayes were admitted to the Cal- it to a partnership who soon moved
loway bar about 1830.. its offices to Paris. Tenn. IA
• In 1830 an order for a new court lielurraVlournal established
house building of brick and to be by the W. ft Sin'clair in 1877 was
two stories high, and thirty-six feet not sucoissfu1. and was removed
sqUare Was made. The building weal fro71,0iihileati" at the age_ ofi
completed in 1831 and cestained A months.
court room add. offices for.,the usual Ili 1879 a stock company with W.
cou. Pty officers. . The first term 01-' O. Wear as editor establ
ished the
1821, the territory at that time court was -held in the building' in
being a part of Caldwell sad Liv- 'January, 1831. It net•only., lerved"
ingston Counties. In 1822 the Leg- as a temple -of justice7 often as
Islature passed an art establishing a place of Worship.
the county. and January 16th, 1823, In 1837 a movement Was started
the appointed- rommisalowers mot _
the town of Wadesboro and effected 
-by Hon. Jame a..,..ft'imt Avowing  Ith
vision of the--daTirity': 'Mr. !filen was
a permanent organization. The' defeated tlit issue in his can-
commlissianers - were Andrew-L-21411, - Alf,e.-legialatttre in .1839.
an li
Arthur H. Davis, Thomas H nr'"fry the time of the next
Nicholas Copeland, Win, Short, ectien - the movement had become
Banester Wade, Wm. #.owlett,
say mgesin, John Hodge: and Geode 
%tate popular and Mr. • lifien was
'elected by a large majority. In
Tucker: They also constituted the February, - 1842, he procured the
first county court with ..)111n.. ,Card Damage of. a bill for the establish-
es clerk. Wm. Du n 9in watt SA'n" ment of Marshall County from Cal-
missioned at the 7,14,-241freriff by !away, and Marshall county was or-
Governor Adair.."' ganized on June 7th of that year.
The court, ..rtild it second session Immediately after the division of
and -plans were the 'county commissioners were ap-in 'Jait1e
-laid the 4onstsuation_of a court pointed to re-locate--the county seat
lrt`,- 'pi,l
Iiii,t14-1941.1e—Ililitt_ la We town of of`Valloway Qounly: A 
auntjjer_of
adestforo.' At this term- amiiiik -saes.' were -suggested, -viewed lir
other businesses attended to was considered' and .a site near the cen-
the licensing of persons to perform ter of the county geographically was
marriages, there net being sufficient chosen. The site was citlied Mur-
minlsterk, and the appointing of ad- ray in honor of Hon. Thomas L.
dltional constables. Those appoint- Murray, one of the leading lawyers
od-to-pertorm Anaertaaka were Ar- of Western Kentucky.
,..ther H. Davis. .Th011Uti NHL- Jacob In 1843 or 1844 orders for a court
Roniland`. and-Wirill$1111ett."* -Irmise-and county jail, to _Ise erec.ted
At the Niarch.t:1821, term Men phistrray were given and the work
were appointed to build a road from comanenca--illimediately. The .first
Heath's Ferry on the Tennessee 'court house in Murray was a good
• River to Wadesboro and °fliers to brickshuilding fifty feet square an
d
lay out a highway from Wadesboro two stories high, containing a large
te the county seat of Graves court- court room on the first-floor, and
ty. The -first tavern license was four county offices on the se
cond
granted to.Reuben Romland. Wm. floor. The commissioners who.
Jones, Eli Cochran and Henry Dar- superintended its MAP:line., :were
nell were commissioned to contract Jesse P. Stephens, B. G. Imes; G. D.
and superintend the bui/dine of.the McDonald and D. C. Lynch. The
first county jail and Dennis ber-. first .jall In Murray was completed
ringion was awarded the contract to in 1847, twiny. brick building, con-
build a clerk's office. strncted at the cOst of $2376.50.
At the April. 1823. tertu--7a-f-et-Ty The. first poor farm in Calloway
was established_ Davis' • Ford on County ,Wras built about 1849. The
Clark's River and In July, 1823,---heitiding was of the one-stoiy, double
Others were licensed to ferry- 7,611 hewn log type. It served its our-
,.
•x
Calloway News. Mr. Wear was suc-
ceeded as, editor in 1882 by Dean
Bablitt and others. However, Mr.
Wear remained the veteran news-
paperman of the county being ecil-
tor_otaeme pater In the County al-
most -tram -bur- tenth-
a few years ago. He was at the
lime or his death editor and pub-
lisher of the dallowat Times, which
paper was merged Wier-the Murray
Ledger after Mr. Wear's death and
the two succeeded by the Ledger &
Times with Joe T. Lovett as editor.
The history of Calloway's churches
is an interesting one that dates back
to the advent of its earliest settlers.
The first minister in the county
is thought to have been Henry Dar-
nell, of the 810 school Baptist
Church. He held religious services
at various towns throjighaut Wes-
•- terii---- iisituegy-- and organized the
first cfffirch 'is the conaty at Sot.
(Her; Cf atit, law It *as-trt -tat' part
of Calloway County- which became
Marshall County in 1842. However
Elder Ossalam Copeland, s another
Baptist minister, founded the Old
&Gem Churoli,about. two miles south-
east littirraY about /1132. That
church sti_ll, FiriTitatie Ilrerktatence.
The first house of worship. was only
a log cablo, but was afterwards re-
placed with a more pretentious
building., The Baptist also organ-
ized a eluirch at Wadesboro at an
early date, and among the first pas-
tors there were Elders Copeland,
Owens, and Curd. ' -
The, Methodist followed closely in
the wake of the Baptists, and in
1821 or 1822 organized a small
class at, Sutherland's Camp Ground
In the northwest part et the coun-
ty where" services were regularly
held far a number of years. -A log
house of worship was erected in the
vicinity a few years later. Among
(Continued on Page 13)
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(ContinuedFrosn Page 12)
the early- circuit •riders
this, and other points in the ebtin-
ty, were Reverends AVlaitnell, A. C.
Waterfield, and Morgan Williamsr7
Soon after the- countys origantia-
tion Presbyterian ministets„--Gisited
'it and established, two sofieties, one-
at a place known kennedy's
• Camp Ground,7 the Marshall
County line a one on Donron
Creek, in the western part of the
county. The latter place was known
as the- McElrath Camp Ground.
Reverends John Smith, has. E.
Aim and Samuel Johnson were
Probably the earliest Presbyterian
preachers in the county.
An almogt wholly unsuccessful at-
tempt was made by the Mormons to
establish a church in Calloway Coun-
ty, they having sent a talented min-
ister here who succeeded in making
his followers some fifty or stxty per-
sons who had_settled in the south,-
west part  of the county. Most of
these followers removed to 11 tnois
and there appear now to be no rem-
nants of the organization left in the
countg .
-The first Christian Church .in the
county was established earlier than
1845 at Concord Village, and among'
its earliest preachers were Elders
Hibbs, Anderson, Gist. and Holmes...
An early law of Kentucky, peat
----tat-nine to education, was that
tam n lands in the state. should be
i=eserved for the endownment •Atid
mid. ?rt._ seminaries of learning
-1hrqpEout thg commonyealth The
nty courts of the se;'-eriir-Fenin-
-lies were ordered to have surveyed
and patented within their respective
conittitik- the requisite number of
% sire*, all which was exempt from-
taxation. ,The _seminary land of
Calloway County was sold about the
year of 184 -Tor 1843, and from the
proceeds were erected two buildings,
one at Murray and one at New Con,
cord. The Murray building was a
two-story brick structure, and con-
tained fou.t_school rooms. It was
completed in 4851 and stood until
1870 at which time it was sold •by
an act of the State Legislature. The
house at Concord wail a two-story
frame building, completed in 1856.
It was destroyed by fire tea years
later. -
The Murray Institute was estab-
lished in 1871 by a stock company,
the proceeds arising from the sale
--tsf-tne -otit- seminal y butidi.g, -serv-
ing as a financial basis for the 'enter-
prise. The company was incorporat-
ed with a capital of 8,5000.00, which.
was found inadequate for the erec-
tion of the proposed building, where-
upon the school district proposed to
pay the additional amount required
in six years by local taxation, as
curfty for the district, the cou *-
sued Minds to the amount 6'000,
which were purchased byprivate
individuals: these -'bonds were all ,
paid by the-district when they-be-
come due. The Institute buikling
was the handsomest school eiruetuie
w.eat of the Tennessee River. Two
stories bleb, it contained seven lat
rooms, It :was constructed at a co
of- S17'54:10, and was a credit to t.•
little city of Murray.
The school was organised
18'72 by Prof. Henry Nold.
An so ends a short sketch of son -
of the early days of our countr.
The history of .the various institl,
tions of the county and an insight
into the lines of some of her promi-
nent people up to the present day
appear elsewhere in this issue. And
after all our institutions and our
people make our history. We live
a day and theday is gone and thus
Is born histtry.
But the above sketch of our coun-
ty in the makin,g_hills us with awe
and _admiration fhlt-the daring plo-
• necrs, 'our ancestors, who braved
  —rmil--firtertisittos—tteteid-
lay the four•dations at our etirnmon-
wealth, and tr they c_tuitdrise,from
their graves amt--feast their eyes
upon the. beatifies of our present
Calloway..--o you believe they would
feel Or efforts had been in vain'
, heir history recalls the lines of
the poet who wrote—
"The lives of great men all re-
mind us
We an make our lives sublime
and departing, leave behind us









Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
•
THE original-4407x of the pledge WAS Francis Bellamy, who was
born at Mount Morris,'New York, May 18, 1855, and died August
28, 1931. ,He was ordained it'--i-1117.9at the Baptist Church in Littic:
Falls, New York The pledge he wrote-was first used at the dedica-.
stion of the World's Fair Grounds_ ip,ChicagO'oit.S.,ktobei 21, 1892
the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of Akta*se and j:l'a
been recited from that day to this, with some changes, liricknol
children throughout our land.. Reverend 13ellamy's original
* was altered slightly by the First and Second National Flag tonfer-
- in 1923 and 1924 and his work- was officially designated as the
* Pledge of Allegiance-to thc_Flag. by Public Law 287, Seventy-ninth
Congress, approved December18, 1945. On June 14, 1954, Flag D2
President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed into law House .Joint Rcs, •
lution 243, introduced by Representative Louis C. ,Rabaut of Michigan,
which added to the Pledge of Allegiance the compelling and meaningful






Commission has announced it
will issue a special corn-
inenaorative of the historic
ruly 4 Ce.Temontert at
Independence -Wall
celebrating 200 years of
American independence.
The unique commemorative
combines, a sterling silver
proof of the Official Bicen-
tennial Day Medal and The
Bicentennial Declaration of
The United State of 'America
which reaffirms the principles
freedom and liberty
originally set forth by our
founding fathers:
It is the only document in,
history to, bear the signatures
of the President and Vice
President of the United States,
members of the President's
Cabinet, the nine Supreme
Court justices, all the U.S.
Senatnrs, members of the
House of Representatives and
the governors ofall 59 states.
There are 609 signatures in all.
The Commission has been
organized under the uspices
of the Bicentennial authorities
of the City of Philadelphia and
the Conerrtonwealth of Pen-
nsylvania to officially corn-
memorate Bicentennial Day,
July 4, 1976, for all Americans.
"This is an event of, un-
surpassed importance for all.
Americans," the Conunissian
said. "This commemorative
will serve as a permanent
symbol of this most historic
day of our lifetime, for our
generation, and for .future
gtnerations of Americans."
The Commission nes_
pointed The Franklin Mint, .
.the wnrld's largest private.
mint, to strike the medal. The
Franklin Mint will strike these
sterling silver medals, and
will produce the com-
memorative on a non-prpflt
basis as a public service. .
Participa'nts in the July 4
in that same hall 200 yeirs
•ogo.
Bah the solid sterling kilver document will be encased in
proof medal and the historic deluxe presentation album.
CELEBRAWYOUR HOLIDAYS u
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'r MTH A BIG FREEZER!
.cere.nionies will renew their *
commitment to the principles *
first set forth by our founding *
fathers on Jiily 4, 1776.
President Ford is expected to *
participate in the ceremonies. Id.
The face of the.,, com-
memorative medal will bear a
finely sculptured scene *
illustrating the July 4
Independence Hall
eeremonies.ithe reverse will
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Foster To So Remembered In Word And Son
By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer
BARDSTOWN, Ky. (AP —
Stephen Collins Foster, born
on Independence Day 150
years ago, will be remem-
bered july 4 in word & song
by three states which have
traditionally held the young
composer and his 11111Sie in
high esteem. -
"At three o'clock at,,My Old
Kentucky Home State Park,
the Stephen Foster players
will be doing a salute.to him,"
Collette Stratton of the
Kentucky Parks Department
said.
-The salute to Foster is part
of (he summer concert
series," Miss Statton said,
"ahd this is the second year
that it's been in effect."
She said "because it is his
(Foster's) birthday" the
singers and -actors -from the
rt,
.., •
Hodges said the Pittsburgh
History and Landmarks
Foundation's special program
honoring Foster will be Nov.
30. "There's going to he a
lecture delivered by myself in
recognition of the Bicen-
tennial and Foster's 150th
birthday," he added. Hodges
said a plaque, "which is a gift
of the National Music Coun-
cil," to honor Foster will be
unveiled that day.
Hodges said he could not
plan a program in the
memorial to honor Foster on
his birthday because "the
Uniirersity of 'Pittsburgh
Department of Drama., is
presenting a musical program
Monday. house, on General Forbes' old called "Steel City" in the
The Easlern Kentucky road. The volunteer soldiers memorial auditorium.
University "banrClinp"wirr. from Pittsburgh and the The memorial has on
also perform Foster songs Regulars from the US display the „manuscripts,
during the program at the Arsenal were there. It was music and pictures" that
ampitheater. Young people 'Bowery dinner,' as they depict Foster's career,outdoor musical ̀!The Stephen from Kentucky and other called it in those days. At one EiOes said. "We have all of- • - .eme entt-ot-tho table sat my fathet -' orb displayed underand at the other, the staunch giaset_a facsimile of the
. .
old editor of the Pittsburgh approximately 1,000 'pages of* Mercury, Hon. John M.
* - Snowden. music that he produced during
* his brief lifetime." Foster died
"At noon a national salute July 27, 1855 at the age of 29.
* pealed from the cannon at the Also on display at the
* Arsenal," Morrison Foster memorial are Foster's plane,
* wrote, "and the bandslileAC. flute and melodeon along with
* the national hymn. At that the first U.S. postage stamp
hour my brother Stephen was honoring an American
w born. The same day Thomas composer—issued here May 3,
Foster Story" here are per-
forming. "If it wasn't his
birthday, we Oght have
asked anottrel: fgroup to per-
form," MiSsStatton added.
The community, re-
presented by members of
area church choirs, will
remember Foster by part.
ticipating in a "song fest" at
6:30 p.m. in honor of Foster,
Miss Station said. "The''-
audience will be invited to
join in and sing and some of
the songs will be patriotic,"
she added. The community
sing will be held at the J. Dan-
Talbott Amphitheater where
the story of Stephen Foster's
life is depicted daily except
**
* *
* CdnieOut and-BrOuse Around *
t** 
** 
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states annually attend the
camp here.
Foster was born in a small
white cottage at Lawren-
ceville, a suburb of Pitt-
sburgh, Pa., July 4, 1826.
"He was the youngest of the
family except one (James,
who died in infancy),"
Morrison Foster wrote in his
lxiok "My Brother Stephen."
"lhe day was a memorable
one for several reasons,"
Morrison Foster said of his
brother Stephen's birth.
"Independence had reached
its half-century. A grand
celebration was held in my
father's woods back of the
Jefferson and John Adams
died."
"Someone suggested in the
Foster family that the new
baby should be named Jef-
ferson Adams Foster," said
Fletcher Hodges, director of
the Stephen Foster Memorial
at Pittsburgh, "but they
named him Stephen Collins
Foster for the son of a friend of
his mother—a little boy who
had recently died."
Hodges said Pittsburgh "is
going to take notice of Foster's
birthday in their big Fourth of
'July_celebration at a local
park. We are haying a late
observation of Foster's bir-
thday in our own building the
memorial) in November
because it fits in better with
events that we have."
1940—as part of the famous
American series.
iiodges Said Pittsburgh"is
quite willing to share Foster
with Kentuclaand Florida."
KentnekY has made the
home of Foster's cousins, the
Rowans, into a state shrine.
Federal Hill, as the Rowan
home is called, sits on a hill-
overlooking the amphitheater
where Foster's story is told in
song. "My Old Kentucky
Home, Good Night" is Ken-
tucky's state song and was
reportedly written by Boster
after he -visited the Rowans at
Federal Hill.
Hodges said Kentucky and
Florida were honoring Foster
before his native state of
Penneylvania, "and
sometimes that's the way
thing,s work out."
He said a Jeannie "with the
light brown hair" is selected
each year in ceremonies at
White Springs, Fla. among a
group of. girls seeking to
further their_ musical
educations with a scholarship
which goes with the title.
The song "Old Folks at
Home" refers to that area of
Florida. In 1851 Foster'
composed the song, which
states in part; "Way down
upon the Swanee River"
outing
. White Springs has an
amphitheater and a museum
honoring Foster.
"We will have Stephen
Foster music on our 97-bed
carillon here at the Stephen
Foster Memorial Park,"
Barbara Beauchamp of White
Springs said.
She said the music will be
heard during an "arts and
crafts open air fair" held in
conjunction with Foster's
birthday
PICNIC TIME—Several Teachers College
faculty members and administrators prepare the food on an
believed to be at Reelfoot Lake in Fulton County in about
Murray State
.3 , ••-•. 1929 or 1930. They are (left to right ) : Stanley Pullen, agriculture
This photo shows a sawmill demonstration on the
Calloway County Court Square a few decades ago. The
actual date the phot was taken is unknown.
. . . this great anniversary festival
ought to be commemorated as the
day of deliverance, by solemn acts of
devotion to God Almighty. It ought to
be solemnized with pomp and parade,












413 South 4111 St.
753-9151
Rep. Don Fuqua, D-Fla. will
present "a Betsy Ross flag
that has-flown over the Capitol
building in Washington, D.C.
for our museum," Mrs.
Beauchimp added:
"We have a special
medallion which has been
struck by the Franklin Mint
commemorating the 150th
annivirsary of the birth of
Foster," Mrs. Beauchamp
said, "and those are being
given at the Fourth of July
_
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celebration to Fuqua and
other distinguished people.
- "Everything we do is aimed
• at Foster," Mrs. Beauchamp
'vontinued, "because we are a
tribute here on the banks of
the Swanee River because he
wrote our state song."
The Florida Legislature
adopted "Old Folks at Home"
at the state song in 1935, "but
of course it's more commonly
called "Swanee River' now,"
Mrs. Beauchamp said."
teacher; Dr. Rainey T. Welk, president; Glenn Asheraft,
history teacher; R. E. Broach, bodiless manager; and E. H.
Smith, extension director. The boy at the extreme right is
unidentified.
We're Backed
By Years of Service
In - times of bereavement, its
comforting to know that you can
put your trust in us. We'll han-





The Pageant of Freedont, a . At.9 p.m. thrl/S. Army
family-style prelude to the, Band Will provide an interlude
gigantic fireworks ex- of patriotic music prior loth*
travaganza- planned for , Bicentennial Address by Vice
Washington, D.C., by HAPPY
BIRTHDAY, USA! will have
all the qualities of an old-
fashioned, hometown July 4th
celebration but on a grand
national scale.
Large university and
military bands will present a
stirring musical program
from 6-9 p.m. on July 4, a





for the one,. million persons
expected to be in the Mall
area, will originate from two
stages on Seventeenth Street,
N.W., facing -the Washington
Monument, another stage on




FIRS] BUILDINL ON MSU CAMPUS—This photograph was probably taken in 1924 when this building (now know as Wrather
Hall) was completed. A local committee has been established for the purpose of preserving Wrather Hall by turning it into a
Jackson Purchase Museum. Gov. Julian Carron has promised to aid the local effort with state funds.
„




Start out any of the public
roads leading from Murray and
you will see on every hand the
great improvements brought
about within the past few years,
new and modern homes, tvell kept
farm lands, good roads and fine
stock. The old haphazard meth-
ods have givsn away to the more
modern ideas; nearly every far-
mer has his telephone, end is in
constant communication with the
outside world, no longer the iso-
lated citizen of the old regime,
hels by reason of the rural free
- delivery and other methods of
Swift communication, the equal
of his city brethern in progres-
siveness and general knowledge.
Calloway county has good
roads, fine farms, fine country
homer nrosperous farmers, good
schoels and a general wide awake
The county Melt of the county
is Murray,' located in the center
the county, /tad is one of the
towns in western Kentucky
ng shown ebntinoui growth
for lsye.ry-year since the war.
Elsewhere we have an extensive
history of the county up to 1885,
and in this sketch we only deal
with the most important occur-
rences since that time, except to
go back to mention the building
of the first court house, which
was started in 1843 and complet-
ed in 1844 In - 1894 the Union
soldiers came into Murray and
burned the business row on the
north side af the square for some
reason sparing the cdttrt house.
This part of the town beity
rebuilt, Murray continued to
grow in a modest way, having a
population of perhaps 1000. The
town has, however been practi-
cally destroyed by fire and rebuilt
within the past 25 yearshut each
time she has risen from her ashes
better and grander than before.
In 1875 the west side was practi-
cally destroyed, in 1884 the east
side succumbed to the flames, in
1905 the Ourray Institute
burned, and in the early spring
of 1906 marked the history of
two fires, the court house and
-again the west-side of the square
In 1908 occurred the last fire of
any 130th he burning ofthe rie*
Murray Rank building and the
Knight store. Truly a record of
fire disasters that wimid.,break
tie spirit of most oT the average-
citizens, hut here is shown the
indomitable will and, -the great
of home and Os sacredness
3:•y these wonderful people of
BY J.11.
'Th# moonlight falls the softest
In Kentucky;
The summer days come awes
in Kentucky;
Friendship is the strongest.
Love's light. glo*s4,..ahe4iongetts :— '
Yet wrong is always
In K.ntucky.
Life'sburdens bear the lightt-
In Kentucky;
The home fires burn the brightest '
In Kentbcky';
While players are the keenest,
Cards come out the meanest,
The pocket empties cleanest
In Kentucky.
The sun shines'ever brightest
- In Kentucky; -
The breezes whisper iightest
In Kentucky;
Plain girls are the fewest,
Maiden's eyes the bluest,
Their nttle hearts are truest
In Kentucky.
The bluegram waves the bluest
In Kentucky;
Yet, bluebloods are the fewest (?)
In Kentucky:
Moonshine is the clearest,
By no means The dearest,
And yet it acts the queerest --
In Kentucky. _
• The dove-notes are the saddest;
_ In Kentucky; 
Ybe streams dance on the gladdest.
In Kentucky: ,
Hip petit-eta are the thickest,
Pistol hands the slickest,
The cylinder turns quickest
In Kentucky.





Thunder peals the loudest.
The landscape is the grandest--
And politics—the deunnedest
In Kentucky.
the southland. Today Murray
stands as a monument to an ag-
gressive people. boend together
with the ties-of love--of --
friendship, and their native
land. Right here for the bene-
fit of the goodreader away from
this great and glorious state, the
writer wishes to impress you
with the fact that there are
some things that we cannot pic-
ture, there are things that we
cannot deacbribe7 because there-
is no language to convey thought
in alnanner to reach the mind.
I refer to the great hearts of
thine Kentuckian -1-can not tell
$1.00 THE YEAR.
_ Ninkirtdórds, no criticism,
is given to the northern man,
• but rather he is accepted in the
spirit of the brotherhood of min
and always at his present worth_
Murray has enjoyed continous
growth and prosPerity ever
since the war_ and bids -fair to
continue that even ,and steady
growth whieh has placed her in.
the front ranks of western Ken-
tuckY -.Alai. With good streets
beautiful homes. good business
men, and _a _united citizenship
far the best Welfare of the coun-
--tr, progress must continue in an
even and undisturbect_way.
you about that part of this coun-
try ;simply I must say that in all
the world they haye.no equal or
hogpitality, _geruseogity .and un-
selfishness. Let a man be half
decent and he is shown every
courtesy and kindness: they are
„so unconcious too, of the fact: it
is born and bred in them and
they are capable of no other
kind of treatment. To a man-
who has bumped up against the
selfish world tadAt is a very _
selfish one too) for years, to
meet this class of folks is simply
coming to an oasis in the world's
desert of greed and unkindness.
W. O. W's WORKING l'OBACcO FOR A RICK Bar THER.
_ ,1-W_HEFT•VP DENHAM
:We Save no data before us for
a biographical sketch of Wheeler;
Denham, of Hazellind what we
say ',Call be from-Memory and
personal knowledge.
He is one of the pr-gresitive
young men of the county and has
served as constable and deputy
sheriff. He is now 'engaged in
the merehantile business at Haz-
el and handles buggies, wagons,
mowers, corn drills. Vulcan plows
farming implements and hand-
made harness. He is one of the
largest dealers in buggies in
Western Kentucky and also sells
the 'Celebrated Melburn- wagons,
and all kinds of farm tools -and
machinery at ruck bottom p-ffee-s
He treats his customers fairly
and libetally_ and enjoys the mei-
fidence" of all whin-9'847TM! dl,‘
ing&leitlisliim-iit hi. clever a-Je
accomodating -a-nd "s q tare
deal" is his motto.
The ot'1tti.s held br.cic from
true progress, not so me% by
the badness of bad men, as by
the obstinacy of good men who






Thrs otter includes Men's, Women s and Children's Shoes!,




To Our Next 200:
Our. Bicentennial. It mean;' more
to Americans than just a celebration.
It serves as a stepping stode to the fu-
ture. It's a door leading to bigger and..
better achievements.
It's an opportynity for all of us
to look back at- our great historical
struggle for Democracy. To look at the
present and see how much has been
accomplished in only 200 years.
And, perhaps most .importanti-it
enables us to ;ie.-that- the future of
America now tlert-in -OUR hands. And
all of us, as Americans, have the knowl-
edge and foresight to make the next
200 years even better than the first
Happy birthday America'
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Calloway's Part In
The Civil War
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following ar-
ticle is reprinted from the "History of
Calloway County" published by The
Ledger & Times-in 1931.
_ °During the Civil War the peopTe
"'-uf -- Calloway county synitsarfilied
with the South.
As the county did not lie along
the immediate track of either army,
and was altogether unlihportant
from a strategic point of view, it
was not made the scene of any im-
portant 'military operation4 during
the war. Only a few slight skirm-
Mee occurred on its soil, and these
.„... ....w.e.r.e.,bet,a.een small parties of Ate
fOreefc—fliit—trorn-' tinfe-ite:
.• dint-passed through various parts
of4he county;
During the latter half of the war.
the county was overran by bands of
guerrillas, who plundered hundreds
of citizens of their horses, and mur-
dered innocent persons in cold blood.
The Wein of Murray was burned
during one of the raids and mych
Property was destroyed.
In the spring of 1862, Gen.
Sputa. commander of the Federal
forma stationed at Pactucili,- made
a raid to the Tennessee River, and
a great deal of damage to ,tbe
citizens of Mur7ay —and, surrounding
country. The detachment became
disorganized, on account of the-bad
clndi.tions of' the roads, and the
soldiers weni unrest.rajoed through
the county taking -*hat property
they saw fit. _-
A number -Of citisens were ar-
rested. atietOtiged in northern pris-
ons, . where they were kept for
several months.
Historian Collins tells us that
Fort Heiman, on the Tennessee
River, in the southeast corner of the
county, was occupied for some time
by Confederate forces under General
Aibram Buford with one brigade of
cavalry, one (Third Kentucky) regi-
ment, mounted infantry under
Colonel G. A. C. Holt, and a battery
of light artillery. These constitnted"
the left wing of the Confederate
Army under General N. B. Forrest,
when he made his suecessful assault
on Johnsonville, Tenn., on the east
bank of the Tennessee River, Novem-
ber'4 and 5, 1864. In the latter
part of 1863 a small detachment of
Federate, numbering about 300, took
possession of Murray, and threw up
earth-work near the town, which
iitiy-oceu pied gar a abort time. This
- was the only force of regular troops
 stationed in the-- town during the
war.
About 800 men from Calloway
• County joined the Southern -army,
many of trim going in squads, and
enlisting in different regiments at
different places. Several companies
were recruited in the county, the
first of which was raised early in
1861, by. Capt. C. C. Bowman. The
otJer officers were C. P. Duncan,
•
first lieutenant; Elias Hopkins, third
lieutenant. They numbered at the ,
time of organization about eighty of
the very flower of the youth of •
Calloway County. This company
served one, year in Virginia under
`.fleneral Dick Taylor. but took part
in only minor engagements.
:Campany It, of the Third infantry
was organized shortly after the
breaking out of the war „Land left
for the front in April, 18_61. Its
officers were G. A.' C. Holt, captain;
T.• A. Miller, first lieutenant; John
P. ,Mattheeon, second lieutenant;
and Abner Duncan, third lieutenant.
Captain Holt was afterward pro-
moted to the rank of Colonel and
Lieutenant Miller to the rank of
Captain. The company numbered.
eighty-seven men. Only shone__
twenty-five of these returned home
the . rest having 'fallen at Shiloh,
Baton Rogue, Vicksburg, Oxford,
Fort Pillow, Selma, Macon, Tishitn-
inmgo Creek, and other bloody bat—
tles, in which the celebrated Ken-.
tucky Confederate Brigade took part.
This gallant company took _part in
the campaigns of Tennessee, Missis-
sippi. Louslana, Alabama, Georgia,
and Kentiicky and served Otroughout
the war. . .
Company G, Seventh Kentucky
Infantry, was recruited in 1862, and
,.sitimbered about sixty-five men. The
,-*---Chambera, cap-
tain; David NOW,fea , first lieutenant;
and James Walston, second lieuten-
ant. The company formed part of
the Kentucky brigade and took part
in the same campaigns as did Com-
pany H.
Another company -belonging to the _
Seventh Regiment was organized til•
1862. and commanded by. Manoah
Sevan. The original membership
was only about forty, over half of
whomt were, killed during their ser-
vice.
Company C of Col. Faulkner's
celebrated cavalry regiment was
made up wholly-of Calloway Conn-
tians in 1863. . It numbered about
eighty men and took part in ,Alti 
western .campaign during this- fatter, 
part of the ,war. Captain James
Melton raised it company for the
same reginient,4,e greater number,
of his men being residents of Callo-
way County.
' Simultaneous with the breaking
Mit of the war, and while the Con-
federates were organizing at Camp
Boone, and elsewhere, the friends
of the Union also rushed to arms.
T. P. Carter recruited a company of
'Cavalry in the county for the first
Kentucky liattaliani:IF.
a- largwi numbet:' inflated -in. the
Fttteenth Kentucky_ Cavalry and
other regiments.
Fully 200 men from this county
fought for the Union cause and did
valiant pervice in defending its prin-
ciples.
That Callowaytaas- ,Le‘y are
proud of its Civil War veterans is
proved by its very good organisation
of United. Daughters of the Con-
federacy.
Reprinted from the Jan. 6, 1911
edition of the Calloway County Gazette
LAND! LANDI
OPPORTUNITY
JACKSON PURCHASE  I
That portion of Kentucky bounded on the North by theOhio River, on the East by the Tennessee River, on the Southby the State of Tennessee and on the West by the MississippiRiver, known a/ Jackson Purchase; Inis-nm=andulating surface,
ferrite soil and climatic conditions conshscive to the luxuriant
growth of practically every, variety of plant grown in theTemperate Zone,
A Crop Failure Absolutely Unknown
Corn yielding, per acre, as high as 60 to 80 bushels. Wheat,Oats, Rye and other small grains produce a bountiful' yield.Hay, one to three tons per acre.
,r Tobacco Per Acre, up to $100-00
1.3Apples, Peaches, Pears and all small fruits, where properlycared for, yield an abundant harvest.
Serroended &I we are by it. markets of .Leensville„ Ciscineekti, Cakago„„..SL Loses,
Mesiplit sad New Orleans, and coasectod as it were by • not work*, tvaeoperuake and
reemaatcati•• facilities wiih tiles* points, we Lava. ready starkitti. quickly and essay
aceesiible for all above eloameolities. Pio irrigation or dredging necessary. A place
beinerio revered by sateen for it. abed. tif
Yet, lie face of all tkoo fads, sir fano leads range is price from
— 3 Wm rest, to ell per rem im Lew Iiir>pMee of farm /awls of • anifer
character in ear neighboring States.
Good land as low ss $15 the acre. Finest of improved farm land
at $10 to $50 per acre.
. --
Fee (mike, particulars write or come and sae
•Potatoes, Tomatoes, Cabbage and all kinds of Vegetatables areprofuse in production.
THE WEST KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE
W. H. FINNEY, Murray, Ky.Manager
CP
FIRST CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION was organized
in 1908 with LA.L. Langston, seated center, serving as Superintendent ot
County Schools from 1902 to 1910. Board members are, left to right,
front row, Will Johnson, Jim Orr, Langston, Lee Guerin, W.N. Men,
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back row, Don Nix, Milton Imes, Alonzo Beaman, and A.R. Copeland.








., 'Todt;, home ownership isn't quite so simple. We just
can't take an ax, go out and chop down a tree, and build
our own home. Things are much more complicated.
This is where thrift and yonr Savings and Loans have
become so important. By providing modern convenient
offices, trained, efficient office personnel and the
newest electronic business equipment, your local
Federal Savings & Loan Office is serving the thrift and
home ownership needs of the community. Or in-
stitution looks to the past with pride and to the future as
an opportunity to be a vital part in the growth of






Wherever the early pioneers settled, their first phony
was to throw up a roof of some sort over their heads.
They took their axes in hand, felled the trees, which
were plentiful and fashioned the trunks into logs to be
fitted together into crude cabins - buildings that have
become the very symbol of American resourcefulzietm,----
The log cabin today serves as an inspiring symbol of
the kind of grit that sustained the hardy pioneers in
building our nation.
4-year maturity $1,000 ....... 04,4.e,
61/4% 30-month L000 ....a,...”..,
61/2% 1 or 2 year 1,000 Inninran Dower
51/4% 90-daypassbook no minimum
51/4% regular passbook deposit and withdraw anytime
Substantial interest penalty required for early certificate withdrawal.
STI
STIFF
Bruce Thomas
Bobby Grogan
Helen Foley
Peggy Bartell
